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Abstract

The past decade has seen wide availability of solid-state drives (SSDs) in settings ranging

from personal computing to enterprise storage. Their success over the hard disks is driven

by performance considerations and cost savings. Besides SSDs based on flash memory,

there have been ongoing efforts in developing other non-volatile memory technologies

such as phase-change memory and MRAM. All these technologies enable what we refer

to as random-access block devices. Unlike hard disks, these devices have fast random

accesses; on the other hand, their writes are more expensive than their reads. In this work,

we study how to optimize database and storage algorithms for the I/O characteristics of

random-access block devices. Specifically, we tackle the following three problems.

The first one is about permuting data out-of-core. While external merge sort is popular

for implementing permutation on hard disks, it carries unnecessary overhead in storing and

comparing keys. We propose more efficient algorithms for a useful class of permutations

called Address-Digit Permutations on random-access block devices.

The second problem is concurrency control for indexes on SSDs. Various indexes

have been proposed for these devices, but to make such indexes practical, we must address

the issue of concurrency control. We propose a novel indexing and concurrency control

scheme which allows concurrent accesses during ongoing index reorganizations, and does

so with minimal memory and block-level locking.

The third problem concerns log-structured merge, a popular indexing technique well-

suited to random-access block devices. We show how an intelligent partial merge policy,
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combined with a block-preserving merge procedure, can significantly lower write traffic

while preserving other advantages of log-structured merge.
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1

Introduction

Traditionally, the primary hardware for storage has been based on magnetic disks such as

Hard-Disk Drives (HDDs). HDDs have good sequential read/write bandwidth but suffer

from very bad random I/O response times. Typical industrial-scale drives today have I/O

response times anywhere between 5ms to 10ms for random access. These I/O character-

istics make it difficult to design storage systems for accommodating multiple applications

efficiently. Hardware systems techniques such as RAID [PGK88] and networked stor-

age [GM00, Cla03], and software techniques like log-structured storage [RO92, OCGO96]

have mitigated these problems somewhat.

On the other hand, there have been continuous efforts to develop storage hardware

with improved base performance. One technology that has been successful in recent times

is flash memory [Fuj85]. Flash memory is an electronic device unlike the magnetic disk

which is composed of mechanical moving parts. Flash memory has fast random access

and other advantages such as better shock absorption and energy efficiency [LMP`08].

Because of performance advantages and ease of use, flash memory based devices have

been quite successful in domains ranging from enterprise storage to personal computing

and more harsh environments like mobile devices and storage in sensor networks. Be-
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sides flash memory, another technology which has seen some success in development is

Phase-Change Memory (PCM) [Gre08, Sak11]. Like flash memory, PCM has fast random

access and has good energy efficiency and shock absorption, and a first wave of efforts to

target PCM for mobile devices is underway [Ele06, Spo06]. Architecting PCM into the

memory/storage hierarchy for server and consumer computing products have been looked

at recently [LIMB09, QSR09].

Popular storage techniques like distributed key-value stores and cloud storage are other

examples which exhibit read/write asymmetry and random access features. Some of the

hash-based key-value stores do not even provide a range scan interface. These storage

solutions are gaining popularity for a variety of reasons ranging from their ease of main-

tenance, low energy consumption, to reliability.

All of these technologies enable what we refer to as Random-Access Block Devices.

Like HDDs these devices are block-based, but they can provide fast random access times

unlike HDDs. Flash-based SSDs are an example of such devices which have made sig-

nificant inroads into enterprise storage and personal computing markets. Another popular

example is block-based storage built on top of a key-value store such as Amazon S3. These

devices have very different I/O characteristics than that of HDDs. Specifically, reads are

cheaper and faster where as writes are an order of magnitude slower and are also sig-

nificantly more complex, costly, and/or wear out the underlying device hardware. These

characteristics of read/write asymmetry and fast random access require very different op-

timization goals than the demands placed by the sequential I/O characteristic of HDDs.

The shift in optimization goals can mean some database and storage algorithms good

enough for HDDs are not as optimal for random-access block devices. Better algorithms

may be possible for the new optimization goals. There has already been significant work

in identifying what problems and solutions in the database and storage systems world

require a relook. Many flash-based file systems that optimize for random access de-

vice I/O characteristics have been proposed [Woo01, EM, Man07, LP06]. There has
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been much research about new indexing schemes optimized for SSD’s I/O characteris-

tics [NK07, AGS`09, LFAK11, DSL11, LHY`10, LSL13]. They have shown in their

experiments that the B+tree [EN10], a popular index design for HDDs, is not optimal for

the SSD setting because it performs small random writes when processing updates. Better

ideas for data storage on SSDs for faster query processing have been proposed [THS`09].

Recently, there have also been proposals of buffer management policies to address the

read/write asymmetry of SSDs [OLH`10, PJK`06, LXCH10, LCHC11]. There are many

other problems in database and storage systems that have been identified and better opti-

mizations proposed for them.

This thesis is similar in spirit to the works referred above. We look at three database

problems closely and develop solutions for them that are optimized for random-access

block devices such as SSDs. Just as in the works mentioned earlier, an important observa-

tion is that our solutions are quite different from the popular and well accepted solutions

already in place for HDDs. These solutions will lead to much more savings than what is

possible by simply replacing an HDD with a random-access block device with everything

else staying the same. In some cases we will see that insights gained while optimizing

for a random-access block device may very well extend to the HDD case and lead to a

better solution for that device. In the rest of the chapter, we present an overview of the

three problems. Detailed description of the problems and the solutions we propose to

them are presented in the rest of the chapters of this thesis and can also be accessed in

[TY13, TBY12, TY15].

1.1 Permuting

Permutation is a powerful primitive. In contrast to sorting, where the output address of

a record depends on the results of comparing it with other records, here we are given a

function that directly returns the output address of a record given its input address, with-
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out comparing its contents with other records. Below are some examples where we use

permutation to reorganize data in useful ways.

Example 1. Suppose we have a large p ˆ q dense matrix stored in a file in the row-

major layout. To transpose it, or simply convert it into the column-major layout, we use a

permutation that maps input address pi, jq to output address pj, iq. In terms of linearized

addresses within the file (assuming all indices start from 0), this permutation moves the

record at input address iˆ q ` j to output address j ˆ p` i.

We can also convert the matrix into a blocked layout, where the matrix is stored as a

grid of submatrices, say, in row-major order, and entries within each submatrix are stored,

say, also in row-major order. This layout is popular because it provides good locality of ac-

cess for a wide range of matrix operations. For simplicity, suppose the matrix is 24ˆ22. We

can write an input address in the original row-major layout as a bit string x5x4x3x2x1x0,

where x5x4x3x2 represents the row index in binary and x1x0 represents the column index

in binary. A permutation mapping x5x4x3x2x1x0 to output address x5x1x4x3x2x0 converts

the matrix into a blocked layout with a 2ˆ 2 grid of 23 ˆ 2 submatrices.

Example 2. Suppose we have precomputed an aggregate for a sales data warehouse sim-

ilar to TPC-H [Tra93], where the group-by attributes include dimensions such as order-

date, part-key, supplier-state, customer-state, etc., and the aggregated measure attributes

include for example the total quantity of sales. The result may have been computed and

stored in

porder-date, part-key, supplier-state,customer-state, . . .q

order. Now we want to “resort” it in a different order

psupplier-state, part-key, customer-state, order-date, . . .q

and use it to simultaneously compute other aggregates whose group-by attributes are pre-

fixes of the new sort order. This type of reorganization is popular in computing multi-

dimensional aggregates from data cubes (e.g., [AAD`96, ZDN97, RS97]).
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We can regard this type of reorganization as a permutation of records in an address

space formed by the dimensional attributes. Data can in fact be compactly stored as

an array, as is commonly done in MOLAP [ZDN97, Zha98], with one-to-one mappings

between integer array indices and dimensional attribute values. Records do not need to

store either array indices or dimensional attribute values, as they are implied by the record

addresses.

We study the problem of permuting lots of data (that cannot all fit in available memory)

on secondary, random-access block storage. Specifically, we make the following technical

contributions:

• We handle address-digit permutations (ADP), which can be defined as functions

permuting digits in a mixed-radix representation of the address space. ADP naturally

captures all example permutations discussed earlier, as well as others such as bit-

reversal (popular for Fast Fourier Transforms) and z-order (popular as a space-filling

curve). We design efficient algorithms for performing ADP on random-access block

storage, characterize the space of execution strategies, and develop techniques to

search for optimal strategies that minimize cost.

• Our approach is fully cognizant of the read/write asymmetry exhibited by the under-

lying storage device. Our algorithms use “nice” I/O patterns that avoid partial block

writes as much as possible. We build into our algorithms a mechanism called fil-

tered reads to explore the trade-off between reads and writes—by performing more

reads, we can reduce the number of writes. Our optimization techniques consider

this trade-off in finding strategies that minimize the overall cost.

• We show that our approach significantly outperforms external merge sort on several

fronts. For typical block sizes, we only need a small amount of memory to enable

efficient one-pass permutation of arbitrarily large input. If multiple passes are re-
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quired, the number of passes depends on the inherent difficulty of the permutation,

not on the input size; thus, the cost scales linearly with input size. In contrast, sort-

ing will take more than one pass in most practical cases, and its cost is superlinear

in the input size. Furthermore, sorting requires key comparisons and operates on a

less efficient data representation, where each record must carry a key for compari-

son. For Example 2, the key includes all dimension attribute values. Our approach,

however, does not require such a key to be stored, as the address of a record in the

input already encodes where it would be in the output. This saving can be substan-

tial with many dimensions, and it translates to proportionally smaller intermediate

result sizes and lower cost per pass for our approach.

• While there has been some work on permuting data on secondary storage, our ap-

proach is practically more general and more efficient for random-access block stor-

age. Previous approaches focus on hard drives, while ours achieves better perfor-

mance by exploiting random block accesses more aggressively and considering the

cost asymmetry between reads and writes. Furthermore, previous approaches typi-

cally assume that input, memory, and block sizes are all conveniently perfect powers

of 2, and consider permutations defined using address bit permutations. For such ap-

proaches to work with an input address space consisting of d dimensions of arbitrary

sizes to be permuted, padding is required and may blow up the data size (and hence

execution cost) by a factor exponential in d. We choose to tackle general mixed-

radix address spaces. While doing so requires addressing a number of nontrivial

technical challenges, the resulting solutions are much more efficient and have much

broader practical applicability.
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1.2 Concurrency control in indexes designed for SSDs

For the second problem, we concentrate on indexes designed for SSDs, which are flash

memory based random-access block devices. These devices’ fast random reads benefit tree

indexes like the B+tree used extensively in database systems. However, the conventional

B+tree performs random in-place writes, making it a poor fit for SSDs.

The unique characteristics of SSDs have led database researchers to new tree in-

dexes such as BFTL [WCK03], LA-tree [AGS`09], FD-tree [LHY`10], and SkimpyS-

tash [DSL11]. A foundational idea behind these new indexes is to convert the small

random writes caused by index modifications into large sequential writes, by somehow

buffering modifications and then updating the index with a batch reorganization. Such

reorganizations may take long, as illustrated by Figure 1.1. While they make efficient

use of SSD characteristics, there is a serious issue: if the index does not employ proper

concurrency control techniques, an ongoing reorganization can prevent concurrent index

accesses, hence causing large variance in access latency. For example, without proper con-

currency control, the completion times shown in Figure 1.1 would translate into response

times experienced by concurrent accesses: some accesses may complete in milliseconds

or less, but others blocked by a long-running reorganization can take seconds. Thus, there

is a particularly pressing need for efficient concurrency control for tree indexes on SSDs,

which stems from potentially long-running index reorganizations—an issue not found in

traditional indexes designed for magnetic disks.

An index with good concurrency control should do better on three crucial require-

ments: a) low average access latency, b) low variance across latencies, and c) low worst-

case latency. While most database performance research and specifically those on SSD

indexes focus on (a), requirements (b) and (c) are equally (perhaps more) important in

practice. Users feel variance in performance more than they feel the average [Mil10].

Engineers at Web-based companies like Facebook and Amazon are concerned about min-
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FIGURE 1.1: Completion time of an insertion request—including any index reorganiza-
tion triggered—for (an improved version of) FD-tree [LHY`10], over the course of two
million insertions, starting with an empty index. The insertions are grouped into buckets
each containing 10,000 requests; we plot the longest observed time per request in each
bucket.

imizing variance and ensuring that the “edge cases” are not bad, even at the potential cost

of higher average latency [fac10, DHJ`05].

We make the following contributions for this problem:

• First, we identify concurrency as a critical issue in making SSD indexes practical.

We show that straightforward concurrency control schemes are inadequate. A global

readers-writer lock incurs unacceptably high variances and worst-case access laten-

cies. An alternative is for each index reorganization to write a new version of the

updated portion of the index and “switch it in” at the end of the organization; hence,

readers can access the old copy of the index without being blocked. However, this

scheme doubles the space requirement, making it unattractive for SSDs, which con-

tinue to be much smaller and more expensive than magnetic disks. Furthermore,

because crucial resources held by the old copy cannot be devoted to incoming modi-

fications until the current organization finishes, this scheme continues to suffer from

worst-case modification latency as high as using a global readers-writer lock.

• We propose FD+FC, a novel indexing and concurrency control scheme for SSDs.

FD+FC allows concurrent accesses by both readers and writers during ongoing in-

dex reorganizations, improving both response time and throughput of the index. Fur-

thermore, FD+FC does so without the extra space requirement of a space-doubling
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scheme. Achieving these features requires careful design of the data structure and

algorithms. At a high level, FD+FC employs a reorganization procedure that sweeps

a wavefront across a portion of the index, progressively converting it while ensur-

ing that the converted and unconverted parts remain connected as a coherent struc-

ture supporting concurrent accesses. Most parts of the index have a single sequen-

tial writer and multiple random readers; this special access pattern is exploited by

FD+FC’s efficient concurrency control protocol. We have implemented and empir-

ically evaluated FD+FC against alternative schemes. To our knowledge, we are the

first to evaluate concurrency control for SSD indexes. We include a full-fledged em-

pirical comparison of FD+FC, its alternatives, and Berkeley DB [OBS99], an highly

optimized industry-strength B+tree implementation with concurrency control.

• Finally, the basis for FD+FC is an index called the FD+tree, which modifies and

extends the FD-tree proposed by Li et al. [LHY`10]. FD+tree is a contribution in

its own right because of several new features aimed at making it practical: one-

pass merge makes index reorganization more efficient and simpler for concurrency

control; level skipping speeds up reads by skipping small, unnecessary levels; level

tightening makes it possible for the tree to shrink in height in the presence of dele-

tions; and underflow-triggered merges provide performance guarantees for work-

loads involving deletions.

1.3 Merge policies for LSM tree

Key-Value (KV) stores based on the Log-Structured Merge (LSM) idea have gained pop-

ularity recently because they can provide burst update processing and quick access to re-

cently added data — two important performance characteristics that are required in many

web-scale applications. LSM style KV-stores also provide good read bandwidth for range

scans which make them a convenient fit for off-line functionalities like trends analysis
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FIGURE 1.2: Distribution of keys at each level in a 3-level LSM-tree at a randomly
chosen instant for a steady-state experiment when the distribution of keys arriving at the
index is uniformly random.

(data warehousing, pattern mining, etc). The core idea in LSM style KV-stores is based

on logging and levelling. At a high level, the index is typically divided into multiple levels

whose sizes are geometrically increasing, and updates arriving at the index are stored at

the smallest level as log records. When a level overflows, records in it are moved to the

next level by a two-way merge. Popular KV stores such as LevelDB, HBase, Cassandra,

etc., are based on this idea and have been widely deployed.

In this work, we focus on optimizing the LSM design for random-access block de-

vices such as SSDs. While there have been efforts on using SSD for LSM style KV

stores [ANBS12, WSJ`14], we offer techniques on how to make LSM save more writes

on SSDs. Specifically, we look at the merge algorithm in more detail, and propose write

efficient merge policies. Existing literature mostly used the Full policy where all records

in a level are merged to the next level whenever it overflows. Popular KV stores such as

LevelDB, HBase, Cassandra, etc., have tried partial merging as an option, but to decrease

latency of the merge on HDD type storage. These policies are not well understood when

it comes to their write I/O costs. A key contribution of this work is the first in-depth study

of merge policy in terms of block-saving opportunities. To illustrate why this study is

warranted, we note that at first glance, it is not even clear why partial merging would give

us better average cost. We illustrate this with an example and a conceptual exercise:
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Example 3. Consider the simple round robin-based partial merge policy RR which works

as follows. Whenever a level overflows, it merges a tenth of it to the level below. When

RR starts, it picks the first 1
10

of the level’s data for the merge. Next merge onward it picks

the 1
10

that succeeds the largest key in the previous merge. When there is not enough data

at the end of the distribution, it reverts to the start.

Consider a uniformly distributed workload arriving at the index. Suppose this work-

load keeps distributions at all levels uniform. Then, every time a merge is completed, we

would have touched 1
10

of the records in the lower level. In such a case, the write cost of

RR will be the same as that of the Full policy on an average.

However, in practice, this is not true. The RR policy creates non-uniform distribution

at each internal level in the tree and a uniform distribution at the final level. Figure 1.2

shows the distributions for a 3-level LSM-tree. At each internal level, the densest region

is the oldest region untouched by the policy1 and is chosen when the merge is invoked

next. The high density means the range of the keys in the selection is much smaller than

the average case represented by the Full policy. Such a dense selection with a small key

range will have lesser merge cost because it overlaps with relatively fewer blocks in the

next level. Especially, such selections are optimal when merging to the final level (L2 in

the example above) because of the uniformly distributed keys in that level. They are also

at least as good as the Full policy when merging to internal levels. Interestingly, this cost-

saving behaviour of the RR policy is self-sustaining for a uniformly distributed workload.

Overall, the RR policy is one of the best policies for uniformly distributed workloads, and

easily beats the Full policy (see figure 5.7 for an in depth discussion).

Of course, one could argue that this is just a lucky case. The worst case performance

could have been bad if the distribution is not a friendly one. However, we show that

a simple choose-best based partial-merge policy Partial will ensure that the worst case

1 We ignore the spikes at the right-most part of the plots. These were left-overs formed when the policy
circled to the front of the distribution.
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behaviour is not bad, and on average much better than Full consistently.

What’s more, we can go beyond Partial and do better. Interestingly, we can achieve

better performance by combining Full and Partial policies in a smart way. This may be

counter-intuitive, because Partial always performs better than Full over time. However,

there are times when Partial is not as good, and we can do better. We propose Mixed pol-

icy which carefully combines the Full and Partial policies to bring out their strong suits.

The trade-off between Full and Partial is rather intricate, and we show how to make the

right decision. We implemented, experimented and confirmed Mixed merge policy’s ad-

vantages.

Besides the study of merge policy, we also exploit another opportunity: when perform-

ing the merge, instead of always creating new blocks for results, we show that it is possible

to reuse existing blocks. To exploit such opportunities effectively, we had to 1) organize

data in a level in the granularity of blocks (random access not being a bottleneck in SSDs

and other random-access block devices); 2) allow partially full blocks (we show that any

overhead caused by internal fragmentation is low); and 3) develop an algorithm for merge

to exploit such block-saving opportunities. Experiments show that this optimization is

effective when we have large records.
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2

Related Work

Flash memory and flash-based SSDs are the first random-access block devices to have seen

success. These devices have been a welcome addition to the storage market where HDDs

have usually been the sole option. Industry has been strong in adopting this technology

with enthusiasm, because it has always been the storage speed that has lagged behind

when compared to processors and other computing subsystems, and any improvements

in it were widely appreciated. Today, there is an active and ongoing research effort at

developing PCM, another technology that has shown promise.

These storage hardware improvements have been well accepted by the industry and

research communities, and there have been a plethora of proposals to optimize existing

systems and solutions to work better on such hardware. In this chapter, we look at a

sampling of such efforts. First, we will discuss proposals which combine SSDs and HDDs

to form hybrid storage devices. Next, we will discuss proposals that look at SSDs as

the exclusive storage option and design storage algorithms and systems optimized toward

their I/O characteristics. Next, we discuss related work on designing algorithms for PCM.

Finally, we will end with a short discussion which brings the perspective of our work to

the fore.
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2.1 SSD as an addition to HDD-based storage

Much research has been done on studying how a storage system can benefit from the

presence of both HDDs and SSDs. [Gra07] discusses how flash memory can be fit between

DRAM and HDD, and talks about different usage models for such a heterogeneous system.

The authors also discuss what page sizes are beneficial in such a setting. [Gra11] discusses

the specific problem of improving sorting in a memory hierarchy containing flash memory.

[ZTPH11] studies the problem of storage provisioning in a heterogeneous cloud setting

where machines contain both HDDs and SSDs. The authors consider SLAs and how to

cost-effectively provision storage for data analysis tasks.

An option is to consider a hybrid system containing both HDDs and SSDs for storage

and to distribute the data between these disks. [KV08] considers the problem of placing

a data page on either HDD or SSD based on the type of workload it faces. They present

a family of online algorithms to decide on the optimal placement on a per-page basis and

study theoretical properties of the proposed algorithms. Hystor [CKZ11] does something

similar. It identifies performance-critical blocks by getting inputs from applications cur-

rently using the storage and moves them to SSDs. It also buffers incoming writes to the

SSD to improve performance of write-intensive workloads. Hystor optimizes the usage of

SSD carefully keeping in view the high cost of flash memory relative to HDD storage. In

PEARL [XS10] the authors propose a redistribution strategy to periodically move pages

between SSDs and HDDs in a hybrid storage system. [WR09] is a similar hybrid storage

system. [CMB`09] studies adding SSD to an HDD based storage subsystem but performs

the study in an industrial setting. This paper proposes a tool called “Object Placement

Advisor” which identifies objects to be moved to the SSD in order to improve the overall

response time of the system. The authors optimize the system for cost by considering a

small SSD storage. [LMP`08] works at a much more semantical level; it moves some

database components such as logs and temporary storage to SSD. Teradata implemented a
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similar system [ter09] which continuously migrates hot data to the SSD.

Another option is to consider the SSD as an extension to the buffer pool. [CMB`10]

proposed the Temperature-Aware Caching (TAC) method which keeps track of page tem-

peratures at region level and uses it for eviction decisions. The authors implement the

TAC method into DB2 and a simulation-based evaluation was conducted using TPC-H

and TPC-C workloads. [Hol09] organizes the SSD-based buffer pool as a circular queue

and allocations for incoming buffered pages are performed at the head of the queue. This

design was mainly motivated by the relatively slow random write performance of some

SSDs. [KV09a] designed multiple buffer page replacement policies based on where copies

of a page may reside. The conclusion they draw is that the best scheme is dependent on

the type of workload. [KV09b] studies the problem of buffer allocation for a hybrid stor-

age system consisting of HDDs and SSDs. The idea here is that in such a system cost

of a page miss is dependent on which device the page is residing. Hence, their proposal

divides the main memory and caches pages from different devices seperately. The divi-

sion of the available memory is done according to workload characteristics in an online

fashion. [KJKM09] uses an SSD as a write-back cache to convert random writes to the

HDD into sequential writes. The SSD is used only secondarily as a read cache. [KLM12]

presents a caching strategy that uses flash memory as an extension to the DRAM buffer

for improving transaction processing applications. In this system, the authors show how

to realize a quick recovery by using cached pages in the non-volatile flash. Unlike in ear-

lier works, authors here show that basing caching decisions solely on the DRAM buffer

replacement policies can help a flash cache achieve high hit rates without incurring ex-

cessive run time overheads in maintaining more complex statistics. [PJK`06] presents

the CFLRU replacement algorithm, which takes into account the cost of replacement in

addition to the hit rate when finding victims. Since writes on flash memory are costly,

dirty pages are costlier to replace. Hence, CFLRU exhausts clean pages from the buffer

before going after dirty pages. [YLRB07] improves the CFLRU policy by considering
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erase blocks and the wear-leveling degree of the flash memory.

There has been an early and active interest from the industrial community in using SSD

for as a buffer pool extension. [ora09] takes advantage of flash memory’s fast random reads

by caching frequently accessed policies. They have intelligent caching policies where one-

time-use data is identifed through application level information and quickly removed from

caches once their tasks are completed. [Lev08] discusses the L2ARC algorithm used in the

Sun’s ZFS file system to maintain a second level cache residing on flash memory. Here,

an evict-ahead mechanism is used that batches soon to be evicted pages from the DRAM

into large asynchronous writes to the flash.

2.2 SSD as the sole storage option

There has been quite a bit of interest in optimizing storage algorithms for the case when

SSD is the sole storage option. The following is a sampling of works related to optimizing

transaction processing for flash memory based storage. [LM07] presents the in-page log-

ging approach where updates are stored seperately on a per-page basis. The updates to a

page and the page itself are colocated to the same erase unit of the flash memory for easy

recreation of the page whenever it is needed. [NLM09] extends the ideas presented in the

in-page logging work to the B+tree to avoid frequent log overflow problem by allocating

a log area in a flash block dynamically. [KWS10] presents the page-differential logging

approach where the update to a page is calculated only at the time of evicting the page.

Further, only a single differential to any page is allowed to exist in order to improve read

efficiency. RethinkDB [WAG09] takes a more radical approach: it uses an append-only

approach to storing data whether it be indexed or unindexed data. The authors show that

features like concurrency control, backups, recovery and replication are easy to implement

and will have good performance. They also identify pain points such as garbage collection

that now become inefficient to perform. [OXC`11] presents the Flag Commit approach
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for fast transaction recovery on flash-based databases. They minimize log records by in-

cluding transaction statuses into flash pages by adding a chain of commit flags. [BRD11]

is a transaction processing system designed to run on a cluster of servers sharing access

to a large pool of network-addressable raw flash chips. Data is stored in a log-structured

fashion over these chips and the processing system uses an optimistic-concurrency control

mechanism. LLAMA [LLS13] is a log-based storage subsystem containing both cache

and storage layers. LLAMA provides partial page flushes and latch-free page updating via

an atomic operation called compare and swap.

We now look at some optimizations proposed for data analysis tasks on flash. [SHWG08]

investigates query processing methods and data layouts that are more suited for flash mem-

ory. To make scans and projections faster, this paper examines a PAX-style data layout

where rows within a page are stored in a columnar fashion. A new join algorithm is also

proposed which first constructs a join index and then retrieves the pages and columns

needed for computing the final join result. [DP09] studies performance of various join

algorithms on flash memory. It shows that the relative performance comparision holds

for many of the results for the HDD case. It also shows that CPU costs form an often

bigger component in the overall cost for the SSD case. [BPB11] does a similar study but

compares the various join algorithms as implemented in PostgreSQL. They also find that

for indexing workloads, point queries benefit much more than range queries. [LFM13]

develops efficient scan and join operations for the SSDs by taking advantage of their inter-

nal parallelism. [NG08] discusses maintaining large random samples over a data stream.

Authors optimize their storage algorithms for flash memory.

There has also been considerable interest in indexing over flash memory and SSDs.

We present some of the related work in the context of our own proposals which we present

in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.
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2.3 Phase-Change Memory

There is an ongoing effort in developing PCM as a viable alternative to DRAM and possi-

bly flash memory. Keeping with this, there have been a few research efforts in optimizing

database algorithms for PCM’s I/O characteristics. We discuss here a sampling of papers

that discuss optimizing OLTP systems for PCM. [NC97] is an early work unrelated to

PCM which studied effects of making a portion of the DRAM reliable by battery backing

it. This paper studied various implementations of cache on such a memory. However, they

did not optimize for the costly write problem which is exhibited by PCM. [CGN11] was

the first to our knowledge to study database optimizations for PCM hardware characteris-

tics. This paper presents analytic metrics for PCM endurance, energy and latency, and uses

these metrics to design algorithms for B+tree index maintenance and hash-join problems.

[PWGB13] discusses OLTP durability management to optimize for recovery performance

and throughput. They present various recovery mechanisms to improve throughput by

taking advantage of PCM’s non-volatility feature. [WJ14] studies optimizing distributed

logging for single node systems and proposes optimizations to make it efficient through

PCM use. [APD15] present NVM-aware variants for three different data management ar-

chitectures: in-place updates, copy-on-write updates, and log-structured updates. [CJ15]

is a similar work, but targets recovery management in B+-tree.

There has also been some work on optimizing analysis tasks on PCM. [BFG`15] stud-

ies the sorting problem for PCM. [Vig14] studies incorporating peristent memory like

PCM into the memory stack and discusses new algorithms for sorting and join processing.

The algorithms they propose can be tuned for write intensity to optimize quantitatively for

the read/write asymmetry of the underlying device.
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2.4 Discussion

Related works discussed above have ranged from simple changes to existing systems and

testing them on certain random-access block devices to outright development of new sys-

tems and techniques suited for such devices’ I/O characteristics. All of them, however,

concentrated on a single goal: improving performance and/or cost of a system by incor-

porating new non-volatile storage technology. Our work follows this line of research. We

study the problems of out-of-core permutation and indexing, and develop algorithms and

techniques finely tuned towards the characteristics of random-access and read/write asym-

metry that are prevalent in most, if not all, new non-volatile storage technologies that are

currently available or in development.
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3

Permuting

For random-access block devices, it would seem natural to exploit their good support of

random accesses in implementing permutation. But doing so effectively is still tricky

because, as secondary storage, these storage solutions are still inevitably block-based. A

simple, brute-force strategy would be to go through the output address space in order; for

each output address, we compute what input address should map to it, and simply read the

record at that input address and write it out. However, this strategy generates lots of small,

random record reads, which are expensive on block-based storage where costs are charged

by blocks.

Another strategy is sorting. In this technique, we associate each record with a key

whose comparison order reflects the desired output order, and simply run the external

merge sort algorithm on these key-carrying records. Sorting is strikingly effective. In fact,

it has been shown [Vit01] that general permutation is as expensive as sorting in the I/O

model of computation (for large enough data). For many types of permutations encoun-

tered in practice, however, permutation can be cheaper than sorting when conditions are

right.
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We show, that we can indeed do much better than sorting (and the brute-force strategy)

for a large class of useful permutations. The key intuition is that, by analyzing the permu-

tation function, we can figure out what subset of input records to read into memory at one

time—we call them action records. For each set of action records, we permute them in

memory and write them to desired output addresses. Each set of action records is chosen

carefully such that they are clustered in both input and output address spaces; hence, reads

and writes are on the granularity of blocks instead of records. To illustrate, consider a

simple example.

Example 4. Consider a permutation that changes the ordering of records within each

block and the ordering of blocks in the input file, but does not move any record across

block boundaries. Suppose we have only one block of memory. We can choose records in

each input block to be a set of action records. We read in each input block, permute its

records, and write it out to the desired output block address. This strategy is “one-pass”

in that it reads and writes each block only once (albeit in random order). Moreover, it

remains one-pass regardless of how large the input is.

This feat would be difficult to accomplish with external merge sort, whose number of

passes depends on the input size. With some tweaking, external merge sort can be made

one-pass for special cases (e.g., almost-sorted input). However, its sequential access pat-

tern makes changing block ordering hard, and it lacks a general framework for exploiting

the properties of a given permutation.

Translating this intuition into a general, practical algorithm is not as simple. Some

permutations require a multi-pass strategy to implement efficiently, with careful choices

of action records for each pass. The realities of “imperfect” data dimension sizes and the

performance characteristics of modern random-access block storage also make it challeng-

ing to achieve optimal performance in practice and for more general cases.
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3.1 Preliminaries

We consider a class of permutations which we call address-digit permutations (ADP). It

is related to the so-called BPC permutations [Cor93], which we further discuss in Sec-

tion 3.5.

Consider the (0-based) address of a record in a file in the mixed-radix representation

with n digits. The n-dimensional space of such addresses is specified by integer radices

r “ prn´1, . . . , r1, r0q, where ri ě 2 for all i P r0, nq. The lowest-order (least significant)

digit is at position 0. We use xxn´1, . . . , x1, x0yr, where 0 ď xi ă ri, to denote the

(linearized) record address

n´1
ÿ

i“0

˜

xi
ź

jăi

rj

¸

(3.1)

within the file. We omit subscript r when the context is clear.

An ADP is a permutation that can be defined as a permutation of digits in the mixed-

radix representation of an address. More precisely, it is defined by a permutation π of the

digit positions 0, 1, . . . , n´ 1, which maps a digit at position i to position πpiq. This ADP

moves the record at input address xxn´1, . . . , x1, x0yr to output address

π pxxn´1, . . . , x1, x0yrq “ xxπ–1pn´1q, . . . , xπ–1p1q, xπ–1p0qyπprq,

where πprq “ prπ–1pn´1q, . . . , rπ–1p0qq denotes the resulting radices for output record ad-

dresses.1 As an example, consider π1 in Figure 3.1 of a 6-digit input address space.

It maps position 0 to 3, 1 to 1, etc. Effectively, π1 moves a record from input address

xx5, x4, x3, x2, x1, x0y to output address xx4, x3, x0, x2, x1, x5y. Figure 3.1 also shows how

the output is further permuted by another ADP π2. Although not shown here, the digits in

general can have different radices, which permutations carry along.

Records are stored compactly in a file consisting of a sequence of blocks. We assume

that all records have a fixed size, and no records span multiple blocks. Let B denote
1 We overload π so that in addition to as a function acting on digit positions, we can also interpret it as a

function on addresses or a function on radices.
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the block size, as measured by the number of records. We also assume that the data is

dense in the input address space; i.e., there is a record at every address xxn´1, . . . , x0y,

where xi P r0, riq for each i. The total number of records is therefore N “
śn´1

i“0 ri. For

example, Figure 3.2 illustrates an input file with a 6-bit address space, as well as the output

file obtained by applying π1 in Figure 3.1 (ignore for now the illustration of algorithmic

steps between them).

Note that there is no need to store record addresses explicitly for permutation because

they are implied by record positions within the file. For instance, as discussed, the data

cube in Example 2 need not store any dimension attribute values for its records.

We briefly discuss how to handle variable-size records and non-dense input data in

Section 3.5.

Additional Notation Let S Ď r0, nq denote a set of digit positions in (the mixed-radix

representation of) an address. A setting θS of S assigns each position i P S a value

θSpiq P r0, riq. A setting θS is complete if S “ r0, nq. Note that a specific record address

is a complete setting. A setting θS is partial if S Ĺ r0, nq. When writing a partial setting

θS , we use K for digits whose positions are not in S. We write xk for a sequence of k digits

with the same value x. For example, x1, 1, 0, 1,K2y denotes a partial setting that sets the

four highest-order digits (positions 5 through 2) to 1, 1, 0, and 1, while leaving the two

lowest-order digits unset.

We say that two settings θS1 and θS2 are compatible if for every position i P S1 X S2,

θS1piq “ θS2piq.

Given a setting θS , let ΩS1pθSq, where S 1 Ď S, denote the setting for S 1 that is com-

patible with θS . Think of this operator as “project.” For example, Ωr2,4qpx1, 1, 0, 1,K
2yq “

xK2, 0, 1,K2y.

Let fS1pθSq, where S Ď S 1, denote the set of settings for S 1 that are compatible with

θS . Think of this operator as “enumerate.” As a special case, fr0,nqpθSq denotes the set of
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all record addresses (i.e., complete settings) compatible with θS . As another special case,

fSpxK
nyq denotes the set of all possible settings for S; we use fS as a shorthand for it.

For example, if all radices are 2, fr0,6q returns all bit strings of length 6. Finally, we let

fH “ txKnyu.

Given an ADP π and a set S of digit positions in the input address space, we use πpSq

to denote the set tπpiq | i P Su, the resulting positions of the digits in S in the output

address space. Given a setting θS , we use πpθSq to denote the result of applying π to θS ,

which is a setting of πpSq in the output record address that assigns each digit position

j P πpSq the value θSpπ–1pjqq.

3.2 Single-Radix ADP with Perfect-Power Block and Memory Sizes

Let us start simple. Assume that all radices in an n-digit input address space are the same

(r), so the total number of input records is N “ rn. Assume further that the block size is

B “ rb, a perfect power of the radix; and that the size of available memory (also measured

in number of records) is M “ rm, where b ď m ď n.

We need some new terminology to help with exposition. We call the b lowest-order

digits (at positions b´1, . . . , 1, 0) in-digits (for in-block digits); they specify the address of

a record within the block storing it. We call the remaining higher-order digits (at positions

n´1, n´2, . . . , b) out-digits (to contrast with in-digits). A setting of all out-digits identifies

a block within the file; we call this setting the block id. For example, in Figure 3.2,

r “ 2 and n “ 6, so addresses are 6-bit strings; b “ 3, so a block can be identified by

the n ´ b “ 3 highest-order bits (out-digits) while the remaining b “ 3 bits (in-digits)

vary among records within the block; m “ 4, so the memory holds 2m “ 16 records or

2m´b “ 2 blocks.

Given an ADP π, we are especially interested in those out-digits in the input address

space that are turned by π into in-digits in the output address space. We call these the
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2

3

4

5

b “ 3

x0

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

π1
A “ t0, 1, 2, 5u

x5

x1

x2

x0

π 1
p0
q
“

3

x3

x4

π2
A “ t0, 1, 2, 5u

x5
π2p0q“0

x4

x1

x0

x2

x3

FIGURE 3.1: Illustration of ADPs π1, π2, and their composition π2˝π1, in a 6-digit address
space. Action digits chosen by ADPbasic

pass for π1 and π2 (assuming b “ 3) are shown—action
digit positions in the input address space are marked with strips to their right; in the output
address space they are marked to their left.
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FIGURE 3.2: ADPbasic
pass performing π1 in Figure 3.1; r “ 2, n “ 6, b “ 3, and m “ 4.

Records are color-coded by their output ordering. Block boundaries are shown with thick
lines. Action digits in input and output addresses are shown in red. There are a total of 4
iterations. Contents of the memory during these iterations are shown with the two middle
rows; dashed lines separate the iterations.

entering digits of π. Let F pπq “ ti P rb, nq | πpiq ă bu denote their digit positions in the

input address space (“F ” is for “entering From positions”). Let δpπq “ |F pπq| denote the

number of entering digits. For example, for π1 in Figure 3.1, there is only one entering

digit 5 (position within the input address space). Thus, δpπ1q “ 1. On the other hand, if

we consider the composition of two ADPs in Figure 3.1, π2 ˝ π1 (i.e., π1 followed by π2),

then F pπ2 ˝ π1q “ t4, 5u, and δpπ2 ˝ π1q “ 2.

As we shall see, given an ADP π, δpπq gives a measure of how “difficult” π is. Exam-

ple 4 has discussed the case when δpπq “ 0; i.e., π keeps all out-digits out and in-digits in
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Algorithm 1: ADPbasic
pass pR, πq: basic single-pass, single-radix ADP.

Input: R: a file of rn records; π: an ADP where δpπq ď m´ b.
Output: a file containing permuted records.

1 AÐ r0, bq Y F pπq;
2 AÐ r0, nqzA;
3 πmem Ð g2 ˝ π ˝ g1, where:

g1 Ð i ÞÑ pi` 1q-th smallest element of A, for 0 ď i ă |A|, and
g2 Ð i ÞÑ number of elements in πpAq smaller than i;

4 foreach θA P fA do // each possible setting of A
5 clear memory;
6 foreach θrb,nq P frb,nq

`

θA
˘

in asc. order do
7 read input block with id θrb,nq and append it to memory;

8 permute records in memory by πmem;
9 foreach ϑrb,nq P frb,nq

`

πpθAq
˘

in asc. order do
10 write the next memory block as output block with id ϑrb,nq;

(though π may change the ordering among out-digits and the ordering among in-digits).

In this case, we can do π in one pass with only one block of memory.

3.2.1 Basic Single-Radix ADP

Basic One-Pass Single-Radix ADP With more than one block of memory, we can handle

a more difficult ADP π with δpπq ą 0 in one pass. More precisely, we show how, using

memory of size rm (or, equivalently, rm´b blocks), we can perform in one pass an ADP π

where the number of entering digits δpπq ď m´ b.

On a high level, ADPbasic
pass (shown as Algorithm 1) works in iterations. Each itera-

tion processes a set of “action records”: it first reads rδpπq blocks containing these action

records into memory (they fit because δpπq ď m´ b), permutes these records in memory,

and writes them out as rδpπq output blocks.

More specifically, ADPbasic
pass selects and processes action records for each iteration as

follows. It partitions the input digit positions into two groups:

• Action digits, A, which include in-block digit positions r0, bq and entering digit po-

sitions F pπq. For example, Figure 3.1 shows the actions digits for π1 and π2.

• Non-action digits, A, which include all remaining digits.
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Each iteration of ADPbasic
pass considers a particular setting θA ofA (Line 4). Figure 3.2, which

shows how ADPbasic
pass works for π1 in Figure 3.1, serves as an example accompanying the

description below:

• The action records are those whose input addresses are compatible with θA. There

are exactly r|A| of them, and they occupy exactly r|A|´b “ rδpπq full input blocks.

ADPbasic
pass reads all these blocks into memory (Lines 6–7).

For example, in Figure 3.2, where A “ t3, 4u, the first iteration reads two blocks

(memory size) of action records whose input addresses are compatible with xK, 0, 0,K3y.

• Initially, the ordering of action records in memory is consistent with their ordering in

the input file. ADPbasic
pass permutes them in memory, in place, such that their ordering

becomes consistent with the desired output ordering. This in-memory permutation,

πmem, is itself an ADP over the memory address space. It is invariant across itera-

tions, and is precomputed by Line 3.

Figure 3.2 illustrates how this πmem is applied to action records in memory consis-

tently across iterations.

• Now, we go through memory blocks in order, and write them to appropriate locations

in the output file (Lines 9–10). The output blocks have ids that compatible with the

setting for A (or more precisely, πpθAqq) in the current iteration of the outer loop.

For example, in the first iteration shown in Figure 3.2, θA “ xK, 0, 0,K3y, so

πpθAqq “ x0, 0,K,K
3y, which gives us the two output blocks whose ids’ two highest-

order bits are 0s.

There are a total of r|A| iterations. For example, in Figure 3.2, it takes four iterations to

apply π1.

Overall, ADPbasic
pass reads the entire input once in a specific order, and writes the output

in a specific order. Thus, the I/O cost of ADPbasic
pass , if we simply count the total number of
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block accesses, is exactly 2N{B. Intuitively, ADPbasic
pass permutes digits withinA (which in-

cludes in-digits in either input or output address space) in memory in each of its iterations;

it permutes out-digits simply using random block I/Os.

Basic Multi-Pass Single-Radix ADP ADPbasic
pass allows up to m ´ b out-digits in the input

address to move to in-digit positions in the output address. Given an ADP π, if δpπq ą

m´ b, we cannot complete π using a single invocation of ADPbasic
pass . In this case, we adopt

a simple multi-pass strategy: we use r
δpπq
m´b

s passes, each of which calls ADPbasic
pass to move

up to m ´ b out-digits to in-digit positions. As a shorthand, we say that a pass admits

an out-digit in the input address if the pass moves this digit to an in-digit position in the

output address.

For example, consider the ADP π “ π2 ˝ π1 in Figure 3.1. Suppose m “ 4 and b “ 3.

Since m ´ b ă δpπq “ 2 (both 4 and 5 are entering input digit positions), we cannot

perform π in one pass of ADPbasic
pass . Instead, we would use two passes, as illustrated by

Figure 3.1: the first pass performs π1 (to admit x5), and the second pass perform π2 (to

admit x4).

Discussion The basic approach outlined in this subsection already offers compelling ad-

vantages over sorting. The cost of multi-pass ADP, measured by the total number of block

I/Os, is r
δpπq
m´b

s ¨ 2N
B

. The number of passes, r
δpπq
m´b

s, is independent of the input size. Note

that δpπq ď b because the number of entering digits cannot exceed the number of in-digits.

Therefore, as long as m ě 2b, we are guaranteed a one-pass solution. For example, as-

suming a typical block size of 8kB and a fairly small record size of 4B, we need only

p8kB
4B q

2 ¨ 4B “ 16MB of memory to guarantee a one-pass solution for arbitrarily large input

and arbitrary ADP. Bigger records would lower the memory requirement further. In con-

trast, one-pass sorting is generally impossible once the input exceeds memory size, and

the cost of multi-pass sorting is superlinear in the input size.
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These advantages are possible because of ADPbasic
pass ’s aggressive use of random block

I/Os. To make our approach more practical, however, we still need to consider additional

performance characteristics of modern random-access block storage, as well as arbitrary

radices that do not “fit” memory and block sizes; both issues can significantly impact

efficiency and applicability.

3.2.2 Improved Single-Radix ADP

We consider characteristics of modern random-access block storage to improve the basic

approach of Section 3.2.1 in several ways. First, we can make I/Os “nicer”—instead of

accessing random individual blocks, we strive to make larger requests spanning multiple

consecutive blocks, and turn writes into appends. While they do not change the number

of block I/Os in the case we consider in this section (single-radix ADP with perfect-power

block and memory sizes), nicer I/Os can be more efficient if per-request overhead is high.

Furthermore, they will become crucial for bounding the number of block I/Os in the gen-

eral case we consider in Section 3.3, where I/O requests are no longer aligned with block

boundaries.

The second idea, already mentioned in Section 1.1, is the use of “filtered reads” to

account for the cost asymmetry between reads and writes. Intuitively, at the expense of

reading some unnecessary data, filtered reads let us admit more digits in each pass, thereby

decreasing the required number of passes (and hence writes).

In this subsection we show how to realize these improvements. We first present, in

Section 3.2.2, an improved one-pass algorithm, which follows a given “plan” specifying

what and how to permute. The plan choice affects performance (e.g., admitting more digits

beyond m´ b will incur higher read costs). Thus, in Section 14, we discuss how to choose

the optimal strategy for performing a given ADP, which may involve multiple passes and

choosing a plan for each pass to minimize overall cost.
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Improved One-Pass Single-Radix ADP

ADPsr
pass (shown as Algorithm 2) is the improved version of ADPbasic

pass . We describe the

improvements in terms of the ideas outlined at the beginning of this subsection; the corre-

sponding modifications to ADPbasic
pass are color-coded in Algorithm 2.

Before starting, we note a high-level change: ADPsr
pass takes two extra input arguments

pA, βq, which define the plan to be followed in execution. A is the set of action digits, while

β specifies the size of input segments, which we will explain shortly. We will discuss how

to choose pA, βq intelligently in Section 14.

Making Reads Bigger ADPbasic
pass reads individual blocks. With careful choices of action

records, however, we may be able to make fewer, bigger read requests in the unit of input

segments. In general, an input segment contains all records that share a common input

address prefix (i.e., higher-order digit values) and, therefore, lie consecutively in the input

file. Plan parameter β ě b specifies the size of each input segment to be rβ . The rβ records

in a segment lie in rβ´b consecutive input blocks. Line 9 reads each input segment.

Making Writes Bigger We can do the same for writes. Instead of writing individual blocks,

we can write one output flush at a time. Analogous to an input segment, an output flush

contains all output records that share the same output address prefix and, therefore, lie con-

secutively in the output file. Given an ADP π and the set of action digits A, we determine

the output flush size as follows:

φpπ,Aq “ maxtj | r0, jq Ď πpAqu. (3.2)

In other words, we look for the longest output address suffix (i.e., lowest-order digits)

consisting entirely of action digits. Let ϕ “ φpπ,Aq denote the thus computed flush

(digit) position (Line 1). The size of each output flush is rϕ, and all rϕ in this flush lie in

rϕ´b consecutive output blocks. Line 14 writes each output flush.
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For example, consider π1 in Figure 3.1. Examining the destination positions of action

digits in the output of π1, we see that the longest suffix containing only action digits has

length 4, so ϕ “ 4. Thus, we can write 2ϕ´b “ 2 blocks (which happen to be all of

memory) as a single output flush. Figure 3.2 clearly illustrates this possibility.

Why do we compute ϕ by Eq. (3.2)? Given π and A, we want output flushes to be as

large as possible. Recall that all action records in memory at the same time share the same

setting for non-action digits, but a flush contains records whose output addresses have

different settings for digit positions in r0, ϕq. Therefore, the range r0, ϕq cannot contain

any non-action digits; Eq. (3.2) computes the largest possible ϕ under this constraint.

Turning Writes into Appends In addition to making writes bigger, we can in fact ensure that

the output file can be written as a number of partitions, such that we only need to append

flushes to these partitions. To reduce the number of partitions that need to be kept open

simultaneously for appends, we produce partitions in partition groups. With each memory

full of action records, we append a flush to each of the partitions in the same partition

group. After completing a group of partitions in this round-robin fashion, we move on to

the next group. Bigger partitions and fewer partitions per group are nicer.

Like a flush, a partition consists of all records sharing a common output address prefix.

Given π and A, we determine the output partition size as follows:

ρpπ,Aq “ maxtj ď n | rφpπ,Aq, jq X πpAq “ Hu. (3.3)

Intuitively, in the output address space, starting from the flush position ϕ and heading

toward higher-order positions, we skip over any non-action digits and stop at the first

action digit we encounter (or n, if no action digit exists in rϕ, nq). Let % “ ρpπ,Aq denote

the thus computed partition (digit) position (Line 1). The size of each partition is r%, and

there are a total of rn´% partitions. We will justify Eq. (3.3) shortly.

For example, consider π1 in Figure 3.1. Examining the destination positions of action
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digits in the output of π1, we see that no action digit exists in rϕ, nq “ r4, 6q, so % “ 6,

meaning that the entire output file is one partition. Next, consider π2. In the output address

space of π2, we see ϕ “ 3. We skip position 3 as it is not an action digit, and stop at

position 4, which is. Therefore, % “ 4, meaning that there are 2n´% “ 4 partitions of size

2% “ 16 each.

Note that we can consider a setting for the output digit positions r%, nq as a partition

number, which is a 0-based sequence number that identifies a partition within the output

file. Each partition contains r%´ϕ flushes. We can consider a setting for the output digit

positions rϕ, %q as a flush number, which a 0-based sequence number that identifies a flush

within a partition.

To implement group-at-a-time, append-only flushing, we need to pick an appropri-

ate order for bringing in sets of action records. The outermost loop of ADPbasic
pass simply

steps through all possible settings for A, leaving the ordering unspecified. In ADPsr
pass, we

break this loop down into a nest of two.2 Note that we can divide non-action digits (more

precisely, their positions in the output address space) into two sets: non-action partition

number digits, i.e., πpAq X r%, nq; and the remaining non-action digits, which are exactly

the flush number digits rϕ, %q (since no digit in A enters r0, ϕq by the definition of ϕ).

• The outer loop of ADPsr
pass (Line 4) iterates over the partition groups by enumerating

every possible setting ϑπpAqXr%,nq for non-action partition number digits. Each group

thus consists of partitions whose numbers are compatible with this setting. This

definition is natural, because in the outer loops, we do not have settings for action

digits.

• Then, for each partition group, the inner loop (Line 5) enumerates all settings for

A compatible with ϑπpAqXr%,nq in order, which basically involves stepping through

2 Actually, an appropriately ordered loop would suffice, and there is no need for this algorithm to compute
%, but the presentation is more clear with two loops.
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Algorithm 2: ADPsr
passpR, π,A, βq: improved single-pass, single-radix ADP.

Input: R: a file of rn records; π: an ADP (where δpπq ą m´ b is possible); A Ď r0, nq: input digit positions identifying
the action digits to be used by the algorithm; β P p0, nq: an input digit position specifying the input segment size to be
used by the algorithm.

Output: a file containing permuted records.
1 ϕÐ φpπ,Aq; %Ð ρpπ,Aq; // using Eq. (3.2) and (3.3)
2 AÐ r0, nqzA;
3 πmem Ð g2 ˝ π ˝ g1, where:

g1 Ð i ÞÑ pi` 1q-th smallest element of A, for 0 ď i ă |A|, and
g2 Ð i ÞÑ number of elements in πpAq smaller than i;

4 foreach ϑπpAqXr%,nq P fπpAqXr%,nq do // each partition group

5 foreach ϑπpAq P fπpAq
´

ϑπpAqXr%,nq

¯

in asc. order do // each flush #
6 θA Ð π–1pϑπpAqq;
7 clear memory;

8 foreach θrβ,nq P frβ,nq
´

ΩAXrβ,nq
`

θA
˘

¯

in asc. order do
9 E Ð read the segment of input records with addresses

compatible with θrβ,nq;
10 foreach e P E with input address compatible with θA, in order, do
11 append e to memory;

12 permute records in memory by πmem;

13 foreach ϑrϕ,nq P frϕ,nq
´

ϑπpAq

¯

in asc. order do
14 write, as one flush, the next rϕ records in memory to output addresses compatible with ϑrϕ,nq;

flush numbers and extending ϑπpAqXr%,nq with them to form settings for A.

In every iteration of the inner loop on Line 5, the output loop (Line 13) writes r|πpAqzr0,ϕq|

flushes. Each flush is effectively appended to its respective partition in the current partition

group being processed. It is straightforward to confirm that the number of partitions in

each group is also r|πpAqzr0,ϕq|.

Having seen how the algorithm operates, we can now justify our calculation of parti-

tion size in Eq. (3.3). Consider the output address space. Flush number digits, i.e., rϕ, %q,

should not come from action digits, because we need to step through flush numbers on

Line 5 but cannot control settings for actions digits. Under this constraint, Eq. (3.3) com-

putes the largest possible %, in order to maximize the partition size.

Permuting More Using Filtered Reads Recall that ADPbasic
pass can admit only m´ b digits, so

an ADP π with δpπq ą m´b cannot be performed in one pass. We now show how to make

ADPsr
pass perform π in one pass. In this pass, ADPsr

pass writes the output exactly once, as
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before. However, ADPsr
pass can use “filtered reads”—when it reads from an input segment,

it may keep only a filtered subset of the records in memory as action records. The net

effect is more reads, but greater flexibility that enables us to permute more.

A plan pA, βq with filtered reads is one where the range r0, βq of input address digit

positions contain some non-action digits; i.e., r0, βq X A ‰ H. Let A` “ r0, βqzA Ď A

denote the set of non-action digits in r0, βq. In ADPbasic
pass we had r0, bq Ď A, which can be

considered as a special case where A` “ H.

We just need some small changes to enable filtered reads. For each possible setting θA

of A, our goal is still to read in all records with compatible addresses as action records. In

the loop starting on Line 8, we still read input by segments. Note that we need to project

θA by ΩAXrβ,nqp¨q (Line 8), because if A` ‰ H, A Ę rβ, nq.

More importantly, whenever we read an input segment, we get records with all possible

settings for r0, βq. But we only want a subset as action records—namely, those with

addresses compatible with θA, or, more precisely, addresses with the same setting as θA

for digits in A`. Therefore, we only keep one in every r|A`| records; others are discarded.

We thus call r|A`| the waste factor. This filtering step is reflected by the loop on Line 10

(which we actually implement together with Line 9 in a streaming fashion).

Note that for each θA, ADPsr
pass executes Line 9 r|A|´β`|A`| times, because there are

exactly |A`| digits in r0, βq that are not in A. Thus, ADPsr
pass performs a total of

r|A|r|A|´β`|A
`|
“ rn´β`|A

`|

segment reads. The total number of input segments is rn´β , meaning that input is read

r|A
`| times—consistent with the waste factor.

As a concrete example, Figure 3.4 shows how, using filtered reads, ADPsr
pass is able to

handle π2 ˝ π1 from Figure 3.1 in one pass, which was not possible for ADPbasic
pass . Here,

A` “ t2u, so the waste factor is 2. Therefore, we end up reading each input block twice

(and throwing away half of the data). However, doing so nets us a one-pass strategy
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FIGURE 3.3: Illustration of ADPsr
pass performing π “ π2 ˝ π1 from Figure 3.1 in one pass

using filtered reads; r “ 2, n “ 6, b “ 3, and m “ 4 (same as Figure 3.2).
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FIGURE 3.4: ADPsr
pass performing the permutation shown in Figure 3.3. There are a total

of 4 iterations separated by dashed lines; the last two are clipped. The second row shows
the input blocks read by each iteration; keep in mind that they are simply streamed in and
filtered to produce the memory contents shown on the third row.

that reads all records twice and writes them once, which is strictly better than a two-pass

strategy that would read them twice and write them twice.

As special case, if A` “ H, all input records pass filtering; the waste factor becomes

1; and ADPsr
pass reads each input segment exactly once.

Requirement and Cost Analysis ADPsr
pass assumes that its given plan pA, βq meets the fol-

lowing requirements: |A| ď m (i.e., action records fit in memory); β ě b (i.e., input

segments are no smaller than blocks); φpπ,Aq ě b (i.e., output flushes are no smaller than

blocks). In Section 14, we ensure that we only generate plans meeting these requirements.
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Algorithm 3: Optimizesr
passpπq: find the best one-pass plan for a single-radix ADP,

which may involve filtered reads.
Input: π: an ADP.
Output: a plan pA, βq with the lowest cost.

1 AÐ r0, bq Y F pπq; β Ð b;
2 while |A| ă m do // make bigger output flushes with all available memory
3 AÐ AY tπ–1

`

min
`

r0, nqzπpAq
˘˘

u;

4 while |A| ą m do // ensure action records fit in memory
5 AÐ Aztπ–1

`

ρpπ,Aq if ρpπ,Aq ă n else maxpπpAqq
˘

u;

6 β Ð maxti P rb, nq | rb, iq Ď Au; // make bigger input segments
7 return pA, βq;

Because we assume both block and memory sizes to be perfect powers of the single

radix, all input segments and output flushes align with block boundaries. Thus, we use

a simple but effective cost model counting block I/Os. The number of blocks written by

ADPsr
pass is N

B
. The number of blocks read is N

B
r|A

`|, where r|A`| is the waste factor. To

account for the asymmetry between read and write costs, we model the total cost as a linear

combination of numbers of blocks read and written, where parameter α ě 0 represents the

cost of reads relative to writes. Recalling that A` “ r0, βqzA, the cost of ADPsr
pass given

plan pA, βq is

costpA, βq “
N

B

`

α2|r0,βqzA| ` 1
˘

. (3.4)

Improved Single-Radix ADP with Optimization

Given an ADP π as well as the amount of memoryM “ rm, we need to a find a strategy for

performing π with the lowest cost. Although we can always compete π in one pass using

ADPsr
pass with filtered reads, the best strategy may involve multiple passes instead. Before

showing how to find such overall best strategies, however, we discuss how to choose the

best single-pass plan.

Choosing Plan for One-Pass Single-Radix ADP Given π, we choose the best one-pass plan

pA, βq using Optimizesr
pass (Algorithm 3). It starts with a “baseline” plan with A “ r0, bq Y

F pπq and β “ b, the same choice as ADPbasic
pass . There are two cases.
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The first case is when δpπq ď m´b. Here, the baseline plan already meets the memory

and segment/flush size requirements without using filtered reads. It is already optimal for

the cost model in Eq. (3.4). However, if δpπq ă m ´ b, there is memory to accommodate

more digits in A. We choose to add those digits that immediately follow r0, φpπ,Aqq

in the output address space (Line 3). Doing so makes flushes bigger (even though this

improvement is not modeled by Eq. (3.4)).

The second case is when δpπq ą m´ b. The baseline choice of A exceeds the memory

requirement, so we must remove δpπq´pm´bq digits fromA. But which ones? We cannot

remove any digit in F pπq from A—that would introduce a non-action digit in positions

r0, bq in the output address space, making the output flush smaller than a block. Therefore,

we can only remove from A input address digit positions in r0, bq. The removed digits

become A`, so |A`| “ δpπq ´m` b. Which digits we remove from A does not affect the

cost computed by Eq. (3.4). However, we prefer removing the action digit at the current

partition position ρpπ,Aq in the output address space (Line 5), which makes partitions

bigger by increasing ρpπ,Aq. If |A| is still too big when the entire input is one partition

(i.e., ρpπ,Aq “ n), we remove the higher-order action digits in the output address space,

keeping ρpπ,Aq “ n.

Finally, we increase β as much as possible without affectingA orA` (Line 6). In other

words, we make input segments bigger without affecting the cost in Eq. (3.4).

The analysis above leads us directly to the following lemma:

Lemma 5. Give an ADP and the available memory size, Optimizesrpass finds an optimal

one-pass plan for ADPsr
pass (possibly with filtered reads) under the cost model of Eq. (3.4).

For an ADP π with δpπq “ δ, the cost of this optimal plan is

costpδq “ pn´ bq
`

α2mint0,δ´pm´bqu ` 1
˘

.

Overall Optimization of Single-Radix ADP Given π, ADPsr (Algorithm 4) finds the optimal

(possibly multi-pass) strategy and executes it by invoking ADPsr
pass with an appropriate
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plan for each pass. To optimize, we first establish an upper bound on the optimal number

of passes to search through. Then, for each particular number of passes, we consider only

the strategy that balances the numbers of digits admitted in each pass as much as possible.

For example, suppose b “ 16, m “ 19, and δpπq “ 14. Without filtered reads, each

pass can admit m ´ b “ 3 digits. We will need at most 5 passes. Among the four-pass

strategies, ADPsr will consider the one that admits p4, 4, 3, 3q digits in each of the four

passes. Less balanced strategies, e.g., p3, 3, 3, 5q and p4, 4, 4, 2q, will not be considered.

The following theorem establishes that this optimization method ensures the optimality

of ADPsr under reasonable assumptions about the cost function (see appendix for proof).

Indeed, the function costpδq in Lemma 5 meets these assumptions.

Theorem 6. Suppose costpδq is the cost to perform an ADP π with δpπq “ δ in one pass.

If costpδq is convex in δ and flat for δ P r1,m ´ bs, then ADPsr finds the optimal number

of passes and the optimal number of digits to admit in each of the passes.

Strategies considered by ADPsr are strict improvement and superset of the those con-

sidered by our basic approach in Section 3.2.1. Therefore, we inherit all advantages of

the basic approach over sorting discussed at the end of Section 3.2.1: having a number of

passes independent of input size and a running time linear in it, as well as being able to

do one-pass permutation with very small memory requirement. ADPsr also goes further:

it has nicer I/O patterns, and it can exploit the cost asymmetry between reads and writes

with filtered reads. Interestingly, if this asymmetry is so large (i.e., α Ñ 0) that reads are

practically free, ADPsr will choose to complete any ADP in one pass, using essentially an

improved version of the brute-force strategy discussed in Section 1.1.

3.3 General ADP

We now consider the general case where the input address space has mixed radices r “

prn´1, . . . , r0q, and block size B and memory size M may not be perfect powers of a sin-
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Algorithm 4: ADPsr
pR, πq: improved multi-pass, single-radix ADP.

Input: R: a file of rn records; π: an ADP.
Output: a file containing permuted records.

1 ∆opt Ð K; Copt Ð8;

2 for q “ r
δpπq
m´b

s to 1 step ´1 do // search for the optimal number of passes
// compute the list ∆ of the number of out-digits to move
// to in-digit positions in each of the q passes:

3 ∆ ÐH; C Ð 0; q1 Ð δpπq mod q;
4 for p “ 1 to q1 do
5 δp Ð pδpπq ´ q1q{q ` 1; ∆.appendpδpq; C Ð C ` costpδpq;

6 for p “ q1 ` 1 to q do
7 δp Ð pδpπq ´ q1q{q; ∆.appendpδpq; C Ð C ` costpδpq;

8 if C ď Copt then
9 ∆opt Ð ∆; Copt Ð C;

10 for p “ 1 to |∆opt| do // in each pass, move δp out-digits to in-digit positions
11 δp Ð the p-th element of ∆opt;
12 Denter Ð π–1

`

the δp smallest elements of πpF pπq
˘

;
13 Dexit Ð π–1

`

the δp smallest elements of T pπq
˘

;
14 LÐ r0, bq YDenterzDexit ordered by i ÞÑ πpiq;
15 L.appendprb, nqzDexit YDenter ordered by i ÞÑ πpiqq;
16 πp Ð i ÞÑ (0-based) position of i in L, for 0 ď i ă n;
17 pA, βq Ð Optimizesr

passpπpq;
18 RÐ ADPsr

passpR, πp, A, βq;
19 π Ð π–1

p ˝ π; // compute the “remaining” permutation

20 return R;

gle radix. Recall from Section 3.1 that we assume data are dense in the original address

space, so the number of input records is N “
śn´1

i“0 ri. However, as we will soon see, it is

often necessary to “decompose” the original address space in order to perform a permuta-

tion, and data may become no longer dense in an intermediate address space—i.e., some

seemingly valid addresses may not have records associated with them. One of the chal-

lenges we tackle in this section is how to keep records compactly stored in files without

physically padding these conceptual holes in the address space.

We first present, in Section 3.3.1, a general one-pass algorithm, which builds on ADPsr
pass.

We then motivate the need for address space decomposition and present our solution in

Section 3.3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3.3, we discuss how to optimize a general ADP, which

may require a multi-pass strategy.
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3.3.1 One-Pass ADP

ADPpass (shown as Algorithm 5) is our general one-pass ADP algorithm. It uses the same

ideas and follows the same flow as ADPsr
pass (Section 3.2.2). We process one memory

full of action records at a time: they are read in from input segments, filtered if needed,

permuted in memory, and then written out as output flushes. We go through the sets of

action records in a way such that output is produced in groups of partitions: for each

group, we append flushes to the partitions in this group in a round-robin fashion. For

additional explanation and examples, see Section 3.2.2. Here, we focus on the differences

(highlighted in Algorithm 5) from ADPsr
pass.

First, ADPpass takes two additional input arguments, T and $, beyond π, A, and β.

pT, $q specifies the input address space, which in general can be a decomposed one.

pT, $ ˝ π–1q specifies the output address space after applying ADP π. We will explain

these notations further in Section 3.3.2; for now, it suffices to remember what they present

respectively.

To deal with the generality of mixed-radix, decomposed address spaces, we also need

a few helper functions:

• maxSizeT,$pSq returns the maximum number of records whose input addresses are

compatible with a setting of digits not in S.

• outSizeT,$˝π
–1`

ϑrp,nq
˘

, where ϑrp,nq is a prefix setting of output address, returns the

exact number of records whose output addresses are compatible with ϑrp,nq.

• offsetT,$˝π
–1

P pϑq, where ϑ is an output address and P is a prefix of output digits,

returns the number of records whose output addresses precede ϑ and are compatible

with ΩP pϑq (i.e., they share the same prefix as ϑ).

Computing these functions is simple assuming dense data—e.g., maxSizeT,$pSq would

be the product of the radices of the digits in S. In the general case, however, calcula-
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tion becomes non-trivial; we will show how to do it in Section 3.3.2, when we discuss

decomposed address spaces in depth.

In ADPsr
pass (and ADPbasic

pass ), we specified how to permute a set of action records in

memory using an ADP (πmem) over the memory address space. In ADPpass, we choose

a more explicit implementation (which is simpler to describe for general, decomposed

address spaces). Suppose we need to process a set of action records, whose addresses share

the same setting ϑπpAq for non-action digits. In preparation, we divide available memory

into chunks (Lines 8–9), one for each flush that will be appended to one of the partitions in

the current group. The exact sizes of these flushes (and corresponding memory chunks) are

calculated using the helper function outSizep¨q. When reading input, for each action record

we encounter, we use its output address to compute which output flush and what offset

within this flush it should go to, and simply write it to that offset within the corresponding

memory chunk (Line 14). The offset is calculated by the helper function offset¨p¨q. After

we read in all action records, they are already in the desired order within each memory

chunk; we simply write these memory chunks out as output flushes (Line 16).

A more fundamental difference between ADPpass and the less general ADPsr
pass—but

largely hidden from the algorithm pseudo code—is that input segments and output flushes

may no longer align with block boundaries. Since the underlying storage is block-based

and partial block writes are especially expensive, we take some additional steps to ensure

practical efficiency. To avoid partial block writes, we reserve a block of memory as an

output buffer for each partition in a partition group (Line 3). The number of buffer blocks

(i.e., number of partitions in a group) is calculated using the helper function maxSizep¨q.

Each output flush first goes through the buffer block for the corresponding partition; an

actual append happens whenever the buffer block fills up (or the partition is complete).

For simplicity, Algorithm 5 does not show all details. These buffer blocks avoid partial

block writes that would have been incurred by flushes that do not begin or end on block

boundaries. These buffer blocks also allow us to use flushes that are smaller than blocks,
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Algorithm 5: ADPpasspR,T, $, π, A, βq: general single-pass ADP.
Input: pT, $q: an n-digit permuted decomposed input address space; R: a file of records ordered according to pT, $q; π: an

ADP; A Ď r0, nq: input digit positions identifying the action digits to be used by the algorithm; β P p0, nq: an input
digit position specifying the input segment size to be used by the algorithm.

Output: a file containing permuted records, ordered according to pT, $ ˝ π–1q.
1 ϕÐ φpπ,Aq; %Ð ρpπ,Aq; // using Eq. (3.2) and (3.3)
2 AÐ r0, nqzA;
3 reserve maxSizeT,$

`

π–1pr%, nqq XA
˘

memory blocks as output buffer;
4 foreach ϑπpAqXr%,nq P fπpAqXr%,nq in asc. order do // each partition group

5 foreach ϑπpAq P fπpAq
´

ϑπpAqXr%,nq

¯

in asc. order do // each flush #
6 θA Ð π–1pϑπpAqq;
7 clear memory allocated for chunks;

8 foreach ϑrϕ,nq P frϕ,nq
´

ϑπpAq

¯

in asc. order do

9 allocate a chunk of memory of size outSizeT,$˝π
–1`
ϑrϕ,nq

˘

that corresponds to output addresses compatible with
ϑrϕ,nq;

10 foreach θrβ,nq P frβ,nq
´

ΩAXrβ,nq
`

θA
˘

¯

in asc. order do
11 E Ð read the segment of input records with addresses

compatible with θrβ,nq;
12 foreach e P E with input address compatible with θA, in order, do
13 ϑ Ð πpinput address of eq;

14 store e at (0-based) offset offsetT,$˝π
–1

rϕ,nq
pϑq within the memory chunk corresponding to Ωrϕ,nqpϑq;

15 foreach ϑrϕ,nq P frϕ,nq
´

ϑπpAq

¯

in asc. order do
16 write, as one flush, the chunk in memory corresponding to ϑrϕ,nqto output addresses compatible with ϑrϕ,nq;

which is more flexible than ADPsr
pass. Of course, memory required by the buffer blocks

must be accounted for and balanced against memory used for action records, which we

consider next and in Section 3.3.3.

Requirement and Cost Analysis Suppose ADPpass is invoked with a plan pT, $, π, A, βq. Its

memory consumption can be calculated below, as the sum of the number of action records

(the first term) and the total size of buffer blocks (the second term):

mempT, $, π, A, βq “ maxSizeT,$pAq

`B ¨maxSizeT,$
`

π–1
prρpπ,Aq, nqq X A

˘

. (3.5)

ADPpass assumes that its plan meets the following requirements:

• mempT, $, π, A, βq ďM (memory requirement);

• maxSizeT,$pr0, βqq ě B (i.e., input segments are no smaller than blocks);
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• maxSizeT,$˝π
–1
pr0, ρpπ,Aqqq ě B (i.e., output partitions are no smaller than blocks—

a weaker requirement than ADPsr
pass, thanks to output buffer blocks).

In Section 3.3.3, we ensure that we only generate plans meeting these requirements.

As with ADPsr
pass, we model the cost of ADPpass as follows, where Cr is the number

of block reads, Cw is the number of block writes, and α ě 0 represents the cost of reads

relative to writes:

costpT, $, π, A, βq “ Cr ` αCw. (3.6)

However, calculating Cr and Cw is significantly more involved than the less general case

of ADPsr
pass.

First, Cr “ pN
B
` Urq ˆ maxSizeT,$pr0, βqzAq. Here, Ur denotes the number of

input segment boundaries that do not coincide with block boundaries.3 The multiplier

maxSizeT,$pr0, βqzAq is the waste factor of filtered reads (1 if reads are not filtered). In

the general case, where input segment boundaries generally do not coincide with block

boundaries, we use the number of input segments, maxSizeT,$prβ, nqq, for Ur.

Next, Cw “ N
B
` Uw. Here Uw denotes the number of output partition boundaries

that do not coincide with block boundaries. In the general case, where input segment

boundaries generally do not coincide with block boundaries, we use the number of output

partitions, maxSizeT,$pπ–1prρpπ,Aq, nqqq, for Uw. Recall that unaligned flush boundaries

do not incur additional block writes because of output buffer blocks.

3.3.2 Address Decomposition

With arbitrary radices and block and memory sizes, there are now situations where we

cannot pick a valid set of action digits A to perform an ADP (even with filtered reads). For

example, consider transposing a big pˆ q matrix, where p ąM and q ąM . If we model

the address space using two digits (row and column numbers), including any digit in A at

3 Intuitively, segment and block boundaries divide the input file into parts. Each part incurs a block read,
and there are a total of N

B ` Ur parts.
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all would exceed the memory requirement of ADPpass, because every radix is bigger than

M .

Conceptually, the solution is straightforward—we simply decompose a digit into multi-

ple “smaller” components such that the product of the radices of these components equals

the radix of the original digit. Then, the task of permuting bigger digits can be accom-

plished by permuting smaller components. In the case of matrix transpose, for example,

if p and q are perfect powers of 2, we can decompose them into log2 p and log2 q bits,

respectively.

In practice, however, we might not be able to find such perfect decompositions. For

example, p and q may not be perfect powers; worse, both can be prime numbers. In such

cases, we have to deal with imperfect decompositions, where the original radix does not

equal the product of component radices. Imperfect decompositions complicate address

manipulations because data may not be dense in the decomposed address spaces; Eq. (3.1)

no longer works. For example, consider imperfect decompositions in Figure 3.5. We see

that there are (shaded) “gaps” in the decomposed address spaces. For instance, address

x0, 1, 2y in T 3,p2,3q has no record associated with it, even though all digit values are less

than their respective radices; however, the same address x0, 1, 2y is valid in T p3,2q,3, a de-

composition with the same radices as T 3,p2,3q but nonetheless different. Eq. (3.1) happens

to work for T p3,2q,3, but not for T 3,p2,3q.

One way to cope with imperfect decompositions is padding—we simply fill gaps in

the decomposed address space with dummy records, essentially blowing up the original

address space. For example, a 1025 ˆ 513 matrix could be padded and handled as a

2048 ˆ 1024 matrix if we want a decomposed address space consisting of bits. However,

dummy records take space in files, making each pass more expensive; injecting dummy

records into the original input and removing them from the final output also incur extra

cost. Worse, the space overhead of padding is exponential in the number of digits—given

an n-digit original address space, if all digits need to be decomposed and if, for each digit,
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FIGURE 3.5: Different (imperfect) decompositions of the same single-digit address space
with radix 13. The superscripts of T indicate radices of the decomposed address spaces.
T 3,p2,3q is obtained by further decomposing the lower-order digit of T 3,5; T p3,2q,3 is obtained
by further decomposing the higher-order digit of T 5,3. Invalid addresses are shaded.

valid addresses make up for a fraction f ă 1 of the address space decomposed from this

digit, then only fn fraction of the addresses in the overall decomposed address space are

valid. Therefore, we need a better approach for making ADP practical in the general case.

In this subsection, we present an approach that keeps records stored compactly at all

times, even if the address space is decomposed imperfectly and data become no longer

dense. The notion of address decomposition requires careful formulation—as Figure 3.5

shows, two decomposed address spaces (T p3,2q,3 and T 3,p2,3q) can come from the same

original space, have the same list of radices, but require very different address mappings.

In the following, we first study what it means to decompose a single digit, and then discuss

how to decompose and permute address spaces in general.

Decomposing a Single Digit

A decomposition of a digit with radix r into two digits with radices r2 ą 1 and r1 ą 1 is

valid if r2r1 ě r, pr2 ´ 1qr1 ă r, and r2pr1 ´ 1q ă r. Under this decomposition, value x

(radix r) is mapped to a pair of values x2 (radix r2) and x1 (radix r1), where x2 “ tx{r1u
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and x1 “ x mod r1.

A recursive decomposition of an original digit with radix r into a sequence of final

digits is a node-labeled binary tree T , where:

• Each node u P T represents a digit, and is labeled by radpuq, its radix. The root

of T , denoted rootpT q, represents the original digit. The sequence of leaves in T ,

denoted LeavespT q, represents the sequence of final digits, from the highest order to

the lowest.

• A node u P T having left child u2 and right child u1 represents the decomposition of

the digit corresponding to u into those corresponding to u2 and u1. We call u2 (u1)

the higher-order (lower-order, resp.) child of u.

Indeed, Figure 3.5 shows the decompositions as trees, whose structures allow us to distin-

guish them.

We begin with a crucial observation characterizing the valid settings in a decomposed

address space.

Lemma 7. Consider an η-digit address space with radices prη´1,

. . . , r0q obtained from a single digit with radix r through decomposition T . Let θrp,ηq

denote a valid setting for digits at positions rp, ηq (1 ď p ď η). The set X of valid

addresses that are compatible with θrp,ηq can be partitioned into subsets according to their

values of the digit at position p´1. Let Xλ Ď X denote the subset of addresses with value

λ for digit position p ´ 1. Let Z0 denote the set of valid addresses in T compatible with

x0η´p`1,Kp´1y. Then:

1. The set of possible values for λ is r0, tq for some t P p0, rp´1s; i.e., there are no

“holes.”

2. X0, X1, . . . , Xt´2 are identical to Z0 modulo their values for digit positions rp ´

1, ηq.
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3. Xt´1 is a subset of Z0 modulo digit positions rp ´ 1, ηq; i.e., for every address in

Xt´1, replacing its values for digit positions rp ´ 1, ηq by 0’s yields an address in

Z0.

Lemma 7 reveals a small but important difference from the special case where the

entire decomposition T is perfect (i.e., every binary decomposition in T is perfect). With

a perfect T , the set of valid values for digit position p´ 1 is always r0, rp´1q; however, for

general T , the set of valid values at digit position p´ 1 depends on the prefix setting θrp,ηq.

For example, for T 3,p2,3q in Figure 3.5, given prefix x0, 0,Ky, the lowest-order digit can be

0, 1, or 2; however, given prefix x1, 1,Ky, it can only be 0 or 1.

Lemma 7 prompts us to introduce a useful quantity when working with decomposed

address spaces. Given a prefix setting θrp,ηq “ xxη´1, xη´2, . . . , xp,K
py for digit positions

rp, ηq, let κT
`

θrp,ηq
˘

denote the number of valid settings for r0, ηq compatible with θrp,ηq.

For example, for T 3,p2,3q in Figure 3.5, κT 3,p2,3q
px0, 0,Kyq “ 3 and κT 3,p2,3q

px1,K,Kyq “ 5.

For T p3,2q,3q, κT p3,2q,3qpx1,K,Kyq “ 6.

We can calculate κTp¨q in time linear in the number of digits:

Lemma 8. Suppose T is a recursive decomposition of a single digit into an η-digit address

space. Given θrp,ηq, κT
`

θrp,ηq
˘

can be computed in Op|T |q.

More specifically, we calculate κTp¨q as follows. First, we can compute κTp¨q for all-0

prefix settings in top-down fashion on T :

Lemma 9. Suppose T is a recursive decomposition of a single digit into an η-digit address

space. Define zpuq for each node u P T as follows:

• If u is rootpT q, zpuq “ 1;

• If u has children u2 (higher-order) and u1 (lower-order), then zpu2q “ zpuq ¨ radpu1q

and zpu1q “ zpuq.
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Then, for any leaf u P LeavespT q, zpuq “ κTpx0η´i,Kiyq, where i is the position of the

digit that u corresponds to in the final decomposed address space.

Next, we show how to calculate κTp¨q for an arbitrary prefix setting iteratively, starting

from its setting for the highest-order digit and expanding to lower-order digits one at a

time. This calculation uses κTp¨q for all-0 prefix settings (calculated by Lemma 9).

Lemma 10. Suppose T is a recursive decomposition of a single digit with radix r into an

η-digit address space. Then,

• κTpxKηyq “ r.

• κTpxxη´1, . . . , xi`1, xi,K
iyq “

"

zi if xi ă r
si`1

zi
s´ 1 or si`1 ” 0 pmod ziq

si`1 mod zi otherwise,

where si`1 “ κTpxxη´1, . . . , xi`1,K
i`1yq,

and zi “ κTpx0η´i,Kiyq.

Decomposing and Permuting an Address Space

A decomposition T of an m-digit original address space is a sequence of node-labeled

binary trees pTm´1, . . . , T1, T0q, where each Ti (i P r0,mq) is a recursive decomposition

of the digit at position i in the original input address. The original digit for Ti has radix

radprootpTiqq. We denote the number of trees in T by |T|; i.e., |T| “ m. We denote the

number of digits after decomposition by }T}; i.e., }T} “
ř|T|
i“0 |LeavespTiq|.

A permuted decomposed address space is defined by a pair pT, $q, where T specifies

the decomposition from the original address space and$ maps a digit position i P r0, }T}q

to a leaf (of one of the trees) in T. Thus, the radices of pT, $q are pradp$p}T} ´

1qq, . . . , radp$p0qqq. As notational shorthands, let $treepiq denote the tree T P T where

$piq P T , and let $lpospiq denote number of leaves following $piq in $treepiq.
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We say that a permuted decomposed address space pT, $q is consistent if $ preserves

the ordering of leaves within each tree in T; i.e., for all k ą k1 where $treepkq “ $treepk1q,

$lpospkq ą $lpospk1q. We consider only consistent permuted decomposed address spaces

(our optimization procedure in Section 3.3.3 ensures that it is the case). In the following,

unless otherwise noted, all permuted decomposed address spaces are consistent.

Consider a permuted decomposed address space pT, $q. We call a subset P of digit

positions r0, }T}q a component-wise prefix (or suffix) if for every T P T, those digits in P

that correspond to the leaves of T , if any, form a prefix (or suffix, resp.) of LeavespT q.4 It

is easy to see that every prefix (or suffix) of the digit positions in the permuted decomposed

address space is also a component-wise prefix (or suffix, resp.), but not vice versa.

Suppose θP is a component-wise prefix (or suffix) setting for pT, $q. Let ΩT pθP q,

where T P T, denote a setting for the address space consisting of only LeavespT q as

digits, obtained by removing from θP all digit i where $treepiq ‰ T . Clearly, ΩT pθP q will

be a prefix (or suffix, resp.) setting.

We now extend the definition of κ¨p¨q to the permuted decomposed address space

pT, $q. Suppose θP is a component-wise prefix setting for this address space. Let κT,$pθP q

denote the number of valid addresses compatible with θP . This quantity can be readily

computed in a component-wise fashion, as the product of number of possible suffix set-

tings in the decomposition of each of the original digits (recall that these numbers can be

computed by Lemma 8).

Theorem 11. Suppose pT, $q is a consistent decomposed address space and θP is a

component-wise prefix setting in this space. Then κT,$pθP q “
ś

TPT κ
TpΩT pθP qq.

We now revisit ADPpass in Section 3.3.1 and fill in the missing details. The input

arguments pT, $q together specify the permuted decomposed input address space, which

may be a decomposition of the original input address or an intermediate one (if ADPpass is

4 More precisely, for every T P T, there exists no u, v P LeavespT q where u precedes (or follows, resp.) v
in LeavespT q, but $–1puq R P and $–1pvq P P .
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called by a multi-pass strategy). Note that after applying π to this address space, the output

address space will be specified by pT, $ ˝ π–1q. The helper functions can be computed as

follows.

Lemma 12. Consider an n-digit input address space pT, $q, and an output address space

pT, $1q obtained by applying ADP π to the input address space, where $1 “ $ ˝ π–1.

• Let S be a component-wise suffix of the input address digits. Then maxSizeT,$pSq “

κT,$
`

Ωr0,nqzSpx0
nyq

˘

.

• Let ϑrp,nq be a prefix setting of the output address. Then,

outSizeT,$
1`

ϑrp,nq
˘

“ κT,$
1
`

ϑrp,nq
˘

.

• Let xxn´1, . . . , x0y be an output address, and rp, nq be a prefix of output digits. Then,

offsetT,$
1

rp,nqpxxn´1, . . . , x0yq “
řp´1
i“0 xisi,

where si “ κT,$
1

pxxn´1, . . . , xi`1, 0,K
iyq.

It remains to be shown how to implement the operator f¨p¨q (used throughout ADPpass)

efficiently in a permuted decomposed input address space. That is, given a component-

wise prefix setting θQ, we need to enumerate all valid settings for a “bigger” component-

wise prefix P (where P Ě Q) in ascending order. For this enumeration, it can be shown

that we can compute, for each digit, when to carry over to the next digit, as follows:

Lemma 13. Suppose P and P Y tku (k R P ) are component-wise prefixes in an n-digit

address space pT, $q. Given a setting θP , the maximum value for digit k among valid

addresses compatible with θP is

R

κTpΩT pθP qq

κTpΩT px0n´k,Kkyqq

V

, (3.7)

where T “ $treepkq.
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However, it would be inefficient to pay Op|T |q time to calculate κ¨p¨q for each digit and

for every setting enumerated. Instead, we offer an efficient implementation of f¨p¨q that in-

crementally maintains relevant κ¨p¨q results during enumeration. The algorithm Enumerate

(shown as Algorithm 6) is expressed as a continuation, using a Python-style yeild/return

syntax. It precomputes and remembers in z all κ¨p¨q results ever used in the denominator of

Eq. (3.7), as they do not change during enumeration. For κ¨p¨q results used in the numer-

ator of Eq. (3.7)—there is one for each digit in P given the current setting—Enumerate

remembers and update them incrementally across invocations.

Enumerate has an amortized running time of Op1q per setting enumerated, because

updating each digit takes constant time, and the average number of digit updated is Op1q

per setting enumerated (the lowest-order digit changes once per setting, but higher-order

digit changes exponentially less frequently).

3.3.3 General ADP with Optimization

Given input data in a mixed-radix address space, we now discuss how to carry out a given

ADP, with block size B and memory size M . We assume the cost model in Section 3.3.1.

In general, an optimal strategy may require multiple passes: each pass may choose to

decompose its input address space, and may employ filtered reads. The original address

space may undergo multiple decompositions and permutations.5

Before presenting the algorithms in this section, we introduce a procedure

DecomppT, $, Sq for enumerating decompositions of pT, $q (plus itself). Input argument

S specifies a subset of the digits in pT, $q to be potentially decomposed. A decomposi-

tion returned by DecomppT, $, Sq either leaves each digit S as is, or decomposes it into

two digits. DecomppT, $, Sq enumerates all such possible decompositions. We use ‹ to

denote a decomposition returned by DecomppT, $, Sq. Let pT‹, $‹q denote the resulting

5 Note that there is no need to explicitly recombine decomposed digits, because we always store records
compactly, and their order in a decomposed address space is consistent with the un-decomposed one.
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Algorithm 6: EnumeratepT, $, θQ, P q.
Input: pT, $q: specification of an n-digit permuted decomposed input address space; θQ: a setting for a component-wise

prefix Q in this space; P Ě Q: a “bigger” component-wise prefix in the same space.
Output: the next valid setting for P compatible with θQ in ascending order, or signal the end of the enumeration if no such

setting exists.
// initialize:

1 foreach i P Q do vris Ð θQpiq;
2 ;
3 foreach i P P zQ do vris Ð 0;
4 ;
5 foreach T P T do
6 prT s Ð mint$lpospiq | i P rp, nq ^$treepiq “ T u;
7 η Ð |LeavespT q|;
8 foreach k P rprT s, ηq do zrT, ks Ð κT

`

x0η´k,Kky
˘

;// Lemma 9
9 foreach k P pprT s, ηs do srT, ks Ð κT

`

Ωrk,ηqpΩT pvqq
˘

;// Lemma 10

// iterate:
10 while true do
11 iÐ minpP q;

12 while i ă minpQq and vris ` 1 ě r
sr$treepiq,$lpospiq`1s

zr$treepiq,$lpospiqs
s do

13 iÐ minpP X ri` 1, nqq;

14 if i “ minpQq then return; // signal the end of the enumeration
15 ;
16 vris Ð vris ` 1;
17 T Ð $treepiq; k Ð $lpospiq;

18 if k ą prT s, vris “ r
srT,k`1s
zrT,ks

ś 1, and srT, k ` 1sı0pmod zrT, ksq then srT, ks Ð srT, k ` 1s mod zrT, ks;

19 ;
20 foreach j P P zri, nq do
21 vrjs Ð 0; sr$treepjq, $lpospjqs Ð zr$treepjq, $lpospjqs;

22 yield v;

address space. Let π‹ denote the permutation on pT‹, $‹q that will achieve the same effect

as a given permutation π on pT, $q. Finally, let splits‹piq denote the set of (one or two)

digit positions in pT, $q that digit position i becomes in pT‹, $‹q.

Note that a digit with radix r has Θp
?
rq possible decompositions, namely:

p2, r
r

2
sq, p3, r

r

3
sq, . . . , pt

?
ru, r

?
rsq

, as well as their swapped versions pr
?
rs, t

?
ruq, . . . , pr r

2
s, 2q.

Finding an Optimal Single-Pass Plan We begin with the task of finding an optimal single-

pass plan for ADPpass. Given pT, $q and π, algorithm Optimizepass (shown as Algorithm 7)

finds a plan pT‹, $‹, π‹, A, βq, where pT‹, $‹q represents an address space that is possibly

further decomposed from pT, $q, π‹ encodes the permutation in pT‹, $‹q equivalent to π
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Algorithm 7: OptimizepasspT, $, πq: find the best one-pass plan, which may involve
filtered reads.

Input: pT, $q: an input address space; π: an ADP.
Output: a plan pT‹, $‹, π‹, A, βq with the lowest cost.

1 Gopt Ð K; Copt Ð8;
2 βmin Ð maxti | maxSizeT,$pr0, i´ 1qq ă Bu;
3 βmax Ð maxti | maxSizeT,$pr0, i´ 1qq ďM{2u;
4 for (β Ð βmin; β ď βmax; β Ð β ` 1) do
5 foreach Aall-out Ď r0,mintβmin, β ´ 1uq do
6 foreach ‹ P Decomp

`

T, $, tβ ´ 1u Y r0, βminqzAall-out
˘

do
7 β1 Ð 1`minpsplits‹pβ ´ 1qq;
8 AÐ tminpsplits‹piqq | i P r0, β ´ 1szAall-outu;
9 if not B ď maxSizeT‹,$‹ pAq ďM then continue;

10 ;
11 GÐ K;
12 while true do
13 ÂÐ π–1

‹ prφpπ‹, Aq, ρpπ‹, Aqqq;
14 if ÂX r0, β1s ‰ H or maxSizeT‹,$‹ pAq ąM then break;
15 ;
16 AÐ AY Â;
17 if mempT‹, $‹, π‹, A, β1q ďM then
18 GÐ pT‹, $‹, π‹, A, β1q;

19 if G ‰ K and costpGq ă Copt then
20 Gopt Ð G; Copt Ð costpGoptq;

21 return Gopt;

in pT, $q.

On a high level, Optimizepass searches through all viable input segment sizes between

B and M . We use β to drive this search: maxSizeT,$pr0, βqq will be the segment size, and

we will consider decomposing the digit at position β ´ 1 in pT, $q to enable additional

choices of segment sizes.

It can be shown (Lemma 21 in appendix) that an optimal plan includes in its action

digits A all “out-digits”6 in r0, βq fully (i.e., with no decomposition). Thus, we consider,

as a choice for A`, every subset of in-digits or higher-order components7 from their de-

compositions. More specifically, in Algorithm 7, Aall-out (Line 5) denotes the in-digits that

fully belong to A`. The Decomp call (Line 6) considers all potential decompositions of

6 Here, a position i is out-digit if maxSizeT,$
pr0, iqq ě B, or in-digit otherwise.

7 For plans where A and A` contain components from the same original digit, we consider only those
whereA contains the lower-order component andA` contains the higher-order one. We do not consider any
plan without this property, because it would be effectively the same cost-wise as a plan with this property,
where the decomposition order is reversed for the digit.
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β´1 (to enable additional choices of segment sizes) as well as in-digits not already chosen

by Aall-out (to enable inclusion of decomposed digits in A`). Then, we obtain a baseline

choice for A (Line 8) consisting of the lower-order component of the decomposition of

the digits r0, βs not in Aall-out (or the digit itself if it is not decomposed). This baseline

choice includes all digits that must be in A given β1 (which specifies the segment size in

the decomposed address space) and A`.

Finally, we enumerate all choices for A given the baseline choice. This task turns

out to be easy because the best choices can be enumerated by filling the gaps between

action digits in the output address space, a complete gap at a time, from lower-order to

higher-order (Lemma 22).

To sum up, Optimizepass always finds an optimal one-pass plan.

Theorem 14. Optimizepass finds the optimal one-pass plan for ADPpass under the cost

model of Eq. (3.6).

Finding a Two-Pass Strategy To find a two-pass strategy, algorithm Optimize2pass (Algo-

rithm 8) searches the space of possible intermediate address spaces between the two

passes. Intuitively, performing a given ADP π entails moving those digits that are either

“outgoing” (from digit positions below the input segment boundary to above the boundary)

or “incoming” (from above the flush boundary to below the flush boundary). Let us denote

these digits P and Q, respectively. Optimize2pass considers the possibility of decomposing

digits in P Y Q, so that the first pass can “partially” accomplish π by moving a subset of

digits in P YQ or their decomposed components to desired positions.

Since P by definition depends on the choice of segment size, Optimize2pass first con-

siders each possible segment size in its outermost loop (as in Optimizepass). We define P

conservatively to be all “in-segment” digits: even if a digit stays “in-segment” after π, we

do not rule out the possibility of moving it (or a component thereof) out temporarily in

the first pass. Helper function Divide, defined using Decomp, enumerates all ways of de-
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composing a given set of digits and separating their higher-order and lower-order children.

Line 6 calls Divide to consider ways to decompose the digits in P and move a subset P Ò

of the resulting digits “out” in the first pass.

The next step is to choose the set Q of candidate incoming digits. Lines 7–14 consider

digits in the final address space that do not come from P ; they are added to Q one at a

time in the order that they appear in the final address space (from low to high), until there

is not enough memory to “hold” P Ó Y Q. The intuition behind the processing order and

memory check is that 1) the actions digits for the second pass must include all of P Ó (as

they either stay in-segment or must move out-segment) ; 2) to get a big output flush in the

second pass, we need a long consecutive sequence of lowest-order action digits; and 3) the

memory must be able to “hold” the action digits (i.e., all records compatible with a setting

of non-action digits must fit in memory). Line 17 calls Divide to consider ways to further

decompose the digits in Q so that a subset QÓ of the resulting digits can be moved “in” in

the first pass.

Given the division of P into P Ó (in-segment digits that stay in the first pass) and P Ò (in-

segment digits that move out in the first pass), as well asQ intoQÓ (in-flush digits that enter

in the first pass) and QÒ (in-flush digits that enter in the second pass), Line 22 considers

two arrangements of the digits in the intermediate address space. Both arrangements place

P Ó at the lowest-order positions, followed byQÓ. However, they differ in where they place

P Ò, exposing a trade-off between read and write costs. The first arrangement places P Ò

next, followed by the remaining digits at the highest-order positions; hence, the first pass

has a single write partition and low write cost. On the other hand, the second arrangement

places P Ò at the highest-order positions, pushing QÒ lower-order; hence, the second pass

potentially has lower read cost.

Given an intermediate address space, Lines 24–27 determine the ADPs to be carried

out in two steps, and optimize each by invoking Optimizepass. The two-pass plan with
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the lowest total cost so far is remembered.8 Our implementation of Optimize2pass actually

uses a simplified version of Optimizepass that does not consider filtered reads. Proving

the optimality of Optimize2pass (for plans involving no filtered reads) remains an open

problem, though empirically we observe that Optimize2pass produces very good plans from

our experiments in Section 3.4.

Finding a Multi-Pass Strategy The search space becomes unwieldy for multi-pass plans,

so we further restrict the search space and take a greedy approach. On a high level,

Optimizemulti-pass (Algorithm 9) greedily chooses a plan (without filtered reads) for the

current pass that leads to a remaining permutation with the lowest “difficulty.” Function

Estimate measures the “difficulty” of a permutation as the estimated amount of memory

needed to perform the permutation in one pass without filtered reads—intuitively, more

difficult permutations need more memory.

In more detail, when deciding how to decompose the original address space for its

first step, Optimizemulti-pass considers decomposing in-segment and in-flush digits (Lines 3

and 4, respectively), but it assumes that both segment and flush sizes are no less than B

and close to B (within one digit). When deciding how to arrange digits in the intermediate

address space resulted from the first step (Line 10), Optimizemulti-pass simply places P Ó

(in-segment digits that stay in the first step) at the lowest-order positions, followed by QÓ

(in-flush digits that enter in the first step), then P Ò (in-segment digits that move out in the

first step), and finally the remaining digits at the highest-order positions. This arrangement

is basically the first one of the two options considered by the two-pass optimization algo-

rithm Optimize2pass. As discussed earlier, this option aims at saving write cost of the first

step. The loop starting on Line 6 finds the intermediate address that leads to a remaining

permutation with lowest estimated difficulty.

8 Because of optimization by Optimizepass, the actual segment and flush sizes and action digits used in the
two passes may differ from those anticipated by Optimize2pass. There is no problem with this discrepancy,
as Optimize2pass’s choices are used only to guide exploration of possible intermediate address spaces.
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Overall Algorithm Finally, we come to ADP (Algorithm 10) for finding and executing a

plan for a general ADP. The algorithm calls Optimizepass, Optimize2pass, and Optimizemulti-pass

to find the best one-, two-, and multi-pass plans, and picks the one with the lowest cost.

Each pass is then executed using ADPpass.

To recap, our approach to optimization focuses on common cases. As discussed at the

end of Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, ADPsr takes very few passes in practice. Address decom-

position, discussed in Section 3.3.2, allows ADP to retain this property. Therefore, we

have developed Optimizepass to find provably optimal single-pass plans (possibly involv-

ing filtered reads). Optimize2pass finds two-pass plans (without filtered reads) by extensive

exploration of the possible intermediate address spaces. Finally, Optimizemulti-pass uses

a greedy heuristic to find multi-pass plans. As a result of this “tiered” optimization ap-

proach, the optimization overhead of ADP is very low in practice. For all experiments of

Section 3.4, optimization took under one second.

3.4 Experiments

We now evaluate ADP experimentally. Its main competitor will be a sorting-based imple-

mentation of permutation, which we refer to as SORT.9 SORT uses the external merge sort

algorithm, with the following modifications. When producing intermediate runs, SORT

writes out the input address of each record as a part of this record (so that these addresses

can be used for comparison in subsequent passes). When producing the final result, SORT

does not write these addresses. During merge phases, SORT fully utilizes the available

memory to read and write in units as large as possible. For in-memory sorting, SORT uses

an optimized quick-sort library. We implemented both ADP and SORT in C++.

We conduct experiments in two hardware settings. The first one is a single workstation

9 There are two other candidate competitors: Cormen’s BPC algorithm [Cor93], and the brute-force strat-
egy mentioned in Section 1.1. As discussed in Section 3.5, ADP is consistently better than BPC by a factor
of at least 2, so the comparison would not be interesting. The brute-force strategy incurs too many reads and
is one to two orders of magnitude slower than ADP for typical problems; see appendix for detailed results.
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(Intel i7 8-core 2.8GHz CPU, 8GB RAM, Linux kernel version 3.2.0) with several storage

options: an Intel X25-E 32GB SSD, an Intel 320-S 80GB SSD, and a Samsung 840 Pro

256GB SSD. To access the SSDs, we use an ext4 file system without journaling but with

direct I/O using the flag O DIRECT. The block size is 4KB. Since experiments on all SSDs

show similar results, we will only report results for 320-S here (see appendix for other

results). In the following, “SSD” refers to this setting.10

The second hardware setting we consider is the “cloud.” Specifically, we use an

m1.medium machine from Amazon EC2 to permute data stored in S3. We access S3 data

through the s3ql file system, which stores files in the unit of blocks on S3. We set the

block size to 64KB.

We use primarily two datasets. The first one, DTPC-H, derived from TPC-H [Tra93],

has following base dimensions:

order-week part-key supplier-state customer-state order-priority
574 100 50 50 2

The dimension sizes are chosen to reflect reality (e.g., 574 is the number of weeks during

years 1995–2005). They are not perfect powers, and they provide a good mix of small

and large dimensions. When needed, we vary the dataset size by scaling part-key and

supplier-state. The second dataset, Dv-dim, is designed to study the effect of the number of

dimensions: given desired input size N (in the number of records) and number of dimen-

sions d, we select d radices (each between t
d
?
N u and r

d
?
N s) whose product is closest to

N . The record size for both DTPC-H and Dv-dim is 8 bytes.

DTPC-HDTPC-HDTPC-H on SSD We begin by comparing ADP and SORT with a set of experiments for

DTPC-H on SSD. Figure 3.6a shows the running times when we vary the input size (by

changing the size of the part-key dimension from 50 to 500 in increments of 50) while

10 Besides SSDs, we have also experimented with a traditional hard drive—a Seagate Barracuda 7200-RPM
250GB HD. While this setting is not what ADP targets, it helps illustrate, through comparison, how ADP
exploits the characteristics of SSDs for efficiency; see appendix for details.
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FIGURE 3.6: DTPC-H on SSD.
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FIGURE 3.7: DTPC-H on cloud.

keeping memory at 5% of the input size; Figure 3.6b varies the amount of memory while

keeping the input size fixed at 4GB. Each data point for ADP shows the average running

time across five random permutations (SORT is oblivious to the permutation being per-

formed).

From Figure 3.6a, we see that ADP’s lead over SORT improves as input size increases:

for the smallest input, SORT is around 2.5 times slower than ADP, and for the largest

input, it is around 3.6 times slower. Although SORT takes two passes throughout this

figure, the culprit is the CPU time spent on sorting, which is still superlinear. In contrast,

not only does ADP require only a single pass, it also spends no CPU time on comparisons.

From Figure 3.6b, we see similar advantages of ADP. For the two smallest memory

sizes (460KB and 918KB), ADP uses 2 passes for four of the five randomly chosen permu-

tations, and 1 pass for the last one, while SORT requires 4 and 3 passes respectively; on

average, ADP is 2.7 and 2 times faster for these two memory sizes. For all other memory

sizes tested, ADP takes only 1 pass, whereas SORT takes 2. Overall, SORT is 2 to 3.3
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times slower than ADP.

DTPC-HDTPC-HDTPC-H on Cloud We run a similar set of experiments forDTPC-H on the cloud. Figure 3.7a

shows the running times when we vary the input size while keeping memory at 5% of the

input size. Here, the advantage of ADP is similar to what we saw for the SSD setting:

for the smallest input size, SORT is around 3.8 times to 2 times slower than ADP. The

running times for both algorithms is markedly slower than on the SSD setting because

S3’s throughput is much lower even with a block size that is 16 times larger. However,

like in the SSD setting, there is little difference between random and sequential I/O for S3,

so ADP shows similar gains. SORT’s running time increases in an almost linear fashion

as we increase the input size, whereas ADP has some zig-zags because it chose different

number of passes for some permutations.

Finally, we note that running time alone may not be the correct cost metric for this

setting, because Amazon S3 actually charges by the amount of data stored and requested.

Therefore, to get a clearer picture, we also show, in Figure 3.7b, the numbers of block

I/Os performed for the same set of experiments in Figure 3.7a. Here, we again see a clear

advantage of ADP over SORT.
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FIGURE 3.10: Effect of varying the number of dimensions d in Dv-dim on performance on
SSD.

All Permutations onDTPC-HDTPC-HDTPC-H As the performance of ADP depends on the given permutation,

here we study the behavior of ADP for all 119 non-identity permutations for DTPC-H. Fig-

ure 3.8 shows the percentage of the permutations requiring a specific number of passes.

We fix the memory size at 128KB and vary the input size. We see that the majority of

the permutations are “easy” (requiring 1 or 2 passes) for ADP, and they do not get much

harder with larger inputs. In contrast, unable to exploit easy permutations, SORT always

requires a high number of passes (invariant across permutations) compared with ADP, and

even more with larger inputs.

Exploiting the Read/Write Cost Asymmetry Figure 3.9 compares the costs of the best single-

pass strategy (with filtered reads enabled) and the best two-pass strategy, as we vary avail-

able memory. Here, α “ 1{16. In this case, it turns out that the minimum memory needed

for a single-pass strategy without filtered reads is around 1.5MB; thus, for all memory

sizes plotted in Figure 3.9, single-pass strategies are only possible with filtered reads. As

we decrease memory, more aggressive use of filtered reads (i.e., with bigger waste factors)

are needed to stay within a single pass. Thus, we see in Figure 3.9 that the read portion of

the cost of the single-pass strategies continues to rise as memory gets smaller. Eventually

(at the smallest memory size plotted in Figure 3.9), two-pass strategies become favorable

again. The optimization built into ADP automatically picks the best strategy in all cases.
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Dv-dimDv-dimDv-dim on SSD In this set of experiments, we fix the input size at 512MB and memory at

5% of the input size, and vary the number of dimensions d inDv-dim. Figure 3.10a compares

the running times of ADP and SORT on SSD. We see that the number of dimensions

affects the SORT much more than ADP. ADP is around 2.1 times faster than SORT when

d “ 2 (this setting is of particular importance as it corresponds to matrix transpose, which

has many applications). As d increases, this gap widens—SORT becomes progressively

slower, while ADP remains efficient. When d “ 11, ADP is around 3.1 times faster.

Overall, ADP is around 2.1 to 3.4 times faster than SORT.

To further understand where the time is spent, we show in Figure 3.10b the CPU por-

tion of the running times. While ADP has more complicated address calculation, SORT

spends extra time in serializing/deserializing addresses as keys and comparing them. Over-

all, we see SORT’s CPU time rising linearly with d. We believe we can further widen this

gap, since our current implementation of address calculation ADP leaves more room for

improvement than the already optimized libraries used by SORT.

Another advantage of ADP is that it writes smaller intermediate results, while SORT

has to write keys. This advantage is clearly visible in Figure 3.10c, which shows the

amounts of data written by ADP and SORT. As d increases, SORT writes more because

keys are larger. When d “ 11, for example, SORT needs to perform 30% more block

writes than it does when d “ 2. Larger intermediate results can also lead to more passes

for SORT, although Figure 3.10c does not show this behavior. On the other hand, ADP’s

write size remains flat because ADP stores no keys; it is much lower than SORT also

because ADP always takes one pass in this experiment.

3.5 Discussion and Related Work

Variable-Size Records We have so far assumed fixed-size records, which simplify the

translation of linearized record addresses into locations within files. There are two meth-
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ods to deal with variable-size records. The first method is to pad each record to its maxi-

mum size, which is simple and efficient if most records are near the maximum size. The

second method is to add a level of indexing, e.g., B-tree, to enable translation of logi-

cal record addresses to physical locations. Instead of indexing each record, however, we

only need to index each segment of records. Moreover, because our writes are appends

in the granularity of blocks, we can index an intermediate result file efficiently like a

bulk-loading procedure, thereby avoiding inefficiencies caused by random inserts (such as

logarithmic insertion cost and half-empty blocks). During optimization, if record sizes are

very skewed, we may use the average record size instead of the maximum size (which is

more conservative) when deciding whether a set of action records can fit in memory. Dur-

ing execution, our algorithms can be adapted to handle unlucky situations when a large

number of especially big action records overflow the available memory, but efficiency will

suffer. Therefore, sorting may be more appealing in this case.

Sparse Data Section 3.3.2 shows how to deal with originally dense data that have become

sparse because of address space decompositions. But what if data are already sparse in

the original input address space, e.g., sparse matrices and data cubes? Analogous to the

methods for handing variable-length records, there are two methods for handling sparse

data. After all, one can think of a non-existent record as a record of size 0. The first

method is to pad the input address space, i.e., storing sparse data in a dense format. It only

works when data are not too sparse. The second method is indexing, which works well if

sparsity is random across the address space. Otherwise, sorting may be more appealing.

Related Work ADP is inspired by a class of well-known permutations called BPC (bit-

permute complement). BPC is essentially a special case of ADP11 where all radices are

11 BPC also allows an address bit to be complemented. The analogy in general ADP would be to al-
low addresses to be sorted by particular digits in descending instead of ascending order. This extension is
straightforward and we omit it for brevity.
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2. In his dissertation [Cor93], Cormen showed an asymptotically optimal algorithm for

BPC in the parallel disk model. Each step of Cormen’s algorithm makes two passes:

one to permute blocks into an intermediate order, and one to permute data within each

memory worth of consecutive blocks. In comparison, our work targets storage solutions

with better support for random accesses. By exploiting random reads more aggressively,

we are able to complete such a step in a single pass, effectively reducing the number of I/Os

by a factor of 2. We also consider optimizations such as filtered reads to further improve

cost. Although our algorithms do not change the asymptotic complexity, we consider our

constant factor improvement of 2 to be a very significant one, especially when it allows

more problems to be solved in a single pass instead of two. As a special case of ADP (and

BPC, if dimensions are powers of 2), matrix transpose has been studied extensively in the

out-of-core setting [Ekl72, KHJ`93, Cor93, SP02, KBC`03]. Again, the target has been

traditional hard drives.

Another major difference between our work and all previous work on BPC and matrix

transpose is our handling of arbitrary radices and block/memory sizes. Almost all previ-

ous work conveniently assumes they are perfect powers of 2. Handling the general case

requires padding, which, as we have argued in Section 1.1, will incur significant overhead

in high dimensions. To the best of our knowledge, the only discussion of how to handle

arbitrary radices efficiently is by Cormen [Cor93] in the context of matrix transpose. He

showed how, by carefully partitioning a matrix into 4 padded submatrices whose dimen-

sions are powers of 2, the overall overhead of padding can be reduced. It is not clear how

to generalize the technique to higher dimensions, where a small overhead in any two di-

mensions can still be blown up exponentially. We propose and evaluate a more general

and robust solution.

As discussed in Example 2, one motivation for “resorting” data is computing multi-

dimensional aggregates (e.g., [AAD`96, ZDN97, RS97]). This line of work mostly fo-

cused on optimizing the sharing of computation of multiple aggregates with one reorga-
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nization of data (e.g., using sorting, hashing, or traversal of a data array [ZDN97]). In

general, multiple data reorganizations are still needed to compute all aggregates for a data

cube—which is where our work can help in reducing the cost of the reorganizations them-

selves. Interestingly, Ross and Srivastava briefly mentioned [RS97] an optimization where

sorting by dimensions pC,A,Dq can benefit if data is already sorted by pC,Dq, because

we only need to further sort (consecutive) records with the same C value. Our work can

be seen as a more general framework that systematically exploits such opportunities and

other less obvious ones—such as using data sorted by pC,Dq to produce data sorted by

pD,Cq more efficiently. Recent work on cooperative sorting [CBCT10] shares a similar

motivation. The main idea there is to perform multiple sorts simultaneously in order to

share work; the approach is still sorting-based and targets hard drives.

Finally, interest in radix sort and radix join continues to grow, especially on modern

architectures (e.g., [SKC`10, BTAÖ13]). Like our work, these algorithms operate on

keys in radix-based representations. However, a fundamental difference is that for sort

and join, the address or presence of an output record cannot be inferred from its key alone.

Therefore, unlike our algorithms for ADP, they cannot escape the additional cost factor

logarithmic in the input size. Nonetheless, recent work on efficiently implementing these

algorithms may give insight on how to improve the CPU cost of ADP.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced the notion of address-digit permutation (ADP), which

captures a useful class of data reorganizations. We have shown how to perform ADP

efficiently on modern block-based storage solutions that support random accesses better

than traditional hard drives. By exploiting the characteristics of such storage, and by

removing assumptions of previous work involving permutation, we have made ADP a

better alternative to sorting in many practical settings.
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An obvious direction of future work is more efficient implementations of ADP, espe-

cially its in-memory permutations on modern multicore architectures. Intuitively, ADP is

perfectly suited to parallelization, because every record can be processed independently

of all others. However, the effect of the memory hierarchy must be carefully considered.

Another interesting problem for future work is how to combine the advantages of ADP

and sorting. ADP works best when data are dense or uniformly sparse, while sorting han-

dles skewed sparsity with ease. There may be a way to get the best of both approaches

by judiciously choosing one of them for each subset of data or each step in an overall

algorithm.
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Algorithm 8: Optimize2passpT, $, πq: find a two-pass plan.
Input: pT, $q: an input address space; π: an ADP.
Output: a pair of one-pass plans that together perform π.

1 Gopt Ð K; Copt Ð8;
2 βmin Ð maxti | maxSizeT,$pr0, i´ 1qq ă Bu;
3 βmax Ð maxti | maxSizeT,$pr0, i´ 1qq ďM{2u;
4 for (β Ð βmin; β ď βmax; β Ð β ` 1) do
5 P Ð r0, βq; // “outgoing” digits; positions in space pT, $q
6 foreach p4, P Ò, P Óq P Divide pT, $, P q do // split outgoing
7 QÐH; // find “incoming” digits; positions in space pT4, $4q

8 while r0, }T4}q ‰ P Ò Y P Ó YQ do
9 q Ð arg miniP

´

r0,}T4}qzP
ÓzQ

¯

π4piq;
10 if q P P Ò then // skip; case covered by another possible division of P
11 QÐH; break;

12 if maxSizeT4,$4
`

P Ó YQY tqu
˘

ąM then break;
13 ;
14 QÐ QY tqu;

15 if Q “ H then continue;
16 ;
17 foreach p5, QÒ, QÓq P Divide

`

T4, $4, Q
˘

do // split incoming
18 ‹ Ð 5 ˝4; // net effect of decompositions: 4 followed by 5
19 P Ò‹ Ð positions of P Ò in pT‹, $‹q after 5;

20 P Ó‹ Ð positions of P Ò in pT‹, $‹q after 5;

21 RÐ r0, }T‹}qzP
Ó
‹ zP

Ò
‹ zQ

Ó;
// try two arrangements for the intermediate address space:

22 Π1 Ð
!

ArrangeptP Ó‹ , Q
Ó, P Ò‹ , Ru, π‹q,

ArrangeptP Ó‹ , Q
Ó, R, P Ò‹ u, π‹q

)

;
23 foreach π1 P Π1 do

// The Optimizepass calls below use a simplified version that considers no filtered reads:
24 G1 Ð OptimizepasspT‹, $‹, π

1q;
25 G2 Ð OptimizepasspT‹, $‹˝pπ

1q–1, π‹˝pπ1q–1q;
26 if costpG1q ` costpG2q ă Copt then
27 Gopt Ð pG1, G2q; Copt Ð costpG1q ` costpG2q;

28 return Gopt;
29 def DividepT, $, Sq begin

// Given address space pT, $q, enumerate all ways of decomposing the digits in S and separating higher-order and
lower-order children into SÒ and SÓ, respectively (if a digit is not decomposed, it can go into either SÒ or SÓ).

30 foreach Sall-out Ď S do
31 foreach ‹ P DecomppT, $, SzSall-outq do
32 SÒ Ð

Ť

iPSall-out
splits‹piq; S

Ó ÐH;
33 foreach i P SzSall-out do
34 if |splits‹piq | “ 2 then SÒ Ð SÒ Y tmaxpsplits‹piqqu;
35 ;
36 SÓ Ð SÓ Y tminpsplits‹piqqu;

37 yield p‹, SÒ, SÓq;

38 return; // signal the end of the enumeration

39 def ArrangeptIku, πq begin
// Given a partitioning tIku of digits (where partitions are listed from lowest to highest order) and a target permutation π,

return a permutation that rearranges digits as follows: 1) any digit in Ik1 is higher-order than any digit in Ik where
k1 ą k; 2) two digits in the same Ik are ordered according to π.

40 return i ÞÑ
|tj | j P Ik ^ πpjq ă πpiqu| `

ř

jăk |Ij |,where i P Ik;
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Algorithm 9: Optimizemulti-passpT, $, πq: find a multi-pass plan.
Input: pT, $q: an input address space; π: an ADP.
Output: a sequence of one-pass plans that together perform π.
// The Optimizepass calls below use a simplified version that considers no filtered reads.

1 GÐ OptimizepasspT, $, πq; if G ‰ K then return pGq;
2 ;
3 P Ð

“

0,FindBpT, $q
˘

;
4 QÐ π–1

´

“

0,FindBpT, $ ˝ π–1q
˘

¯

zP ;
5 G1 Ð K; Copt Ð8; ‹1 Ð K; π1 Ð K;
6 foreach p‹, UÒ, UÓq P Divide pT, $, P YQq do
7 P Ò Ð UÒ X

Ť

iPP splits‹piq; P
Ó Ð UÓ X

Ť

iPP splits‹piq;
8 QÒ Ð UÒ X

Ť

iPQ splits‹piq; Q
Ó Ð UÓ X

Ť

iPQ splits‹piq;
9 RÐ r0, }T‹}qzP ÓzP ÒzQÓ;

10 π1 Ð ArrangeptP Ó, QÓ, P Ò, Ru, π‹q;
11 GÐ OptimizepasspT‹, $‹, π

1q;
12 C Ð EstimatepT‹, $‹˝pπ1q–1, π‹˝pπ1q–1q;
13 if G ‰ K and C ă Copt then
14 G1 Ð G; Copt Ð C; ‹1 Ð ‹; π1 Ð π1;

15 return concat
`

pG1q,Optimizemulti-passpT‹1 , $‹1 ˝π
–1
1 , π‹1 ˝π

–1
1 q

˘

;
16 def FindBpT, $q begin
17 return maxti | maxSizeT,$pr0, i´ 1qq ă Bu;

18 def DiffBpT, $q begin
19 return maxSizeT,$pr0,FindBpT, $qqq ´B;

20 def EstimatepT, $, πq begin
// Given pT, $q, estimate the amount of memory needed to perform π in one pass without filtered reads, as a measure of
π’s “difficulty.”

21 U Ð
 

FindBpT, $q ´ 1, π–1pFindBpT, $ ˝ π–1qq ´ 1
(

;
22 ‹ Ð arg min‹PDecomppT,$,Uq^DiffBpT‹,$‹qě0^DiffBpT‹,$‹˝π–1

‹ qě0
`

DiffBpT‹, $‹q ` DiffBpT‹, $‹ ˝ π–1
‹ q

˘

;
23 β Ð FindBpT‹, $‹q; β1 Ð FindBpT‹, $‹ ˝ π–1

‹ q;
24 AÐ r0, βq Y π–1

‹ pr0, β
1qq;

25 return mempT‹, $‹, π‹, A, βq;

Algorithm 10: ADPpR, r, πq: multi-pass, mixed-radix ADP.
Input: R: a file of records; r: radices of the input address space; π: an ADP.
Output: a file containing permuted records.

1 initialize pT, $q from r;
2 G “ tOptimizepasspT, $, πq,Optimizemulti-passpT, $, πqu;
3 if G contains a two-pass plan then GÐ GY tOptimize2passpT, $, πqu;
4 ;
5 GÐ arg minGPG costpGq;
6 foreach pT1, $1, π1, A1, β1q P G do
7 RÐ ADPpasspR,T1, $1, π1, A1, β1q;

8 return R;
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4

Concurrency control in indexes designed for SSDs

We now move to our indexing work where we concentrate on concurrency control for

indexes designed for SSDs. The popular B+tree index optimizes for the HDD’s slow

random access by minimizing the number of block accesses to data. SSDs on the other

hand exhibit fast random access but have bad write performance, particularly on small

in-place random writes which are common in B+tree.

Recently, many indexing schemes targeting SSD’s I/O characteristics have been pro-

posed [WCK03, AGS`09, LHY`10, DSL11]. These indexes convert small random writes

caused by index updates into large sequential writes. The key idea behind these indexes is

to buffer modifications and update the index with a batch reorganization. The batch reor-

ganization plays an important role in the overall efficiency of the indexing scheme. Batch

reorganization is a long running operation and it is important to have proper concurrency

control to allow availability of the index when it is running.

In this work, we propose FD+FC, a novel indexing and concurrency control scheme

for SSDs. FD+FC allows concurrent accesses by both readers and writers during ongoing

index reorganizations, improving both response time and throughput of the index. The
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FIGURE 4.2: An example FD+tree.
Blocks visited by the lookup for key
25 are marked with “`”.

basis for FD+FC is an index structure called FD+tree which modifies and extends the FD-

tree proposed by Li et al. [LHY`10]. FD+tree has several new features including level

skipping, level tightening and underflow-triggered merges which improve the data struc-

ture’s performance and also provide performance guarantees. Another major contribution

in FD+tree is its one-pass merge which makes the concurrency scheme FD+FC possible.

In this chapter, we describe the FD+tree and the FD+FC concurrency control scheme

in detail, and empirically evaluate FD+FC against alternative schemes.

4.1 FD+Tree without Concurrency Control

Overview and Intuition As mentioned earlier, FD+tree modifies and extends

FD-tree [LHY`10]. Conceptually, both indexes employ the techniques of the logarith-

mic method [Ben79] and fractional cascading [CG86].

The logarithmic method turns in-place random writes into batch sequential writes.

Data reside across layers of sequential files (“levels”) whose maximum capacity increases

geometrically from top to bottom. Modifications are not applied in place, but are instead

added to the top level. Upon reaching its maximum capacity, a level is merged into a lower

one; sometimes multiple levels will need to be merged so that the result level is within its

maximum capacity. Figure 4.1 illustrates the idea.

Fractional cascading speeds up search across levels. Each level is sorted by key. By

strategically placing, in each level, pointers to locations within the next level, we leverage

the effort of searching a level in searching the next level, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Without fractional cascading, each level would be searched from scratch.

Beyond conceptual similarities, FD+tree differs from FD-tree in significant ways, which

we highlight in Section 4.1.4. Our overarching goal is to make the index more practical,

with performance guarantees for workloads involving deletions, simpler and more efficient

index reorganization, etc. To this end, FD+tree maintains a richer set of data structure in-

variants, and performs more careful bookkeeping, pre-reorganization planning, and post-

reorganization adjustment. A representative example of the differences between FD+tree

and FD-tree is how they handle the case when multiple levels need to be merged. Not

knowing in advance which level the merge would stop at, FD-tree merges records down

one level at a time until the result fits. Though conceptually simple, this approach is ex-

ecutionally complex and suboptimal—it writes upper levels multiple times and generates

multiple intermediate index states violating invariants—which complicates concurrency

control. In contrast, FD+tree determines the number of levels involved in the merge up-

front, and merges multiple levels in a single pass. Though planning is conceptually more

complex, it is computationally trivial, and leads to more efficient and much simpler exe-

cution that is better suited for concurrency.

4.1.1 Data Structure

For simplicity of presentation, we assume a unique index; i.e., there is at most one record

with any given key value. Extension to handle duplicates is straightforward.

An FD+tree (illustrated in Figure 4.2) consists of a sequence of levels denoted

L0, L1, . . . , Lh´1, where h is the height of the tree. Levels below L0 are linked lists of

disk blocks1 compactly storing sorted runs of entries. L0 is a standard data structure (e.g.,

a B+tree) that supports lookup, in-place insert and delete, and ordered scan. L0 is small

enough that we keep it in main memory; persistence can be achieved by separate logging.2

1 A “block” refer to a page or “block” in the traditional sense of the word, i.e., a unit of disk transfer. It
does not refer to an erase block.

2 Alternatively, L0 can be stored in a so-called locality area in an SSD where random writes have similar
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An FD+tree level can be skipped or materialized (and alternate between these states

over time). The top and bottom levels (L0 and Lh´1) are always materialized. Intuitively,

lookups bypass skipped levels, thereby saving disk accesses. In this chapter, when we refer

to the level above (or below) Li, we mean the next materialized level above (or below) Li,

denoted Lprecpiq (or Lsuccpiq, respectively).

The entries in an FD+tree have two types: data and fence. Every entry has a key and a

payload. A data entry can be an insert or delete entry. For a data entry, the payload con-

tains the record pointer or value being indexed. For a fence entry f , the payload contains a

pointer to a block in the next materialized level; all entries in that block have keys no less

than f ’s key. The bottom level, Lh´1, has no fences or delete entries.

In the presence of deletions, the tree may contain multiple data entries with the same

key; e.g., a delete entry can effectively “cancel out” an insert entry with the same key

in a lower level. Therefore, the tree may be “bloated” in the sense that it stores more

entries than necessary. To limit bloating, we maintain two counters, N∆ and N∇, which

respectively track the total number (across all levels) of insert data entries and that of

delete data entries currently in the tree. While the total number of data entries in the tree

is N∆`N∇, the true number of elements indexed is N∆´N∇ because every delete entry

cancels out exactly one insert entry.

Let β denote the block size, as measured by the number of entries that fit within one

block. Let γ denote the size ratio parameter that controls how fast the maximum size grows

between adjacent levels (see (I3) below). Let BpLiq denote the actual size of level Li in

the number of blocks. An FD+tree maintains the following invariants (FD-tree maintains

only the first three):

• (I1) All-blocks-fenced: For every block of Li (for all i ą 0) there is a fence in the

level above pointing to that block.

performance as sequential writes [BJB09, LHY`10].
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• (I2) Fence-first: The first entry in every block of Li (for all i ě 0) is always a fence.3

• (I3) Max-size: Let κi denote the maximum size allowed for Li measured in blocks.

BpLiq ď κi for all i ě 0; and κi “ γκi´1 “ γiκ0 for all i ą 0.

• (I4) Min-size: If h ą 2, BpLh´1q ą κh´2; i.e., the bottom level has so much data

that it cannot be stored as a higher level.

• (I5) Skip-limit: For any level Li (i ă h ´ 1), BpLsuccpiqq ď κi`1; i.e., we can skip

level(s) below Li only if Li is not required to store more than the maximum number

of fences that it is supposed to store for Li`1.

• (I6) No-underflow: N∇
N∆

ď 1
3
, or, equivalently, N∆´N∇

N∆`N∇
ě 1

2
, which guarantees that

the number of data entries stored by the tree is at most twice the true number of

elements indexed.

4.1.2 Modification and Lookup

For an insertion, we simply add an insert data entry toL0. For a deletion, we check whether

L0 contains an insert entry with the same key: if yes, we delete that entry and decrement

N∆; otherwise, the entry being deleted is below L0, so we add a delete entry to L0 and

increment N∇. An update is handled as a deletion followed by an insertion.

If the new entries we add to L0 overflow it, we trigger a merge, as described later in

Section 4.1.3. If N∇
N∆
ą 1

3
(i.e., (I6) is violated), we also trigger a merge. We call these two

types of merges overflow-triggered and underflow-triggered, respectively.

Lookup for a given key proceeds top-down through the levels, starting with L0. On a

level Li, we look for all data entries with key . The modification procedure for L0 and the

merge procedure guarantee that there are only four cases: Li has 1) no data entries with

key ; 2) a single insert entry with key ; 3) a single delete entry with key ; or 4) one delete

3 To simplify the discussion of how to maintain this invariant, assume we index a dummy data entry with
key ´8, which precedes all real keys.
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FIGURE 4.3: Illustration of FD+tree merge and motivation for level skipping. From right
to left, we show the old levels, the new levels that would have been produced by merge
without level skipping, and the actual new levels produced by merge (with level skipping).
FD+FC directly produces the new levels on the right without going through the state in the
middle.

entry with key followed by one insert entry with key . In Case 3, we report that key is not

found and stop. In Cases 2 and 4, we return the insert entry and stop. In Case 1, we look

in Li for the fence f with the largest key no greater than key .4 The search continues to the

block in Lsuccpiq pointed to by f . If we encounter Case 1 in Lh´1, we report that key is not

found and stop. Figure 4.2 illustrates the process of lookup.

4.1.3 Merge

Merge reads and replaces the topm`1 levels (L0, . . . , Lm) for somem ě 1. Levels below

Lm that exist before the merge are not disturbed. Some new levels may be skipped; let Lm

be the last new level that is materialized. Lm consolidates and stores all data entries from

the old m ` 1 levels; Lm also stores fences to Lsuccpmq (if any). When the merge ends,

new levels above Lm store only fences. Figure 4.3 illustrates how merge works. Here,

m “ m “ 3, and note that level L1 is skipped. In practice, m can be less than m when

many input entries cancel each other.

Suppose the tree height is h before the merge. A merge that reads all levels is called

a full merge. A full merge with m “ h grows the tree by one level. A full merge with

m ă h´ 1 shrinks the tree (possibly by more than one level).

Merge has three steps detailed below: merge-prepare determines which levels are in-

4 It is easy to see that this fence must be found on the same block as the data entries with key , because the
entries are sorted by key and the first entry in a block is always a fence (I2).
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volved; merge-execute combines the old levels into a new one, and creates fence-only

upper levels as needed; finally, merge-finalize adjusts the merge result by skipping unnec-

essary fence-only levels and/or shrinking the tree when possible.

Merge-Prepare We first determinem, i.e., which levels are to be replaced. For an underflow-

triggered merge, we always do a full merge, and m “ h ´ 1. For an overflow-triggered

merge, we calculate m as follows. An upper bound on the size (in blocks) of the run

obtained by merging L0, . . . , Li is:

pUpiq “

$

’

&

’

%

Q

ři
j“0BpLjq ´

1
β

ři
j“1BpLjq

U

for i ă h´ 1;

rpN∆ ´N∇q{βs for i “ h´ 1.

(4.1)

The second summation in the case for i ă h ´ 1 is a lower bound on the total number of

fences in levels above Li, which will be ignored by the merge. In the case of i “ h ´ 1,

we in fact know the exact size of the run with the help of counters N∆ and N∇. We set

m “

$

&

%

h if pUph´ 1q ą κh´1;

arg minippUpiq ď κiq otherwise.
(4.2)

In other words, we try to merge as few levels as possible provided that the last level has

enough space to accommodate the result.5

There are two points worth noting about merge-prepare. First, calculating pUpiq and

m is computationally trivial. Second, while accurate for insertion-only workloads, pUpiq

can be a conservative estimate in the presence of deletions, because a sequence of insert

and delete entries with the same key can be merged into as few as zero entries. It turns

out that we can easily extend FD+tree with some additional bookkeeping such that we

can always accurately determine the merge result size and the optimal choice of m, but

5 In the worst case, pUph´ 1q ă κh, so a full merge of all h levels into a new Lh (thereby growing the tree
by one level) will surely work.
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we find the simpler approach here suffices practically. See Remark 2 in appendix for a

detailed discussion.

Merge-Execute To execute the merge, we read all materialized levels among L0, . . . , Lm

in key order in parallel and output the new levels Lnew
0 , . . . , Lnew

m .6

During the merge, we maintain plast, a pointer to the last block in Lsuccpmq for which

we have added a fence to Lnew
m . This information is needed to ensure (I2) and, specifically,

that the first entry in every Lnew
m block is a fence.

Consider all entries in the oldL0, . . . , Lm with the smallest key key yet to be processed.

If among them is a fence f pointing to Lsuccpmq, we will add f to Lnew
m . Fences pointing

to Lm or above are simply ignored. Let S0, . . . , Sm denote the sets of data entries with

key from L0, . . . , Lm. We coalesce these data entries into a final set S to add to Lnew
m .

S captures the net effect of applying the insert and delete operations in Sm, Sm´1, . . . , S0

in order. It is easy to see that 0 ď |S| ď 2 and there are just four cases as described in

Section 4.1.2. We update N∆ and N∇ to reflect the effect of replacing Sm, Sm´1, . . . , S0

with S.

If the last block of Lnew
m has enough space to accommodate f (when applicable) and S,

we simply add them and move on to the next key. If f was added to Lnew
m , we also update

plast.

If Lnew
m has insufficient space, we begin a new block of Lnew

m to add f (when applicable)

and S. To maintain (I2), the first entry for this block needs to be a fence. If we happen to

have f to add, we are fine; otherwise, we add a fence with key and plast as the first entry

of the new block.

When we begin a new block of Lnew
m , we need to add to Lnew

precpmq a fence to this block.

If Lnew
precpmq’s last block has no space left, we begin a new block for Lnew

precpmq to put the fence

6 Note that we could reclaim space in L0, . . . , Lm as we process their entries, so the total space taken by
old and new levels is roughly no more than that taken by the old levels when the merge started. We ignore
the details here, but will revisit this point in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
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in (which automatically satisfies (I2)). A fence to this new block must then be added to

Lnew
precpprecpmqq. Such fence additions may propagate all the way up to Lnew

0 ; merge-prepare

ensures that Lnew
0 has enough space.

After all entries from the old L0, . . . , Lm have been processed, Lnew
0 , . . . , Lnew

m become

the new L0, . . . , Lm.

Merge-Finalize The result of merge-execute needs further tweaking for several reasons.

The first reason is that we need a way for an FD+tree to shrink in height, when there have

been enough deletions and a merge produces a bottom level violating (I4).

The second reason is more subtle. Performance becomes suboptimal when large merges

generate long chains of single-block levels. After merge-execute, the new levels above Lm

store only fences. The sizes of these levels decrease rapidly at the rate of 1{β, so typically,

all but a few levels above Lm would have one block each, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Hence, lookups perform poorly. This inefficiency may be further aggravated by merge-

prepare’s overestimation of the merge result size, as discussed earlier.

Thus, to allow an FD+tree to shrink, and to guard against inefficiency, we take the

third step of merge, merge-finalize. Based on the actual sizes of the new levels produced

by merge-execute, merge-finalize skips new levels that are unnecessary, and adjusts level

numbers for the remaining materialized new levels. It may modify L0, but no other levels’

contents.

For a new level Li produced by merge-execute, we compute oi, a new level number for

Li, as follows:

oi “ arg minj
`

BpLiq ď κj ^BpLsuccpiqq ď κj`1

˘

. (4.3)

The two operands of the conjunction above correspond to (I3) and (I5), respectively. Intu-

itively, we “tighten” the level number for a new level as much as possible while preserving

all invariants.
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Let z “ arg maxipoi “ 0q; i.e., Lz is the last new level that can be relabeled L0.

Merge-finalize proceeds as follows. 1) If z ą 0, replace L0’s content with that of Lz, and

skip levels L1, L2, . . . , Lz. 2) For each materialized level Li with z ă i ď m, relabel it as

Loi unless i “ m and Lm is not the bottom level.7

Figure 4.3 illustrates how merge-finalize improves lookup performance by reducing

the effective tree height.

4.1.4 Discussion

FD+tree’s performance guarantees are summarized below. See Remark 16 for the proof.

Theorem 15. Let N denote the true number of elements indexed. The space consumption

is OpN{βq blocks. The worst-case I/O cost of a lookup is Oplogγ
N
κ0β
q and the amortized

I/O cost of an insertion or deletion is Op γ
β´γ

logγ
N
κ0β
q.

As mentioned earlier in this section, FD+tree differs from FD-tree [LHY`10] in signif-

icant ways. Out of FD+tree’s six invariants presented in Section 4.1.1, FD-tree maintains

only the first three: (I1), (I2) and (I3). More importantly, FD+tree improves practicality

by addressing the following three issues.

First, although FD-tree supports deletion, it does not tighten levels, and its merges are

triggered by overflows only. Therefore, FD-tree provides no performance guarantee for

workloads involving deletions; the complexity bounds and proofs in [LHY`10] assume

insertion-only workloads. Remark 5 gives examples where the lack of level tightening

or underflow-triggered merges can lead to sustained poor performance. In contrast, our

Theorem 15 applies to any workload, and its bounds are stated in terms of the true number

of elements indexed, not in terms of the number of entries stored in the tree (which would

have been a weaker guarantee).

7 For a technical reason that we discuss in Remark 4, we do not adjust the last new level’s number unless
we have a full merge.
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Second, FD-tree does not have level skipping; all levels are materialized and fences

always point to the immediate next level. Therefore, unlike FD+tree, FD-tree is susceptible

to performance degradation by chains of single-block levels, as described in the discussion

of merge-finalize.

Third, as discussed at the beginning of Section 4.1, compared with FD+tree’s one-

pass multi-level merge, an FD-tree merge proceeds in multiple passes, combining only

two levels at a time. When L0 overflows, FD-tree first merges L0 and L1, producing a

new L1 (and a new fence-only L0). In general, if the result of merging Li´1 and Li can

be accommodated by Li, FD-tree stops the merge; otherwise, FD-tree proceeds to merge

Li and Li`1, rewriting L0, . . . , Li with new fences in the process. Although FD-tree and

FD+tree merges cost asymptotically the same, FD+tree’s one-pass multi-level merge in

most cases is the clear winner both in terms of actual cost and in terms of number of

writes (which is important to SSDs because of write wearing). Also, concurrency control

for the FD-tree merge is more difficult because multi-pass two-level merges have more

complex read/write patterns; such a merge may rewrite a level multiple times, while a

one-pass multiple-level merge writes each level once.

4.2 Towards Concurrency

Section 1.2 has motivated the need for concurrency control in tree indexes for SSDs. Be-

fore presenting our full solution in Section 4.3, we first present two other approaches to

concurrency control in FD+tree, which further motivate our design choices.

FD+XM (FD+Tree with Exclusive Merge) FD+XM uses a single readers-writer lock for the

entire FD+tree. The tree supports either multiple concurrent lookups, which must acquire

shared locks (s-locks), or a single insertion or deletion request, which must require an

exclusive lock (x-lock). If a modification triggers a merge, the x-lock is released only after

the merge completes.
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FD+XM has low CPU overhead because each request makes a single lock call, and

merges run uninterrupted with exclusive access to the tree. For workloads consisting of

nearly all lookups or those whose modifications are issued far apart in time from other

requests, we expect FD+XM to work well.

However, FD+XM offers no concurrency between lookups and modifications. As a

merge x-locks the entire tree, lookups must wait until the merge completes. Since merges

are long, such waits severely lengthen lookup response times to the point of impractical.

FD+DS (FD-Tree with Concurrency by Doubling Space) The key idea is to trade space for

concurrency. During a merge, instead of emptying the old levels as we go, we simply

leave them intact while producing the new levels on the side. Meanwhile, lookups can

still proceed through the old levels. When the new levels are ready, they replace the old

levels in an atomic step, and the space taken by the old levels can then be reclaimed.

Thus, FD+DS improves lookup response times because readers of the old levels are not

competing with any writer; merges run faster too, because the single writer of the new

levels is not competing with any reader.

While FD+DS is conceptually simple, implementing it still requires some care, as we

have discovered from our experience. First, some concurrency control is still needed.

For example, before reclaiming the space taken by the old levels, we must ensure any

ongoing lookups through them have completed; we implement this check using a counting

semaphore. Second, to support concurrent modifications while a merge is in progress, we

need to write these modifications somewhere, and have lookups search through them in

addition to the old levels, again necessitating concurrency control. Our implementation

of FD+DS adds these modifications to the new top level being created by merge; when

searching the new top level, lookups do not follow fences (while lookups through the old

levels still do).8

8 An alternative is to write these modifications to a dedicated memory buffer, but they require special
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One main drawback of FD+DS is that it doubles the index space while merges are

ongoing. This higher space requirement is especially costly for SSDs, which are still

much smaller and more expensive than magnetic disks.

There is another subtle yet significant disadvantage to FD+DS’s simple rule of not

modifying the old levels. Recall that the top level occupies premium memory space (the

argument also holds if the top level resides in the locality area of SSDs, because this area

is small). FD+DS cannot free space in the old top level until after a merge completes,

and therefore cannot use that space to accommodate modifications that arrive during the

merge. Thus, given limited space, FD+DS can accommodate fewer new modifications dur-

ing a merge before stalling for its completion, so its worst-case modification response time

suffers, as we will see in Section 5.5. Getting around this issue would require non-trivial

patches to FD+DS; we discuss a number of them in detail in Remark 18. However, these

patches either introduce other performance issues or complicate FD+DS to the point where

it becomes no simpler than our proposed FD+FC scheme (to be described in Section 4.3)

and yet still uses more space.

Discussion Our main quest is to achieve the same or higher level of concurrency offered

by FD+DS without its space overhead. Since merges have a regular, sequential access

pattern, it should be possible, with careful updates to the index, to direct lookups to the

unprocessed parts of the old levels as appropriate, while space from the processed parts

continues to be reclaimed. The idea of trading space for concurrency is still applied, but

we can limit redundant storage to data near the “wavefront” of the ongoing merge.

Moreover, better space utilization makes it possible to improve modification concur-

rency. As a merge progresses, it consumes entries from the top level. By aggressively

reclaiming space taken by these entries, it should be possible to process new modifications

at the same rate as the merge consumes the old top level.

handling when the current merge completes, which would complicate FD+DS even more.
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Next, we show how to realize these possibilities with FD+FC.

4.3 FD+FC: FD+Tree with Full Concurrency

FD+FC builds on the idea of weaving both unprocessed and processed parts of the index

during a merge into a single coherent structure to support concurrent accesses. While

this idea is conceptually simple, its realization is far from trivial. For example, we must

consider the overhead introduced by maintaining a single coherent index during merges.

Moreover, with fractional cascading, cross-level pointers in FD+tree may form a graph,

where one index block may be reached by multiple paths, which makes the index trickier to

handle than traditional ones such as B-tree where pointers form a tree. In the following, we

will start with the conceptual overview of FD+FC, and gradually introduce implementation

details and challenges such as those mentioned above.

4.3.1 Data Structure and Conceptual Overview

When there is no ongoing merge, FD+FC’s data structure is the same as FD+Tree. How-

ever, when there is an ongoing merge M involving L0, . . . , Lm, the data structure consists

of the following parts (as illustrated in Figure 4.4):

• New top level (Lnew
0 ). Initially empty at the beginning of M, this part holds the new

modifications that have arrived since; it also holds fences being produced by M.

When M completes, Lnew
0 becomes the new L0.

• Old top level (Lold
0 ). At the beginning of M, this part contains all of L0. As M

progresses, this part is gradually emptied from left to right.

• New upper levels (Lnew
1 , . . . , Lnew

m ). Initially empty at the beginning of M, they are

populated by M as it progresses. When M completes, Lnew
m will store all (consoli-

dated) data entries from L0, . . . , Lm, while the other levels will store only fences.
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FIGURE 4.4: Components of FD+FC during a merge of L0, . . . , Lm.

• Old upper levels (Lold
1 , . . . , Lold

m ). At the beginning of M, they are L1, . . . , Lm. As

M progresses, they are gradually emptied from left to right.

• Below-merge levels (Lm`1, Lm`2, . . ., if M is not a full merge). They do not partic-

ipate in M and will not change. As M progress, it will gradually move fences for

Lsuccpmq from Lold
m to Lnew

m .

During M, the first entry in Lold
0 is always a fence which we call the wavefront fence.

This fence serves the special purpose of delineating the old and new parts of the tree. It

always points to the current head block of Lold
succp0q. Its key indicates how far the merge has

progressed, with the following invariant:

• (I7) Wavefront: Consider all data entries and fences for Lsuccpmq in L0, . . . , Lm be-

ing merged by M. Those with keys no greater than the wavefront key have been

processed by M and can be found by searching from Lnew
0 . Those with keys strictly

greater than the wavefront key can be found by searching from Lold
0 .

Conceptually, the wavefront fence partitions the top and upper levels of the FD+tree

into old and new parts. M progressively pushes the wavefront forward—emptying the

old top and upper levels, consolidating the entries, and populating the new top and upper

levels. Meanwhile, modifications go directly to the new top level; lookups check the

wavefront fence to determine which parts of the tree need to be searched. M empties the

old upper levels in a careful way such that an old block is reclaimed as soon as no new

lookups can ever go through it.
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4.3.2 From Concept to Implementation

Data Movement from Old to New Levels A straightforward implementation of merge moves

one “tuple” (or more precisely, all entries with the same key) at a time from Lold
0 , . . . , Lold

m

to Lnew
m . When removing an entry from an old level, we cannot afford to remove it on the

SSD, because that would cause an expensive in-place write per entry. Caching the block

in memory for searches and updates solves this problem, but there are other performance

issues with this tuple-wise data movement. Every removal from a block in an old level

requires not only updating the block’s in-memory data structure, but also x-locking appro-

priate parts of the tree to avoid conflicts with concurrent lookups that might be reading the

old levels. As our performance evaluation reveals, the CPU overhead of these operations

are high. Thus, we choose instead to implement block-wise data movement. We would

never modify a block in an old level, either on SSD or in memory; we only reclaim a com-

plete block when its contents are not needed. The memory requirement is only Ophβq.

More details are given in Section 4.3.4.

Preemptive Level Skipping As discussed in Section 4.1.3, FD+tree performs level skipping

in merge-finalize. Unfortunately, the timing is too late for FD+FC, because concurrent

lookups that arrive during M would miss this optimization and still see suboptimal tree

shapes. Therefore, FD+FC performs preemptive level skipping during merge-prepare, so

that even the intermediate tree state produced by merge-execute skips unnecessary levels.

The details are in Section 4.3.4.

Dynamic Memory Sharing between Top Levels Both Lold
0 and Lnew

0 are memory-resident. A

simple approach would be to allocate a fixed amount of memory to each, but we can

do better at memory utilization by allowing them to share memory dynamically as M

progresses. We implement Lold
0 and Lnew

0 using a common buffer of the size allotted for L0.

An overflow-triggered merge M begins when L0 is close to (but below) full capacity and
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becomes Lold
0 ; we always reserve κ1 slots for Lnew

0 to accommodate fences to be produced

by M. As M progresses, space taken by entries removed from Lold
0 is given to Lnew

0 for

new modifications; a modification may have to wait for M to make new space. At the end

of M, Lold
0 becomes empty, and Lnew

0 becomes L0.

Locks For disk-resident levels, we use a readers-writer lock for each block. Since L0 (or

Lnew
0 and Lold

0 ) is in memory, we use a single mutex to control its access. As the wavefront

fence is stored in Lold
0 , its access is controlled by the same mutex.

4.3.3 Modification and Lookup

A modification goes to Lnew
0 if there is an ongoing merge; otherwise it goes to L0. It waits

if no space is available in Lnew
0 . Then, it locks Lnew

0 or L0 and proceeds exactly as in

Section 4.1.2. By design, FD+FC triggers a merge after the modification completes.

If there is no ongoing merge, we process a lookup exactly as in Section 4.1.2. If a

merge is underway, we compare the lookup key against the wavefront key:

• If key is strictly greater, we first search Lnew
0 (but without going below Lnew

0 ). We

can stop if we find a data entry with key here. If not, we search Lold
0 , and through it,

the old upper levels and below-merge levels.

• Otherwise, we search Lnew
0 , and through it, the new upper levels and below-merge

levels.

In either case, lookup uses a standard tree-based locking protocol. It starts by locking Lold
0

and Lnew
0 , and it always s-locks a block in the next level before unlocking the current.

4.3.4 Merge

As with the non-concurrent FD+tree, the merge procedure has three steps. However, as

motivated in Section 4.3.2, FD+FC’s merge-prepare performs preemptive level skipping.
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Merge-Prepare

We first determine m, i.e., the levels Lold
0 , . . . , Lold

m that need replaced, as in Section 4.1.3.

In addition, we make a conservative, best-effort guess of which result levels to skip, so

merge-execute can avoid materializing unnecessary levels.

Because the sizes of the would-be result levels are generally unavailable at this point,

we estimate them as follows, starting with pUpmq, which upper-bounds the number of

blocks in Lnew
m (Eq. (4.1)). Let pBi (0 ď i ď m) denote our estimate (and also an upper

bound) for the size of Lnew
i in blocks. We have the following recurrence:

pBm “ pUpmq; pBi´1 “ r pBi{βs.

For notational convenience, we also write pBm`1 “ BpLsuccpmqq, whose actual value we

readily know. Using calculations similar to those in FD+ree merge-finalize in Section 4.1.3

(Eq. 4.3), we compute poi (0 ď i ď m), an “optimized” level number for what would be

Lnew
i had we simply generated all levels Lnew

0 , . . . , Lnew
m :

poi “ arg minj

´

pBi ď κj ^ pBi`1 ď κi`1

¯

.

Again, we try to reduce the level number for each new level as much as possible while

preserving all invariants. The set pO “ tpoi | 0 ď i ď mu is a subset of the level numbers in

r0,ms. It can be shown that 0 P pO and m P pO. Instead of generating all m` 1 levels, the

next step of the merge procedure, merge-execute, would generate only | pO| levels (always

including Lnew
0 and Lnew

m in particular) bearing the level numbers in pO.

Merge-Execute

Starting Merge-Execute At this point, the wavefront fence (the first fence in Lold
0 ) has key

´8 and points to the first block of Lold
succp0q. The new upper levels do not have any blocks

yet; m-insert, described below, will create them on demand.
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Merge-Execute Main Loop We repeat the following three steps until all entries from the

old levels are processed.

• M-stage reads entries from the old levels and puts them in key order into an in-

memory staging area S.

• M-insert moves entries from S to Lnew
m and then adds fences to levels above as

needed.

• M-delete updates the wavefront fence and conceptually “deletes” from the old levels

the entries in S, which have been added to the new levels by m-insert. Entries in

Lold
0 are really deleted, but for disk-resident levels, m-delete never updates in-place;

it simply reclaims whole blocks.

M-Stage M-stage buffers in memory the contents of every block it reads from the old

levels, so no block will be read more than once. The memory required for buffering is at

most hβ entries. The first time it runs, m-stage reads one block from each of Lold
0 , . . . , Lold

m .

In each iteration, m-stage starts with a empty staging area S, and keeps adding buffered

entries in key order to S until some old level runs out of buffered entries to add. M-stage

also ensures that S contains either all entries with the same key, or none at all. When it

stops, m-stage hands off S to m-insert, and reads in the next block for any level that is out

of buffered entries. While the actual number of entries in S varies, it is easy to see that the

maximum is hβ.

M-stage acquires no locks, because when it is running there are no other writes.

M-Insert M-insert processes entries in S one group at a time, where each group con-

tains all entries with the same key. Processing of each group proceeds exactly as in

FD+tree’s merge-execute (Section 4.1.3). M-insert buffers new blocks in memory until

they are full or it finishes writing; the memory required is hβ entries.
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Note that for each group, m-insert writes new levels bottom-up. Writing to a new block

b requires no locking, because at this point no lookup can access b—there are no fences to

b yet since we write levels bottom-up. On the other hand, to write to an existing block b,

m-insert x-locks b, and unlocks b when it finishes writing and before it writes a block in

the level above. The timing of release is important to avoid deadlocks with lookups, who

might be traversing down the new upper levels with the tree-based locking protocol.

M-Delete Let S0 denote the subset of entries in S from Lold
0 . First, m-delete updates

the wavefront fence in Lold
0 : the key is set to the last key in S (not S0), and the pointer is

set to that of the last fence in S0 (not S), if any. Then, m-delete deletes all entries in S0

from Lold
0 .

Next, m-delete reclaims blocks in old upper levels that are no longer needed. Knowing

when which blocks are safe to reclaim is tricky. It turns out that we cannot simply reclaim a

block once all its entries have been processed by m-insert; this block may still be needed to

direct lookups. Therefore, m-delete uses the following rule: a block can be reclaimed only

when m-insert has processed the first key on the following block on its level. Remark 6 in

appendix explains the intricacies and why this rule works correctly. M-delete applies the

rule to the old upper levels top-down. For the head block b of each level, if S contains the

first key in b’s following block, b is reclaimed.

M-delete locks Lold
0 while modifying it. To reclaim a block, m-delete x-locks it and

unlocks it when done; there is no need to x-lock the next block below before unlocking

the current.

Ending Merge-Execute After the merge-execute main loop completes, we still have a chain

consisting of the last blocks from the old levels. Recall m-delete’s rule of not reclaiming a

block unless the first key on the following block has been processed; the last blocks do not

have following blocks. Thus, we reclaim the chain explicitly. Starting from Lold
0 , we finally
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delete the wavefront fence and make Lnew
0 the new L0; after this point, the remaining old

upper levels are no longer accessible by lookups. Then, we proceed top-down to reclaim

the blocks in old upper levels.

Modifying Lold
0 requires locking. Then, we follow the standard tree-based locking

protocol to reclaim the blocks, always x-locking a block in the next level before unlocking

the current one. Tree-based locking is necessary to avoid conflict with any ongoing lookup

that might still be searching the old levels top-down for a (nonexistent) key greater than

all existing keys; such a lookup traverses on the very chain to be reclaimed.

Merge-Finalize

The merge-prepare step may have overestimated the sizes of the new levels, because it

did not account for cancellations between insert and delete entries. Thus, merge-finalize

further tightens the levels. Recall that merge-execute produces | pO|materialized new levels,

as determined by merge-prepare. For each such level Li, we compute oi, a new level

number for Li, in a manner similar to FD+tree merge-finalize in Section 4.1.3 (Eq. (4.3)):

oi “ arg min
j

¨

˝

`

j ą 0^BpLiq ď κj ^BpLsuccpiqq ď κj`1

˘

_ pj “ 0^ |Li| ď κ1q

˛

‚.

The first term of the disjunction above checks whether we can reassign Li to some level Lj

below L0; it is identical to the condition in Eq. (4.3). The second term of the disjunction,

which checks whether Li can become L0,9 requires different treatment. Here, |Li| denotes

the number of entries in Li. Although L0 can accommodate κ0β ą κ1 entries, keep in

mind that concurrent insertions can claim all unreserved slots in L0 during merge-execute.

Since merge-execute has reserved only κ1 slots in L0, κ1 limits the number of entries a

level can have if we want to make it L0.

After calculating oi’s, merge-finalize proceeds in the same way as FD+-tree merge-

9 This term does not need the condition BpLsuccpiqq ď κj`1 because it is implied by |Li| ď κ1.
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finalize described in Section 4.1.3. The only exception is thatLz, where z “ arg maxipoi “

0q, does not completely replace L0 because L0 contains entries added while the merge was

running; instead, we remove all fences from L0 and add Lz’s content to L0.

To ensure the correctness of concurrent lookups, merge-finalize x-locks L0, removes

fences in L0, adds Lz’s fences to it, and unlocks L0. Then, merge-finalize deletes levels

L1, . . . , Lz in a top-down fashion, x-locking each block before deleting it. This top-down

locking and deletion order ensures that no ongoing lookup encounters any deleted block.

4.3.5 Discussion

Instead of employing standard locking protocols on FD+tree in a straightforward man-

ner, FD+FC carefully considers FD+tree’s special access patterns in designing correct and

efficient protocols. For example, for the new upper levels, the top-down read pattern of

lookup coexists with the bottom-up write pattern of m-insert, which means the standard

top-down tree-based locking cannot be applied to both. As another example, for the old

upper levels, since both lookup and m-delete have top-down access patterns, the standard

tree-based locking would work, but FD+FC instead allows m-delete to deviate by releasing

its locks early (before acquiring child locks). This optimization hinges on the observation

that there is a single writer of the tree levels at any time—the merge procedure. Without

this observation specific to FD+tree, early lock release would lead to deadlocks between

two writers.

In conclusion, FD+FC serializes lookups and modification by the order in which they

lock the top level, and is free of deadlocks. A discussion of the correctness of FD+FC can

be found in Remark 17.

In terms of space and I/O complexities, bounds established for FD+tree in Theorem 15

still hold for FD+FC. Because of block-wise data movement, a merge may use Ophq (log-

arithmic in N{β) additional blocks (without affecting the asymptotic space complexity).

In comparison, the space-doubling FD+DS (Section 4.2) uses up to ΘpN{βq additional
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FIGURE 4.5: Comparison of FD+XM, FD+DS, and FD+FC on Intel’s X25-E SSD for GR
workloads. Performance metrics are: total completion time (a), average insertion Rp (b),
average lookup Rp (c), worst-case insertion Rp (d), worst-case lookup Rp (e), distribution
of lookup Rp’s (f), standard deviation in Rp (g), comparison on Rq (h)-(l).

blocks during a merge.

4.4 Experimental Evaluation

We implemented FD+XM, FD+DS, and FD+FC in C++. We use two SSDs in our evalua-

tion: Intel X25-E SLC 32GB SSD and Intel 320 Series MLC 80GB SSD, hereon referred

to simply as X25-E and 320S. At the time when we ran our experiments, 12.5TB had

been written to X25-E, and 1.5TB to 320S. Here we report only results for X25-E because

320S showed similar trends; for details see Remark 12. The indexes are stored on the
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SSD connected through SATA to a workstation with an Intel i7 8-core 2.8GHz CPU, 8GB

main memory, and Linux 2.6.32 kernel running in single-user mode without GUI. We used

Linux’s ext2 file-system, which does not have journaling. We set the file-system cache

and the SSD’s internal cache to write-through mode, as recommended by most database

vendors. We also experimented with write-back mode for SSD’s internal cache; see Re-

mark 13 for details.

We implemented two workload generators for the evaluation. The first generator, GR,

generates a stream of lookup (l), insertion (i), and deletion (d) requests with a specified

Wl : Wi : Wd proportion. The second generator, GT , generates the stream of requests by

following the TPC-C workload characteristics. Remarks 8 and 9 give more details about

the two generators. The workload is stored as a file from which a workload injection thread

reads and populates two request queues: Qr for index lookup requests (reads), and Qw for

index insertion and deletion requests (writes). We allocate Tr and Tw worker threads to

process requests from Qr and Qw respectively. If the workload injection thread finds Qr

or Qw full, it blocks until slots become available in that request queue.

We measure performance with the following metrics:

• Rp is the time taken by a worker thread to dequeue a request and process it to com-

pletion (including computation, I/O, and lock wait times).

• Rq is Rp plus the time spent by the request waiting in the queue.

• Ro is the overall time between request arrival and completion. See Remark 10 for

details on how we obtain Ro.

As emphasized in Section 1.2, we measure (a) average, (b) variance, and (c) worst-case

for the above metrics over each entire workload. We will focus on the Rp and Rq metrics

in this section. Results for Ro are similar and are sampled in the appendix.

When testing with GR, we preload each index with 10M insertions resulting in an index

of 120MB; we then run a workload containing 10M requests (with specifiedWl : Wi : Wd)
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FIGURE 4.6: FD+FC vs. FD+DS as index size varies, for a GR workload with Wl “ 0.8.

and measure performance after a warm-up of 10K requests. When testing with GT , we use

10 districts per warehouse and 3000 customers per district. The preload step inserts 3

orders per customer.

Defaults for the size of the FD+tree top level (κ0, but measured in bytes), size ratio (γ),

and the main-memory buffer cache size are 256KB, 24, and 15MB respectively. Defaults

for the total number of queue slots (|Qr| ` |Qw|) and number of worker threads (Tr ` Tw)

are 5000 and 8 respectively. The queue slots are divided between Qr and Qw according to

the ratio Wl : pWi `Wdq. For FD+FC and FD+XM, we set Tr “ 6 and Tw “ 2 because

these indexes process insertions quickly. FD+FC runs merges in an extra background

thread that is woken up by one of the Tw threads whenever merge is triggered (by overflow

or underflow).

4.4.1 Overall Benefits of Full Concurrency

Varying the Lookup Ratio Figure 4.5 compares FD+FC against FD+XM and FD+DS. We

consider a spectrum of GR workloads by varying the ratio of index lookup requests Wl

in the workload from 0 to 1. The non-lookup requests in each workload are distributed

equally between insertions and deletions so as to keep the total number of indexed records

roughly constant throughout workload execution. For example, a workload with Wl “ 0.6

will have 20% each of insertions and deletions. Recall that our default total workload size

is 10M requests.

At a high-level, Figure 4.5 shows that 1) FD+FC significantly outperforms FD+XM on
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FIGURE 4.7: Comparison of FD+XM, FD+DS, and FD+FC for GT workloads on X25-E
by varying number of warehouses, in terms of: total completion time (a), average insertion
and lookup Rp (b), worst-case insertion and lookup Rp (c), average insertion and lookup
Rq (d), worst-case insertion and lookup Rq (e), and standard deviation in Rp (f).

worst-case response times, as we expect by design, but as a bonus, FD+FC also performs

better on other metrics; 2) FD+FC delivers comparable or better performance than FD+DS

without requiring the double amount of space as FD+DS; 3) Despite of doubling space,

FD+DS’s worst-case insertion times are in fact as bad as FD+XM. We now delve into

details below.

Figure 4.5(a) shows that FD+FC’s throughput is at least as good as FD+DS and is

much better than FD+XM. For a very update intensive workload (Wl ď 0.2), FD+FC’s

throughput is larger than FD+DS by around 15%. For other workloads, it is larger by

8–9%. This is because updates have to wait longer in FD+DS. Over FD+XM, FD+FC’s

advantage on throughput metric is more pronounced. It is around 27% and 20% larger

when Wl “ 0.6 and 0.8, respectively.

Figures 4.5(b) and 4.5(c) show the average Rp for insertions and lookups (deletions

are handled just as insertions by FD+trees). When Wl reaches 0.9, FD+FC processes

insertions faster than FD+DS by 25% on average. It is faster by 3.8 times compared to

FD+XM. Insertions take little time to process by themselves, but for FD+XM and FD+DS,
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they wait longer when there is an ongoing merge—FD+XM waits for the release of the

exclusive lock, while FD+DS waits for the reclamation of the old top level. When we

consider average lookup Rp, all three approaches perform equally well when tested with a

read-only workload. Also, FD+FC performs equally as well as FD+DS except for update-

heavy workloads; lock/unlock calls of frequently triggered merges slow down the lookups.

For FD+XM, it is much worse, because lookups need to wait when a merge is ongoing.

Figures 4.5(d) and 4.5(e) show the worst observed Rp for insertions and lookups.

While FD+FC’s worst Rp over insertions is around a second, for FD+DS and FD+XM it is

around 33 to 38 seconds—displaying a crucial advantage of the fully concurrent FD+FC.

As described in Section 4.2, FD+DS cannot remove entries from L0 even after they were

added to the new levels. If it does, lookups will fail. It can delete all the entries only

after the merge completes. When the merge involves many levels (for ex., a full merge),

this scheme is obviously costly. As for lookups, FD+FC and FD+DS show similar worst

Rp’s (around 500 milliseconds), which are well below FD+XM, because lookups in both

FD+FC and FD+DS do not need to wait for an ongoing merge to complete.

Figure 4.5(f) shows equi-width histograms with a bucket length of 2.5 milliseconds for

lookup Rp’s of FD+DS and FD+XM. Similar trends were observed for insertions as well.

The Y-axis is in log-scale. The X-axis shows the first 400 buckets, i.e., Rp ď 1 second;

requests with Rp ą 1 second are added to the last bucket in Figure 4.5(f)—hence the

(red) blip at the end of FD+XM’s histogram. Figure 4.5(g) complements Figure 4.5(f) by

showing how the standard deviation of Rp values for insertions is much lower for FD+FC

than that for FD+DS.

Figures 4.5(h)-4.5(l) compare FD+FC and FD+DS on the Rq performance metric (re-

call that it is Rp plus the time spent by the request in the Qr or Qw queue). FD+FC’s better

performance on the core Rp metric translates into better performance on Rq (and Ro as

well—see Remark 11 in appendix). For the three concurrency schemes, average insertion

Rq is large when Wl is small. Average lookup Rq shows an opposite trend. The reason is
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that, for low Wl, there are so many updates that processing them becomes the bottleneck.

Hence, insertion requests wait in the queue longer than lookup requests. As Wl increases,

the bottleneck shifts to lookup processing. Figure 4.5(k) shows FD+DS and FD+DXM

have high worst-case insertion Rq. FD+FC’s worst-case insertion Rq starts higher, be-

cause the workload is too skewed, and there are always many insertions waiting in the

queue; but as Wl increases, it falls to 2.5 seconds, where as FD+DS and FD+XM still

remain close to 33 seconds. Figure 4.5(k) shows FD+XM suffers high worst-case lookup

Rq. Figure 4.5(l) shows higher standard deviation for FD+DS insertion Rq distribution

than that of FD+FC.

Varying the Initial Index Size Figure 4.6 shows the performance trends on X25-E as we

scale the initial index size to 90M key-value pairs totaling 1080MB. Size of the workload

is set to be equal to the initial index size. There are 80% lookups in every workload. Note

that the worst-case insertion Rp for FD+DS jumps to 659 seconds when the database size

is 90M. However, FD+FC’s worst insertion Rp still remains under a second. The benefits

of FD+FC’s full concurrency are clear when data sizes increase; its lookup and insertion

Rp’s remain manageable. These results show that FD+FC’s concurrency algorithms scale

as well as FD+DS.

Workloads based on TPC-C Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of the three indexes for GT

workloads with TPC-C characteristics.

As the number of warehouses increases from 20 to 100, initial index size increases

from 21MB to 105MB. Note that the insertions constitute 91.3% of the requests in this

workload (see Remark 9); the remaining 8.7% are lookups. For such workload charac-

teristics, Figure 4.7(a) shows that FD+FC’s throughput is higher than both FD+XM as

well as FD+DS. It is higher by 14% than FD+DS when number of warehouses is 100.

Average insertion Rp is slightly better for FD+FC (Figure 4.7(b)), around 13% less when
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FIGURE 4.8: (a) Benefits of memory sharing between Lnew
0 and Lold

0 . (b, c) Performance
of FD+FC vs. FD+FC/TUP that shows the importance of FD+FC’s block-wise data move-
ment.

the number of warehouses is 100. However, FD+DS has better average lookup Rp be-

cause for high-insertion workloads, FD+FC’s concurrent block reclamations constantly

interfere with lookups. Nonetheless, FD+FC still has higher throughput overall, and as

Figure 4.7(c) shows, has lower worst-case insertion Rp. In fact, there is also a high vari-

ance in the distribution of insertion Rp values (see Figure 4.7(f)). FD+FC’s average Rq

for update requests is as worse as FD+DS (Figure 4.7(d)), this is because the workload

is very update intensive. In the worst-case Rq comparision, FD+DS has a high worst-case

response time limitation for insertions (Figure 4.7(e)).

4.4.2 Benefits of Design Choices in FD+FC

Having seen the end-to-end benefits of FD+FC, we now drill down to the benefits provided

by individual features.

Dynamic Memory Sharing between Lnew
0 and Lold

0 FD+FC’s memory sharing feature allows

space freed from Lold
0 by a merge to be added to Lnew

0 immediately (Section 4.3.4). The

plot ‘FD+FC w/o MS’ in Figure 4.8(a) compares the performance of FD+FC without

memory sharing against ‘FD+FC w/ MS,’ the regular version of FD+FC with memory

sharing. We include FD+DS performance data for better illustration of memory sharing

feature’s advantage. FD+DS’s worst insertion Rp is close to that of ‘FD+FC w/o MS,’

which is around 32–38 seconds. Worst insertion Rp for FD+FC is much smaller at around

a second.
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Block-wise vs. Tuple-wise Data Movement FD+FC uses block-wise data movement during

merges (Section 4.3.4). To show the benefit of this feature, Figures 4.8(b) and 4.8(c) com-

pare FD+FC against FD+FC/TUP, a variant of FD+FC that uses tuple-wise data movement

in the merge procedure. FD+FC/TUP leads to heavy CPU usage and long-running merges

that impact insertion response times severely. When Wl “ 0.9, average insertion Rp of

FD+FC/TUP is 12 times worse than FD+FC. FD+FC/TUP’s worst-case insertion Rp is

much worse than even that of FD+XM, highlighting the importance of optimizing CPU

usage when using SSDs.

Level Skipping and Tightening FD+FC contains the novel level skipping and tightening

features that remove unnecessary levels from the index (Section 4.3.4). To see the benefits

of level skipping, we created an FD+tree with γ “ 12 and κ0 “ 64KB. We inserted 10M

key-value pairs, and ran a GR workload of 20M requests with Wl “ 0.8. In the execution

trace, we looked for cases where a merge produced an index tree with one less materialized

level than before. As expected, all these cases lowered lookup response times. One specific

case, where a merge on an FD+CC with five materialized levels led to an FD+CC with

four materialized levels and one skipped level, lowered average lookup Rp by 14%. This

improvement is essentially “free” as the level skipping and tightening steps do not increase

the running time of merges.

4.4.3 FD+FC vs. an Industry-Strength B+Tree

When developing our FD+FC prototype, we were mainly concerned with ensuring a fair

comparison of FD+FC against FD+DS and FD+XM. Nonetheless, here we report on a

comparison between our FD+FC prototype and Berkeley DB’s industry-strength and fully

concurrent B+tree implementation. For the B+tree, we changed Tr : Tw to match Wl :

pWi`Wdq, which suited it better than our settings intended for FD+tree (see the beginning

of this section).
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FIGURE 4.9: Performance of FD+FC vs. Berkeley DB.

One would expect the B+tree to perform better on read-only workloads, while FD+FC

is expected to perform better at the other end of the spectrum where Wl “ 0. That is the

behavior we see in Figure 4.9(a), which shows workload completion times for our default

experimental settings. More results are in Remark 14.

The cross-over point between B+tree and our prototype FD+FC occurs between Wl “

0.8 and Wl “ 0.9 in Figure 4.9(a). This point can be pushed more to the right (i.e., larger

Wl) by further optimizing the implementation of our FD+FC prototype (e.g., minimizing

CPU-intensive memcpy() calls). The current prototype makes heavy use of the C++ Stan-

dard Template Library (STL) classes (for internal data structures) and the Boost thread-

ing library, which can be avoided to improve overall performance. Even without deep

engineering-level optimizations, FD+FC performs better than Berkeley DB in minimizing

the average-case Rp (see Figure 4.9(b)).

4.5 Related Work

A number of indexes have been proposed recently to optimize for the SSDs’ fast ran-

dom read and slow random write characteristics. BFTL [WCK03], FlashDB [NK07], and

LA-tree [AGS`09] are based on B-trees and perform some form of logging in order to

postpone in-place updating of B-tree blocks. SkimpyStash [DSL11] and SILT [LFAK11]

are exact-match key-value stores based on hashing. FD-tree [LHY`10] is a state-of-the-art

index designed for SSDs, which we have discussed and compared with in detail in Sec-

tion 4.1.4. All of these indexes have reorganizations as essential part of their operations.

Their reorganization costs vary, but are consistently higher than those in their counterparts
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designed for magnetic disks. However, none of these past works address concurrency con-

trol. The PIO B-tree [RPK`11] technique includes a basic concurrency scheme that is

very similar to FD+XM (discussed in Section 4.2). In contrast, the FD+FC scheme we

developed allows lookups concurrent access to the index while a merge is ongoing.

Index structures optimized for writes to magnetic disks have also been considered in

the database literature. LSM-tree [OCGO96] maintains multiple B-trees with geometri-

cally increasing sizes. All updates go to the smallest tree. Rolling merges, which run con-

currently between each pair of neighboring levels, percolate these updates to lower levels.

Our work differs from LSM-tree in many ways. First, LSM-tree’s design is motivated by

an always active insertion workload (e.g., when indexing a growing log file), while we

target traditional workloads including OLTP. Second, CPU efficiency is not a concern for

LSM-tree; however, since SSDs have orders-of-magnitude faster I/Os than magnetic disks,

CPU costs become significant (see Section 5.5) and we must design for CPU efficiency.

Together, these differences in design goals translate into very different choices: 1) To speed

up search across levels, FD+tree uses fractional cascading (Section 4.1), which requires

maintaining pointers across levels. LSM-tree does not use fractional cascading because it

targets insertion-heavy workloads. 2) LSM-tree uses multiple rolling merges to increase

insertion throughput. However, such an approach would consume a lot of OS resources

(threads, memory, etc.) and add too much CPU overhead for OLTP workloads running on

SSDs; it would also significantly complicate concurrency control in the presence of frac-

tional cascading. In contrast, FD+FC’s one-pass multi-level merge is more CPU-efficient

and works well with fractional cascading.

The LHAM-tree [MOPW00] is conceptually similar to LSM-tree, but targets temporal

databases. The bLSM-tree [SR12] is similar to LSM-tree, but uses bloom filters to im-

prove lookup performance and carefully designed scheduling policies for synchronizing

between rolling merges. The Stepped-Merge technique proposed in [JNS`97] is similar

to LSM-tree, but maintains multiple B-trees at each level. The T1SM [JOY02] partitions
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data into subindexes, each of which is an LSM-tree. For the last two techniques, concur-

rency control is implemented by allowing the merge to create a new version of the index

or subindex, and dropping the previous version after the merge completes. Thus, this ap-

proach is analogous to FD+DS discussed in Section 4.2, which we have evaluated and

compared with FD+FC in Section 5.5. Like LSM-tree, none of LHAM-tree, bLSM-tree,

Stepped-Merge, and T1SM supports fractional cascading.

4.6 Conclusion

New indexes are being designed for database systems that store data on SSDs. We argue

that efficient concurrency control schemes are crucial in making these indexes usable for

a wide spectrum of workloads. In this chapter, we have described the FD+tree index for

SSDs and the associated FD+FC concurrency control scheme, which, to our knowledge,

is the first of its kind. We demonstrated the performance benefits of FD+FC through

extensive experimental evaluation. A promising avenue for further work is to consider

crash recovery for FD+FC.
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5

Merge policies for LSM tree

We now move our focus to optimizing Log-Structured Merge (LSM) tree for random-

access block devices. LSM tree is popular in internet-scale applications (social networks,

search, etc.) and trends analysis (data warehousing, mining, etc.) because it allows for

efficient burst update processing and quick access to recent data in the index. As mentioned

in Section 1.3, there have been previous efforts to optimize LSM style key-value (KV)

stores for SSDs [ANBS12, WSJ`14]. In this work, our focus is on optimizing the core

features of the LSM tree design in order to save writes to the storage. In the rest of

this chapter, we begin with describing the LSM tree technique in detail and then propose

changes to its design to optimize it for random-access block devices.

5.1 Making LSM-tree block-preserving

5.1.1 Original LSM-tree

Structure: The structure of an LSM-tree contains multiple levels L0, L1, . . . , Ln-1 whose

sizes are geometrically ordered. Which means size of Li can be computed as:

κi “ κ0 ¨ γ
i
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where κ0 is the size of L0 and γ is a constant. The LSM-tree permanently caches L0 in the

main-memory. L0 is implemented as an in-memory key-value store. The rest of the levels

are stored on the disk and are implemented as tightly packed B-trees. We visualize these

levels as organized into a pyramidal structure with the smallest level L0 sitting at the top

and the largest level Ln-1 at the bottom.

Operations: The main ideas behind the functioning of the LSM-tree are, 1) insertion

and deletion requests to the index are stored as log records at L0 upon their arrival, and

2) when level Li overflows its contents are merged to the level below it which is Li+1.

Following is a more detailed description of how different types of requests are handled in

the LSM-tree.

Insertion and deletion requests: When an insertion (or deletion) request arrives at the

index, we first check if a deletion log-record (or an insertion log record, resp’ly) with the

same key and value combination is present in L0. If yes, the log-record is discarded from

L0. If not, a new log-record containing the key and value is created with its insertion or

deletion mark set appropriately, and is added to L0.

Handling level overflows: When a level Li overflows, the LSM-tree eagerly merges

all of its contents into Li+1. This operation frees up space in Li for future arrivals to it.

During the merge operation, insertion and deletion log-records of the same key-value pair

cancel out each other. The merge consumes blocks in Li and Li+1 sequentially starting

from the beginning. The merge output is appended to the new version of Li+1. Hence,

the B-tree structure required for the level implementation is a tightly packed B-tree which

supports just the two operations range scan and append.

Lookup requests: Servicing a lookup request starts at L0 and continues to larger levels

until a matching log record is found. If the matching record is an insertion record, the key

and its corresponding value are returned. If it is a deletion record, we return a null value.

If the search runs out of levels, it means no matching record was found and hence a null

value is returned.
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5.1.2 Modified LSM-tree

Structure: For our context, the LSM-tree structure should support two additional features:

1) partial merging — be able to flush only a portion of a level, and 2) block preservation —

be able to move untouched blocks during a merge to the output. To enable in implementing

these features, we propose the following changes to the stock LSM-tree structure. First,

we allow blocks of a level to remain partially full. But to guard against space waste, we

require that the wasted slots in a level is utmost ω fraction of slots currently allocated to

that level. We call ω as the waste threshold. Second, we remove the requirement of storing

blocks of a level in a contiguous area. Third, we implement each level as a special B-tree

structure that can support bulk deletion and insertion (more on this below).

Operations: Handling insertion and deletion requests remains the same as the original

LSM-tree because they only require access to L0 whose design has remained unchanged.

Handling lookups remains the same since each level is still implemented as a B-tree though

it is not a tightly packed one. The merge operation is what has changed which we discuss

below.

Handling level overflows: Our LSM-tree implementation supports multiple merge

policies — Full, RR, Partial and Mixed are some of them. Whenever Li overflows, the

policy in use is invoked to decide what to do in order to create space in Li. The policies

we currently support decide to do one of the two: either to flush all blocks of Li or to flush

only a subsequence to the next level. In the latter case, the policy would also determine

which subsequence to flush. Unlike the original LSM-tree, we also have to handle saving

blocks during a merge.

To support the partial-merge based policies, our B-tree implementation has the follow-

ing features: 1) deletions and insertions are in the granularity of blocks, 2) bulk deletion

and bulk insertion are supported — specifically, the bulk insertion involves pasting the

output B-tree generated by the merge into Li+1’s B-tree (see section 5.4.3 for details).
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With these features in place, our LSM-tree data structure can implement a partial merge

by first bulk deleting the participating sequences of blocks from Li and Li+1, and pasting

the output of the merge to Li+1. For a full merge, all blocks in Li and Li+1 participate in

the merge, hence the complete levels are dropped and the output of the merge becomes

Li+1.

5.1.3 Block-Preserving Merge (BPM)

Block-Preserving Merge can be applied irrespective of the policy in use. In algorithm 11

we present the BPM algorithm that preserves blocks during a merge while also ensuring

that the wasted space does not exceed a given threshold. The policies that we have studied

in this chapter invoke BPM with the sequences of blocks that have to be merged and the

waste threshold ω˚. In the case when all blocks in Li and Li+1 are participating in the

merge, the threshold is set to ω. In the case of a partial merge, the threshold is calculated

such that the overall waste in Li+1 after the merge output is pasted into it does not exceed

ω.

BPM is a greedy one-pass algorithm which skims through the pointers of the blocks

in the input lists and reads the content in a block only when necessary for the merge. The

pointers to the blocks are scanned from the B-tree of the level from which the list has come.

BPM is similar to the original two-way merge algorithm, except that whenever a new block

is about to be fetched from a list, it first checks if this block can be preserved. The block

has to pass two checks for it to be preserved: 1) the next key from the other participating

list should not be in the range of the current block, and 2) preserving the block should

not increase waste beyond ω˚. To assist BPM in performing these checks, we annotate

each block pointer with the smallest and largest keys, and the number of records in the

block. When a block is preserved it is moved to the output by moving its pointer and

its annotations to the output B-tree. Otherwise, the block undergoes the record-by-record

processing of a two-way merge.
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Algorithm 11 gives a detailed description of BPM. Lines 1 through 8 initialize vari-

ables, and the while-loop in the lines 9 through 32 executes the one-pass merge algorithm.

Inputs X and Y are the participating lists of blocks in the merge and Z is the output list of

blocks. To assist in the merge, the algorithm maintains a priority queue Q. T is the buffer

block which is being currently filled by the generated merge output. Initially Q is popu-

lated with the smallest keys from each list. Then, the merge algorithm starts execution.

The while-loop implementing the merge is further divided into two parts. The first part (in

lines 13 through 23) checks whether a new block has started on a list, and if so, whether it

can be preserved. The second part (in lines 24 through 32) runs the usual record-by-record

merge. The if-conditional at line 14 computes the waste factor including the block being

preserved and the current buffer block. If the waste factor is less than or equal to ω˚, then

the buffer block and the preserved block are appended to the merge output.

Discussion The worst-case I/O cost of BPM is the number of blocks participating in

the merge. In the best-case scenario, no blocks overlap with each other, and no I/O is

required. However, BPM is not always optimal. Consider the following example: Lists A

and B contain two blocks each with none of the blocks overlapping with each other. The

head blocks in both lists are 50% full, while the tail blocks are completely full. Given this,

BPM(A,B,0.4) will not save the head blocks in the lists because the algorithm does not

see that including the tail blocks would decrease the overall space waste. More generally,

BPM is conservative and counts space waste only within the context encompassing from

the head blocks to the current blocks being processed. This problem is due to its single-

pass approach.

One might suggest a more holistic approach which looks at all the blocks in the lists

before starting the merge process and makes decisions about which blocks to preserve.

However, at the least, it would require more passes. In the worst case, a more complex al-

gorithm might require caching block pointers in memory which could be expensive. There

is also the matter of cancellations between insertion and deletion records that may happen
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Algorithm 11: BPM(X , Y , ω˚): Block-Preserving Merge.
1 Z Ð K; // To store output
2 T Ð newBlock(); // current output block being filled
3 Q Ð K; // Priority queue to find next record to output
4 if size(X) ą 0 then
5 add minKey(head(X)) to Q;

6 if size(Y ) ą 0 then
7 add minKey(head(Y )) to Q;

8 uÐ 0; // slots left unoccupied in Z
9 while Q is non-empty do

10 r Ð pop(Q); // Return the smallest key
11 Let B be the source block from which r came from, and S be the input list containing B;
12 sÐ the other key in Q;
13 if r comes from the first record in B and (s is K or the largest key in B is ă s) then
14 if u`unoccupiedSlotspT q`unoccupiedSlotspBq

β˚psizepZq`2q
ď ω˚ then // save B only if it keeps waste factor within ω˚

15 if T is non-empty then
16 uÐ u` unoccupiedSlotspT q;
17 Z Ð Z ¨ T ; // flush the current buffer T to output
18 T Ð newBlock();

19 Z Ð Z ¨B; // preserving B by appending it to output as is

20 remove B from S;
21 if size(S) ą 0 then
22 add to Q the first record in head(S);

23 continue;

24 Add the record of r to T ;
25 if T is full then
26 Z Ð Z ¨ T ;
27 T Ð newBlock();

28 if next(B) is K then
29 remove B from S and delete it;
30 add minKey(head(S)) to Q;

31 else
32 Add key of next record in B to Q;

33 return Z;

amongst overlapping blocks. Such cancellations can only be accurately found by access-

ing contents within the blocks which will be prohibitively expensive. A holistic approach

would have to take all of these aspects into account. In comparision, the BPM algorithm

presented here requires a single pass over the pointers of the blocks. This pass can be

implemented as a range scan on the B-tree from which the blocks came from. We think

this single pass approach is also desirable when the participating lists are large (happens

in the Full policy when all blocks of a level are merged).
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Policy 1: Full(Li)
1 Li+1 Ð BPM(Li,Li+1); // Flush all blocks of the level to the next level

5.2 Full vs. Partial merge policies

Full policy: In this policy, when Li overflows, all blocks in it (or records in it if i “ 0) are

eagerly merged to Li+1. This policy is the simplest policy as it has just a single step (see

Policy 1). The call to BPM algorithm would consume Li and Li+1 while doing the merge.

Full policy is also simple enough to calculate the amortized cost at a particular level under

certain workload conditions. We first define the notion of a period which is necessary for

the above calculation.

Definition 1. A period at Li is any window of requests processing which would take the

occupancy of Li from empty to overflowing. That is, when the first request arrives, Li

is empty, and processing this request would trigger overflows in levels L0 to Li-1. The

last request in the window would trigger overflows in L0 to Li. No other request in this

window should trigger an overflow in Li.

Theorem 16. If every Full merge from Li to Li+1 increase the size of Li+1 at a constant

rate, then the amortized number of block writes into Li+1 by this policy can be calculated

as Op1` γ
2
q per-block.

Proof. If we observe the sizes of Li and Li+1 as Full merges are invoked between them,

we will see a repeating pattern where the pattern starts over at the beginning of a period at

Li+1. Assuming the distribution of data remains unchanged, the costs incurred will remain

similar across each of the pattern’s occurrence. Hence, we calculate the amortized cost in

this pattern.

Let ε be the constant amount by which each Full merge increases the size of Li+1. The

number of Full merges needed to fill Li+1 are:

η “
Qκi`1

ε

U
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We calculate the amortized cost per block as the total cost incurred (denoted as C in the

rest of this proof) in filling Li+1 divided by the total number of blocks (denoted as N )

merged into it.

When Li+1 is empty, there is no cost in implementing the Full as blocks in Li can

simply be moved to the lower level. When Li+1 is non-empty, we assume that any merge

into Li+1 rewrites all blocks currently in the level as well those blocking arriving from Li.

This assumption simplifies calculations.

Li+1’s size increases by ε at the end of each merge. The cost of a merge is the number

of participating blocks from Li and Li+1, unless when Li+1 is empty in which case the cost

is 0. To calculate the total cost, we sum over the cost of each merge:

C “ 0` pε` κiq ` p2ε` κiq ` . . .` ppη ´ 1qε` κiq

“ pη ´ 1qκi ` ε

ˆ

ηpη ´ 1q

2

˙

(5.1)

The total number of blocks merged into Li during a pattern occurrence is:

N “ pη ´ 1qκi (5.2)

We can calculate the per-block amortized cost for Full policy from Equations 5.1 and

5.2:

C

N
“ 1`

εη

2κi
“ 1`

ε

2κi

Qκi`1

ε

U

“ O
´

1`
γ

2

¯

Policies based on lazy merging: Unlike Full these policies are lazy in processing a merge:

They choose a a fraction of Li to merge to Li+1 whenever Li overflows. In the rest of the

chapter, we denote this fraction by δ. Lazy policies are relatively short. However, the

quality of such a policy depends on how it chooses the subsequence of blocks to merge.

A simple and a popular choice is to do a round-robin based selection. This is the

policy we discussed in Example 3. Policy 2 presents the RR policy which is based on such
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Policy 2: RR(Li)
// initialize

1 K Ð smallest key in Li;
// iterate

2 while true do
3 B Ð block with its smallest-key ěK;
4 Si Ð δκi blocks starting from B;
5 Si`1 Ð blocks in Li+1 overlapping rminKeypSiq,maxKeypSiqs;
6 K Ð maxKeypSi`1q;
7 T Ð BPMpSi, Si`1q;
8 InsertpLi+1, T q;
9 yield;

selection. The steps in the policy are presented in python-style yield syntax. At a high

level, RR works by keeping track of the largest key that participated in a merge, and in the

next merge, selecting δκi contiguous blocks starting from that key.

The problem with RR is that it does not take into account the distributions currently

prevailing at Li and Li+1 while making selection decisions. Further, a key range in Li

may be unfavourable for selection now, but might become cost effective later on after

a few more insertions into that range from Li-1. Postponing selection of such a region

cannot be done in RR policy because of its strict round-robin scheme.

Policy 3: Partial(Li)
1 tÐ κiδ; // size of the sub-list of Li to flush
2 Sopt,Si`1 Ð Partial-Optimizer(Li); // select least cost subsequence of size t from Li to merge to Li+1. Si`1 contains the

subsequence of blocks in Li+1 which overlap with the selection.
3 T Ð BPM(Sopt,Si`1);
4 Insert(Li+1,T );

Partial policy: The Partial policy solves some of these problems by simply selecting

the subsequence from Li which will lead to the least cost. Policy 3 gives details in Partial.

The main idea in this policy is to check iteratively all possible subsequences and pick the

right one among them for merge. More details of the Partial-Optimizer(Li) function is

provided in Section 5.4.2. But for our discussion here, this function essentially selects the

subsequence of Li which minimizes the number of block overlaps in Li+1. Given this, it

is possible to bound the cost of a single Partial merge:
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Theorem 17. Per-block cost of a Partial merge is utmost γ ` 1.

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose, a Partial merge from Li to Li+1 is costlier

than γ ` 1 per block. Hence, cost of merging any sub-list of Li of length δκi should be

greater than δκipγ`1q. Let us divide Li into 1
δ

non-overlapping sub-lists. The summation

of costs of merging all these lists to Li+1 has to be ą 1
δ
¨ δκipγ ` 1q “ κi ` γκi. But the

total size of the participating levels in the merge, Li and Li+1, is utmost κi ` γκi. Hence,

this is a contradiction.

Note that in the above result, the average cost is independent of δ.
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FIGURE 5.1: Comparison between Full and Partial policies. X-axis plots index size and
Y-axis plots total write I/O for a steady state workload.
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Partial − L1

Partial − L2

FIGURE 5.2: Cumulative costs accumulated while maintaining each level in a steady
state index experiment with index size set to 20Mb. Cost of maintaining L2 is cheaper
compared to that of L1 because the effective γ between L1 and L2 is just 2 since L2’s size
is utmost 20Mb. Compare that to γ “ 10 between L0 and L1.

Experimental Comparison: In figure 5.1 we show an experimental comparision of the

two policies. Here, we use an LSM-tree with three levels with κ0 set to 1Mb and γ set
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to 10; ie., the maximum sizes of L0, L1 and L2 are 1Mb, 10Mb and 100Mb. For the

Partial policy, we set δ to 0.05. To plot figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b), we populate the index

to a certain size (mentioned on the X-axis), and issue a steady workload consisting of

insertions and deletions in equal proportion. The workload keeps the effective size of the

index at a steady state. We have set the steady state workload to 100Mb. Figures 5.1(a)

and 5.1(b) show the total number of write I/Os required by the two policies when keys

were generated from uniform and normal distributions, respectively. Notice that Partial is

always better than Full, and for normally distributed data, the improvement it offers is

more pronounced. We also mention below an important observation that is necessary later

on.

• (O1) Index data effectively moves to the final level.

In all experiments, we observed that the size of L2 closely matches the effective

index size. The internal levels L0 and L1 pretty much become a multi-level cache to

store updates to L2.

5.3 Mixed merge policy

Towards Mixed merge: There are in fact two parameters which can influence the perfor-

mance of a merge scheme: occupancy in Li+1 and selection scheme to pick blocks from

Li for the merge. The former is important, because, resistance to incoming data into Li+1

is directly proportional to the current size of Li+1. The latter is important because an

intelligent selection scheme can exploit data skew.

Figure 5.3 shows how Full, RR and Partial compare with each other on these two

parameters. Full empties a level when it overflows and hence has no selection policy. It

is thus present in the lower part of the figure and extends across all level sizes. RR and

Partial are lazy policies and keep the internal levels almost full. Hence, they are shown

on the right end of the level sizes. Partial is more intelligent in its selection choice so it is
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shown at the upper right corner. RR is also somewhat intelligent in that it cycles to a key

region only after dealing with the rest of the key domain. Note that the upper left region

in this figure is unexplored. This is a region where both parameters are ideal — smaller

index size and an intelligent selection scheme.

The basic idea in the Mixed policy is to combine the Full and Partial policies such that

the combination can exploit the unexplored area in Figure 5.3 for better savings than the

rest of the policies. At first glance, this proposal may look counter intuitive based on the

results we saw in Figure 5.1. But once we look at the costs incurred by these policies at

each individual level and what time they were incurred we will see a different story.

Let us look at the experiment in Figure 5.1 closely. Figure 5.2 plots the cumulative

costs incurred per level for the index size 20Mb for the Full and Partial policies. Full pol-

icy’s costs for L1 and L2 look like a step functions because each merge empties a complete

level and hence it takes relatively longer than Partial for a new merge to be triggered. We

make the following observations:

• (O2) Cost of maintaining L2 is much lesser than the cost incurred in maintaining

L1.

size(L2) at steady state is just 20Mb for this experiment (see (O1) as to why). This

means the effective γ between L1 and L2 is just 2. Hence, average per block cost of

merges from L1 to L2 will remain much less irrespective of Full or Partial policy.

• (O3) Full and Partial have similar costs for internal level L1.

This is because though Partial has an intelligent selection scheme it has the disad-

vantage of almost always full internal levels. When levels contain so much data,

there is a high resistance to incoming data.1

As per (O3), we don’t seem to get much savings at internal levels for Partial. However,

1 Note that Full shows a step function and has a higher cost at times than Partial partly because it eagerly
flushes the complete level and hence incurs some future costs apriori.
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FIGURE 5.3: Comparison of Full, Partial, and RR policies on the parameters size of lower
level they maintain and quality of scheme employed for selection of blocks for the merge.
Partial employs an intelligent selection scheme, however it is stuck with almost always full
levels. Full will empty levels from time to time, however, there is no intelligent selection
of blocks for merge.

we propose that since L2 is small, it may be a good idea to use Full for L1 to L2 merges,

thus allowing the internal levelL1 to get emptied from time to time. By using Partial forL0

to L1 merges, we will have a policy which touches the unexplored area in Figure 5.3. Any

savings accrued in maintaining L1 hopefully will be over and above the cost of maintaining

L2 by Full merges.

Feasibility study: To test if such a policy will be efficient we do the following feasibility

study. We design a simple policy Test which works for a two-level LSM-tree in the above

mentioned way: Partial is used for L0 to L1 merges, and Full is used for L1 to L2 merges.

Figure 5.4 presents the results for Test,Full, and Partial for the same plots shown in

Figure 5.1. We see that the performance of Test is better than Partial for small index sizes.

L2 is small for such experiments and hence additional cost incurred by Full for L1 to L2

merges is not too bad and can be offset by the gains accrued by the Partial between L0

and L1 (see Figure 5.5 for details). However, as the index size grows, so does L2, and

Full between L1 and L2 becomes too costly (see Figure 5.6 for details). We also see that
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the tipping point for Test to become worse than Partial is different for uniform and normal

distributions (seen in Figures 5.4(a) and (b)).
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FIGURE 5.4: Feasibility study for Mixed policy: Performance comparision between
Full, Partial and Test policies. In the Test policy L0 to L1 is always Partial and L1 to
L2 is always Full. Observe that Test outperforms Partial when L2 is small. But the tipping
point until when Test is better than Partial is not the same for the uniform and normal
distributions.

5.3.1 Mixed Policy with Thresholds

We present the Mixed policy which exploits the different advantages of Full and Partial by

carefully combining them. First, Mixed assumes that the LSM-tree has reached a steady-

state where the size of the final level is not changing much. Next, for each internal level

Li where i ‰ 0, it learns a threshold τi such that Full is beneficial for Li-1 to Li merge
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FIGURE 5.5: Per level costs for uniform workload when index size is 20Mb. Cost at L2

for Test and Full are same. However, Test has much lesser cost than the other two policies
at L1. The savings, when compared to Partial, accrued by Test at L1 are much larger than
the additional cost of doing Full at L2.
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FIGURE 5.6: Per level costs for uniform workload when index size is 90Mb. Savings at
L1 by Test when compared to Partial is unable to offset the additional cost it incurs at L2.

when size(Li) ă τiκi otherwise Partial is beneficial. At the final level Ln-1, Mixed simply

learns whether to apply Full or Partial for maximum benefit.

Policy 4: Mixed(Li)
1 if i “ 0 then // for top-most level always apply part-merge
2 part-merge(i);

3 else if i “ n´ 2 then // if lower-level is Ln-1, check costs of full and merge
4 if Cpart ă Cfull then part-merge(i) ;
5 else full-merge(i) ;

6 else // for inner levels
7 if size(Li+1) ă τi`1κi`1 then full-merge(i) ;
8 else part-merge(i) ;

Policy 4 presents the details of Mixed. The following rules for picking what merge to

apply characterize the Mixed policy:

• (R1) For the merge between L0 and L1, Mixed always applies a partial merge.

• (R2) For the merge between Ln-2 and Ln-1, Mixed applies a full merge if Cfull ă

Cpart. Otherwise, it applies a partial merge.

• (R3) For every internal level Li with 0 ă i ă n ´ 2, Mixed applies a full merge

betweenLi andLi+1 if sizepLi+1q ă τi`1κi`1. Otherwise, it invokes a partial merge.

When a level satisfies multiple rules, Mixed applies the rule that comes first in the order

given above.
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Understanding (R1) is simple: Since L0 is permanently hosted in main memory, inser-

tion and deletion of index records to this level do not have any cost. Further, L0 has no

more levels above it, so it does not need to be drained completely to create additional cost

savings. Note that when L0 remains close to full opportunities for cancellation of index

records at this level is maximized. (R2) and (R3) are a direct consequence of our earlier

discussion about exploiting Full’s advantage of emptying levels.

Learning the Thresholds: Parameters necessary for Mixed’s functioning are τi where

0 ă i ă n´1, and Cfull and Cpart . First, we present an observation which makes learning

these parameters relatively simple.

Remark 1 (Optimal choice for τj has no effect on the optimal choice for τi when

i ă j.) When i ă j, Li is at a higher level than Lj. The optimal value for τi will ensure

the cheapest write I/O cost generated by the whole index for any period at Li. However,

there are no merges happening to Lj in any period at Li, since Li is at a higher level than

Lj. Hence, the τj does not effect τi.

From the above remark, it is also true that the values Cfull and Cpart do not affect the

optimal choice for τi where Li is an internal level. Given these observations, τi’s can be

learnt in the ascending order of i. After completing the learning of τi’s, the parameters

Cfull and Cpart can be learnt.

In this work, we use an experiment based learning scheme to learn these parameters.

We briefly explain the learning procedure. For complete details refer to Section 5.4.3.

Note that τi can take any value in r0, 1s. However, we consider a candidate set of values

t0, µ, 2µ, . . .u for each τi and test them in linear order until we find a value kµ such that

pk´ 1qµ has better performance than kµ. To test the performance of a value for τi, we set

the parameters τ1 through τi-1 to their optimal values which we have already found, and

set τi to the value being tested, and continue running the LSM-tree for a single period at

Li. We keep track of the total write I/O cost generated by the LSM-tree in this period. This
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write I/O cost is used as the performance indicator for the value being tested. Similarly, to

learn Cfull (Cpart ) we set the Ln-2 to Ln-1 merge to Full (Partial) and measure the write I/O

cost of the entire index for a period at Ln-2. Cfull and Cpart are calculated as the average

cost per block of updates to the index within their respective windows of requests.

Discussion: Learning the parameters of Mixed is done after steady state is reached. To

determine when a steady state is reached there are two options: (1) Check when the total

effective size of the index stabilizes, and (2) Rely on the administrator to manually trigger

once steady state is observed. In this work, identifying when a steady state is reached is

not the focus and we simply choose the second option for our experiments.

In the case when steady state is not reached, for example during a bulk loading phase,

there are two options: (1) use Partial by default, and (2) use parameters already available

for the target steady-state case. Mixed uses the second option when such parameters are

available otherwise it uses the first option.

5.4 Additional Details of Algorithms

5.4.1 Learning Parameters of Mixed Policy

We give a high level description of how Mixed learns the τ’s necessary in (R3) and the

Cfull and Cpart necessary in (R2). Later, we describe the specifics of the learning algorithm

presented in Algorithm 12.

Determining thresholds at internal levels: The structure of the learning procedure is as

follows:

• Determine the thresholds τ’s in increasing order of the subscript. That is, at the time

of determining τi, τ1 through τi-1 have already been determined.

• A threshold τi can take any value from the domain r0, 1s. However, the learning
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procedure chooses to restrict the domain of values to

0, µ, 2µ, 3µ, . . . , r
κi
µ

sµ

for some predefined constant µ. Then, it checks the performance of each candidate

threshold value in linear order. The procedure stops and chooses kµ for τi when it

finds that the performance of pk ` 1qµ is worse than kµ.

• To test how good a candidate threshold value is, the procedure first sets τ1 to τi-1

to the optimal threshold values already found for them, and sets τi to the candidate

threshold value. Next, it runs the index until a fresh period at Li is complete. In this

period, performance of the candidate threshold value is calculated as the average

number of write I/Os spent per log record inserted into L1. Given below is the

calculation of the performance:

Total write I/O spent in maintaining L1 to Li

no. of log records merged to L1

.

This forms the cost metric that will be used to compare the various candidate thresh-

olds. Note that levels Li+1 and below do not generate any cost in this period.

In the above note that we considered the number of log records that entered L1 instead

of counting the number that entered L0. This is because, L0 is cached in memory and there

is no I/O cost involved in writing to it.

Determining Cfull and Cpart : The size of the final level Ln-1 is steady, whether we apply

Full or Partial, and hence there is no need to determine the threshold at this level. Instead,

we explicitly determine which merge at this level leads to decreased cost globally. To

calculate Cfull , the learning procedure does the following:

• It sets τ values to the optimal threshold values already found for them. Next, to

ensure that the Ln-2 to Ln-1 merge is always Full, Cfull is set to 0 and Cpart is set to

1.
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Algorithm 12: Mixed-Learning(i): Learning phase in Mixed
// Initialize phase:
// µ and Rskip are constants. µ is the granularity at which we search for a value of τ. Rskip is the no. of records skipped

before determining Cpart .
1 τr0s Ð 0; τr1s Ð 0; τr2s Ð 0; // τ[] stores threshold of each level
2 lÐ 2; // level id for which learning is currently ongoing
3 countingÐ no;
4 C Ð K; // stores write I/O cost of the index
5 RÐ K; // stores the no. of records written to L1

6 k Ð K; // stores current candidate threshold value being tested
7 C` Ð K; R` Ð K; // to store statistics for pk ´ 1q threshold value
8 if index has just two levels then stateÐ final-full ;// learning for internal levels not reqd. for 2-level trees
9 else stateÐ internal ;

// Execute
10 if i “ 0 or (state = internal and size(Li+1) ě τi+1κi`1) or state = final-partial then (cost, records)Ð Partial(Li) ;
11 else (cost, records)Ð Full(Li) ;
12 if counting “ yes and i` 1 ď l then C Ð C` cost ;
13 if i “ 0 and (counting “ yes or state “ final-partial) then RÐ R` records ;
14 switch state do // update statistics and plan for future learning
15 case internal // if learning for an internal level
16 if i` 2 “ l and counting “ no and size(Li+1) ą κi`1 then
17 countingÐ yes;

18 else if i` 1 “ l and size(Li+1) ą κi`1 then // calculate cost for current candidate threshold

19 if k ą 0 and C`

R`
ă C

R
then // If threshold pk ´ 1q is the solution for this level, stop.

20 τi`1 Ð µpk ´ 1q; lÐ l ` 1;
21 if l “ n´ 2 then stateÐ final-full ;
22 else countingÐ no ;

23 else
24 C` Ð C; R` Ð R;
25 k Ð k ` 1; τrls Ð kµ;

26 C Ð 0; RÐ 0;

27 case final-full // if learning cost of full at leaf level
28 if i` 1 “ n´ 2 and counting “ no then countingÐ yes;
29 else if i “ n´ 2 then
30 Cfull Ð C{R; Rfull Ð R;
31 C Ð 0; RÐ 0; stateÐ final-partial; // determining Cpart

32 case final-part // if learning cost of part at leaf level
33 if i “ n´ 2 and R ě Rskip then countingÐ yes;
34 RÐ 0 ;
35 if i “ n´ 2 and R ě Rfull then
36 Cpart Ð C{R;
37 return τ[], Cfull , Cpart ; // learning parameters done

38 if size(Li+1) ą κi`1 then Mixed-Learning(i` 1) ;
39 yield;
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• The index is allowed to run with these parameter settings until a fresh period at Ln-1

is completed. In this period, there will be a single Full merge to Ln-1 and many

merges to levels L1 to Ln-2. Cfull is calculated as this total cost averaged by the

number of index records merged to L1 during this period. Below is the calculation:

Cfull “
Total write I/O spent in maintaining the index

no. of log records merged to L1

(5.3)

Cpart is determined in a similar way as Cfull . However, Partial policy does not allow

for a period at Ln-2 as it never empties Ln-2 completely. To solve this problem, we keep

track of the number of index records merged to L1 during the period in which Cfull was

calculated (the denominator in Equation 5.3). Next, we set the τ’s to their optimal thresh-

old values already determined, and to ensure that the merge from Ln-2 to Ln-1 is always

Partial, we set Cfull to 1 and Cpart to 0. The index is run for a large enough window

of requests that merges exactly as many log records to L1 as done in the period while

determining Cfull .

Algorithm Mixed-Learning: Algorithm 12 gives description of the steps in algorithm

Mixed-Learning in python style yield/return syntax. The algorithm first learns the τ val-

ues, then Cfull and finally Cpart . To indicate how far the learning has progressed, it main-

tains a state variable state which can take the following states.

• internal – Currently learning the threshold τi at Li where 1 ă i ă n ´ 1. Learning

τ2, . . . , τi-1 has been completed.

• final-full – Learning the thresholds at internal levels is completed. Currently deter-

mining the parameter Cfull necessary at the final level.

• final-partial – Determining τ values and Cfull are done. Currently the algorithm is

determining Cpart necessary at the final level.
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The algorithm is divided into two phases. All variables are initialized in the initialize

phase. The execute phase (from lines 10 to 39) contains the core part of the algorithm

which invokes merges and computes the parameters necessary in Mixed.

At the beginning of the execute phase, in lines 10 to 13, the learning algorithm decides

whether to invoke Full or Partial for Li which has overflown. Full is invoked if i ą 0 and

one of the following conditions are met:

• Li is an internal level. τi has already been found and size(Li) ă τiκi, or k is being

currently tested as a potential candidate for τi and that size(Li) ă kµκi, or we have

not started learning for τi yet. Note that, we invoke Full in the third condition above

so that it helps in emptying Lj+1 where τj is currently being learnt.

• Li is the final level. Determination of Cfull is currently going on.

Partial is invoked in the rest of the cases. Invoking the merge returns us the cost incurred

and number of records merged to the lower level. Next, we determine how the algorithm

should proceed from one state to the next state in the learning process.

As mentioned earlier, the state of the learning process is initially set to internal. At

this state τ’s for internal levels are learnt (lines 15 to 26). Every time the algorithm starts

learning the cost of a candidate value for τi, it has to wait until the start of a fresh period

at Li. The if-conditional at line 16 identifies the start of a period, and switches on the

cost tracking. At the end of the period, performance of kµ is calculated and if it is worse

than pk ´ 1qµ, then τi is set to kµ ( lines 18 to 26). Otherwise, the search for k carries on

(line 25).

When learning at internal levels is done, the learning process moves to final-full state.

In this state, the Cfull is determined (lines 27 to 31). Cfull is calculated in a fresh period

at Ln-2 as the average I/O cost incurred while maintaining the index per record insertion to

L1. After, Cfull is done, the state is set to final-partial in which Cpart is computed. Since

setting Ln-2 to Ln-1 merge to Partial will not allow a period at Ln-2, Cpart is calculated in
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a window of requests which inserts the same number of index records as observed in the

period at Ln-2 in the Cfull calculation.

5.4.2 Optimizer for partial-merge

Algorithm 13: Partial-Optimizer(Li): Optimizer in Partial
Input: Li: The upper level in the merge
Output: X , Y : X is the sub-sequence of blocks in Li selected for the merge. Y is the sub-sequence of blocks in Li+1 which

fall within the range formed by the smallest and largest keys in X
// I. Initialize Phase: Select the first sequence of blocks and calculate its cost.

1 Copt Ð 0; C Ð 0;
2 xf Ð 1; xl Ð δκi ´ 1;
3 yf , yl Ð first block in Li+1 whose largest key is ě minKey(Li[xf ]);
4 for xl Ð 1 to δκi do // calculate cost of first sequence
5 while minKey(Li+1ryls) ď maxKey(Lirxls) do
6 if blocks Li+1ryls and Lirxls intersect then C Ð C ` 1 ;
7 yl Ð yl ` 1;

8 Copt Ð C;
// II. Iterate Phase: Iterate through all blocks in Li and find the sub-sequence with minimal block overlaps in Li+1

9 for xf Ð 2 to size(Li) ´δκi ` 1 do
10 while maxKey(Li+1ryf s) ă minKey(Lirxf s) do
11 if blocks Li+1ryf s and Lirxf ´ 1s intersect then C Ð C ´ 1 ;
12 yf Ð yf ` 1;

13 xl Ð xl ` 1;
14 while minKey(Li+1ryls) ď maxKey(Lirxls) do
15 if blocks Li+1ryls and Lirxls intersect then C Ð C ` 1 ;
16 yl Ð yl ` 1;

17 if C ă Copt then
18 Copt Ð C;
19 X Ð sequence of blocks Lirxf s to Lirxls;
20 Y Ð sequence of blocks Li+1ryf s to Li+1ryls;

21 return X , Y ;

The Partial policy uses a choose-best based selection policy to select the fraction of Li

to flush to Li+1 when there is an over flow in Li. Algorithm 13 gives details of the Partial-

Optimizer() algorithm which implements the choose-best selection policy. The algorithm

is divided into two phases. In the Initialize phase, it calculates the cost of merging the first

sub-sequence of length δκi in Li to Li+1. The cost metric we use here is the number of

blocks in the sub-sequence and in Li+1 that intersect with each other. In the Iterate phase,

it sequentially walks through all possible sub-sequences in Li of length δκi in a single

pass calculating cost of merging each sub-sequence to Li+1. During the walk-through it

stores the best sub-sequence found. The algorithm makes utmost a single pass through
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Li+1 while doing the cost calculation.

The for-loop in lines 4 to 7 implements the initialize phase. The head of the first sub-

sequence being considered is set to the first block. Next, it progressively moves right-ward

on Li counting δκi blocks. While doing so, it finds the intersecting blocks in Li+1 of this

sub-sequence.

The for-loop in lines 9 to 20 implements the iterate phase. xf , which stores the refer-

ence to the head node of the sub-sequence currently considered, is moved one node at a

time up to δκi ´ 1 blocks from the end of Li. At each block, the next δκi blocks form the

candidate sub-sequence to be tested, and cost of merging it to Li+1 is calculated from the

cost already computed of the previous sub-sequence in the following way. First, to account

for the removal of the head node of the previous sub-sequence, we move ys rightward on

Li+1 (lines 10 through 12). During the walk we remove intersecting blocks of previous

head-node from the cost. Next, to account for the addition of the new tail node at the end

of the sub-sequence, we move yl rightward on Li+1 (lines 14 through 16). During this

walk, we add to the cost variable the number of blocks in Li+1 that intersect the tail node

of the current subsequence.

In the above fashion the cost of the next subsequence is computed from the cost of

the previous subsequence. Calculating cost of every subsequence of Li is performed by a

single pass of Li+1. The optimal subsequence is kept track of as Li and Li+1 are scanned

(the if-conditional at line 17). Finally, this solution is returned.

5.4.3 LSM-tree Implementation

In our implementation, L0 is always stored in main memory and L1 to Ln-1 are stored

on disk. We implemented L0 as a balanced binary search tree. Levels L1 through Ln-1

are implemented as B-trees, however with some differences. Before describing our B-tree

implementation, we first describe below the type of workload it faces.

• Point lookups — Point lookups reaching Li use the index blocks in the correspond-
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ing B-tree to search for the key. Range lookups use this same functionality to find

the first matching key.

• Level deletion — When we invoke a full-merge we select the complete level for the

merge operation. At the end of the merge, the B-tree storing the level is deleted.

• Bulk deletion — When we invoke a partial-merge we select a portion of a level to

merge. This portion needs to be deleted from the level and the B-tree index of the

level needs to be updated.

• Level creation — In full-merge the created output becomes the new lower level. The

output is created by append operations.

• Bulk insertion — In partial-merge, the created output replaces the blocks deleted

from the lower level.

If these five functionalities are implemented in the B-tree, it will be sufficient to index

the levels in our LSM-tree. Below, we describe the operations implemented in our B-tree.

These operations complete the five functionalities discussed above.

The B-tree indexes triples xblock-reference,min-key,max-keyy where the first field is

a reference to a data block in the level and the second and third fields specify the smallest

and largest keys stored in this block. Note that we store both the smallest and largest keys

because our optimizer requires range of each block to calculate the approximate merge

cost. Operations on the B-tree do not access the data blocks of the LSM-tree’s level that

is indexed because those data blocks are not part of the B-tree index. Hence, the B-tree is

much smaller in size than the level it indexes. We have one change in the structure of our

B-tree implementation compared to the traditional version: Blocks in the B-tree are not

required to be at least half full. Hence, there could be blocks with a single pointer. This

greatly simplifies the implementation. But at the same time, because we only require bulk
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deletes, the B-tree structure will not be excessively bloated. We discuss the performance

aspect of this decision in our experimental results section.

• lookup(key) — We start at the root node and trace a path to one of the leaves of the

B-tree. To pick the next child node in the path, we pick the internal pointer from the

current node such that the accompanying key stored with the internal pointer (which

is the same as the smallest key stored in the node) is at least as large the search key

we are looking for.

• append(record) — We start at the root node and trace a path containing the right-

most node of each level of the B-tree. If the leaf node contains enough space to

accommodate the record, we complete the append operation. Otherwise, a new leaf

node is created, the record appended to this new leaf node, and pointer to this node is

appended at the parent node in the path. If the parent node cannot accommodate the

pointer, we follow the same process as described at the leaf level. Pointer insertion

will percolate upwards until we have found a node in the path with space available.

If the root node runs out of space, a new root level has to be created in the B-tree with

pointers to both the old root and the newly created sibling of this old root inserted

into it.

• delete(record) — When a partial-merge is invoked, a small but a significant portion

of both participating levels are merged and the output inserted into the lower level.

The delete operation is invoked by the merge algorithm as it consumes one block at

a time. To implement this operation we trace a path to the deleted block’s reference

record in the B-tree and free the slot that stores it. If a B-tree node is emptied by the

record deletion, we free this block and continue the delete operation at the parent

block. When a deletion happens the number of records in the block decrease. We

update the header of the block to reflect this decrease. A deletion may also change
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the smallest key stored in the block. In such a case, we update the key stored with

the parent’s pointer in the level above it.

Note that in our deletion operation we did not implement the merging of internal

blocks because we have no constraints on the minimum number of pointers neces-

sary in each block.

• insert(level-btree, merge-output-btree) — After completing a partial-merge, the

output of the merge needs to be inserted into Li+1. The insert function accomplishes

it where the merge-output-btree is the recently generated B-tree by the merge output

(the append operation was used to generate this tree) and level-btree is the index of

Li+1.

Note that the range of the merge-output-btree is fully contained within the range in

Li+1 that participated in the merge. Hence, this range is not represented in Li+1,

therefore, the B-tree indexing Li+1 will also not contain any records in this range.

We exploit this fact when inserting the merge output B-tree into Li+1’s index. Let

R be the range of the merge-output-btree. We start from the root block of Li+1’s

index and trace downwards the tree until we find the block which has no pointers in

the range R. If this block is h levels above the leaf level of the B-tree, we strip the

merge-output-btree into sub-trees of height h and insert the sub-trees into the block.

If this insertion leads to an overflow we perform the same operations that a usual

B-tree performs to balance the index.

5.5 Experimental Analysis

In this section, we present experimental results comparing seven merge policies. In ad-

dition to the policies presented in this work (Mixed, RR, Partial and Full), we include in

our comparision the versions of the policies Full, RR, and Partial, without the BPM al-

gorithm. We substitute this algorithm with the usual merge algorithm which writes the
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output records to freshly allocated blocks. We can see that the Full policy without block

preserving merge is similar to the bLSM index’s merge scheme where a level overflow al-

ways triggers a full flush and a new version of a level is created at a contiguous area on the

disk. bLSM has other features such as the scheduling algorithms, bloom filters to improve

read performance, and concurrency control. The Full policy without block-preserving

merge lacks these features but it can accurately show the number of disk writes issued

by the bLSM index. Hence, we refer to this version of the Full policy as „BLSM pol-

icy. The RR and Partial policies without BPM are similar to the merge algorithms (or

called as major compactions) in LevelDB and HyperLevelDB in that only a portion of

an overflowing level is flushed. LevelDB and HyperLevelDB have partitioning at each

level where each partition is referred as an SSTable by them. Both of them also have

minor compactions where L0 is dumped to disk for handling burst updates and also imple-

ment advanced concurrency control algorithms. In this section, we refer to the versions of

RR and Partial policies implemented without BPM as „LDB and „HLDB policies as they

mimic the main ideas of round-robin and choose-best partial-merging that LevelDB and

HyperLevelDB use.

We run our experiments on virtual machines leased from Amazon Web Services (AWS).

All leased machines are of the type m3.large and we run the freely available Ubuntu Server

14.04 LTS 64-bit AMI (with AMI id ami-d05e75b8) as the operating system. Each leased

instance comes with a local storage of 32GB of SSD. We use this storage option to run all

our experiments. To access the storage we use an ext4 file system without journaling but

with direct I/O using the O DIRECT flag.

We use two types of synthetic workload generators GUand GN to test the policies. The

GUgenerator requires as input the domain from which keys are to be generated and the

sizes of the key and value. It uses uniform distribution to generate the keys for lookup

and insertion requests. The value portion of the insertion request is randomly generated.

To generate a deletion request, it uniformly selects an index entry that is currently alive
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in the index. For generating deletes, it is necessary we keep track of live index entries in

the index. This could interfere with workload execution by the LSM-tree. Hence, we run

workload generation apriori and store the workload to a file residing on a disk that is not

the same as the SSD we are running experiments on. During workload execution, the file

is read sequentially and requests are sent to the indexing scheme. The GNgenerator uses

normal distribution to generate the keys for lookup and insertion requests. GNchanges

the mean of the normal distribution from time to time to mimic practical workloads more

closely. The generator requires as input the domain from which keys are to be generated,

the sizes of key and value, the number of requests to generate around a mean, and the

standard deviation. Deletion requests are generated in a similar way as done by GU .

We use two performance metrics to compare the chosen policies. As the first one,

we use the number of write I/Os issued while processing the workload. We do not con-

sider read I/Os in this metric because the number of read I/Os is about the same as the

number of write I/Os for all the policies in the case of an update-only workload. This

is because of two reasons: (1) if we don’t consider deletions, a full- or a partial-merge

implementation has to write as many blocks as it reads, and (2) when there are deletions,

each persisted index entry contributes to one extra write I/O when it travelled from L0 to

L1 and one extra read I/O when it was cancelled out. This same logic can be applied to

both insertion and deletion entries, thus the overall write I/Os and read I/Os remain about

the same. The second performance metric we use for our comparision is the throughput

metric. We do not consider the response times in this work because of two reasons: (1) our

implementation does not have concurrency control algorithms implemented to fully opti-

mize for response time, and (2) concurrency control algorithms for both full-merge and

partial-merge techniques have been studied in depth, whereas in this work we concentrate

on designing policies that are I/O efficient and throughput aware.

We set the block size to 4KB. In all our experiments, the key is an unsigned integer of

size 4 bytes and the value is of 100 bytes in size. The default settings for the LSM-tree
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parameters are γ “ 10 and κ0 “ 16MB. We set the main memory buffer size to 16MB.

This gives 50:50 ratio of memory assigned to L0 versus memory used for buffers. We

use the LRU policy together with write-back method for cache maintenance. For policies

using partial merge, the default value for δ is set to 0.07.

Note that when the memory assigned for buffers is much larger than κ0, it may be

possible to completely cache L1 in buffers. This is especially true for the Full policy where

size of L1 remains small for a duration after a merge from L1 to L2. For the write-back

caching mode and LRU caching policy, a cached L1 will mean no writes to the persistent

storage for L0 to L1 merges. However, LRUs advantage in this case does not extend to the

RR and Partial policies, where L1 is almost always full and merges to L2 are more frequent

and will pollute the cache. On the other hand, it is possible to develop cache replacement

policies specialized for RR and Partial to match LRUs effect with Full. Furthermore, with

general, more practical workloads where updates are mixed with reads, we expect to see

more consistent behavior of LRU between Full and other policies. Therefore, to keep our

evaluation focused and to avoid the unfair advantage of LRU/Full, we limit the memory

buffer size to be the same as what is reserved for storing L0.

5.5.1 Stable-state experiments as index grows

We compare the performance trends of all the policies as we vary the size of the index.

In the first set of plots (in Figure 5.7), we look at the stable-state case which is about

testing the performance when the index size remains stable. In this case, each workload

consists of four phases: build, reach, learning and test phases. In the build phase the index

is populated to a chosen size by issuing insertion requests. In the rest of the phases, we

issue a 50:50 update workload. During the reach-phase the final level (ie. Ln-1) of the

index reaches a stable size. We refer to this as the stable-state of the index; note that, while

processing future requests, levels L0 to Ln-2 may (rapidly) increase or decrease in size,

however, the index has effectively moved to Ln-1 and hence this final level remains stable
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FIGURE 5.7: Performance trends for the steady-state case as index size is varied. Figures
(a-c) plot results for uniformly distributed workloads, and (d-f) for normally distributed
workloads. Figures (c) and (f) plot distributions of keys at randomly selected instants
during the test phase when index size is 600Mb and when RR policy is running.

in size. During the learning-phase, policies that require to learn parameters will do so.

Amongst the set of policies we considered only Mixed requires learning parameters. The

rest of the policies will continue execution during the learning phase. The test phase is the
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phase during which we obtain performance statistics of each policy.

Figure 5.7 shows performance results for uniformly and normally distributed work-

loads as index size is varied from 200Mb to 2000Mb. For 200Mb to 1600Mb the index

consists of 3 levels, and for higher index sizes there are 4 levels. As mentioned earlier, dur-

ing the test phase, the whole index has effectively moved to the final level. Figures 5.7(a)

and (b) plot the trends in throughput and write I/O costs, respectively, for uniformly dis-

tributed workloads. When index size is 200Mb, Mixed’s write I/O costs are 40% cheaper

than Full and 30% cheaper than Partial. Similarly, on throughput metric, it is better by

38% and 30% than Full and Partial, respectively. Mixed’s performance advantage over

Partialdecreases as index size increases, and from around 1100Mb to 1550Mb both have

same performance. This is because Mixed has reverted to using Partial for the L1 to L2

merge for these index sizes. When compared to Full, Mixed always remains cheaper; for

index size of 1550Mb, it is cheaper by around 30%. When index sizes are 1700Mb to

2000Mb there are four levels in the tree with the final level’s (ie. L3’s) occupancy quite

less. Hence, at these sizes Mixed applies Full while merging into the final level, and thus

is again better than Partial; for 1700Mb index size, Mixed is better than Partial by around

20% and 13% on write I/O cost and throughput metrics, respectively.

A surprising observation is that there is a sharp drop in the write I/O cost for Full and

Mixed policies as index size grows beyond 1600Mb and adds an extra level to the LSM

tree (see figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(e)). This is suprising because a larger index size should

mean a higher index maintenance cost. It turns out the savings are due to the Full policy

becoming very cost effective for merges to the final level (ie., L3) because it now has low

occupancy. This begs the question, can we strategically increase the number of levels by

changing the fanout γ of the tree and gain a performance advantage for certain workloads?

Section 5.5.5 considers this question in more detail.

We observe that each Full, RR and Partial, have similar performance compared to

their counterpart policies without block-preserving merge, ie., „BLSM, „LDB and „HLDB,
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respectively. This is due to the relatively small record size not allowing for much block

preservation during merges.

Another surprising observation is that RR policy is working as well as Partial for the

uniformly distributed workload. The reason being that round-robin selection, for this dis-

tribution, almost always selects the best region for merge at every level in the tree. For

ex., see Figure 5.7(c) where we plot the distribution of keys at each level in the tree for the

experiment where the index size is 600Mb. We see two characteristics in this plot: (1) key-

distribution in the final level (ie., L2) is uniform, and (2) at internal levels the distribution

is step-like. At each internal level, the step in the distribution is until where the round-

robin policy has currently processed, and when an overflow occurs next time, the region

immediately to the right of the step is what will be selected for the merge. We observed

this phenomenon for all index sizes we tested. RR’s selection for merge from Li-1 to Li

seems to be from the densest region in Li-1. Such selection is the optimal selection when

merging to the final level (i.e., when the merge is Ln-2 to Ln-1) because the key-distribution

in Ln-1 is uniform. Selection from the densest area in Li-1 seems to be optimal even for

merges into internal levels because the key distribution is the same at these levels though

the step may be occurring at different locations.
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FIGURE 5.8: Cost comparision for Full and Partial at Ln-2 to Ln-1 in the Mixed policy.
(a) shows for the varying index size (steady-state case) experiment shown in Figure 5.7
and (b) shows for varying payload size experiment shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figures 5.7(d) and (e) plot the throughput and write I/O costs for normally distributed

workloads. Trends in these plots are similar to the ones for uniform distribution (Fig-

ures 5.7(a) and (b), respectively) except for the following differences: (1) Partial, RR and

Full have better performance than „HLDB, „LDB, and „BLSM, respectively, (2) Partial is

better than RR, and (3) Mixed is effectively same as Partial at a smaller occupancy than

the uniform case. Partial, RR and Full are better by around 5 to 10% than „HLDB, „LDB,

and „BLSM on the two metrics we considered because the skewed normal distribution

in keys allowed savings for the block-preserving merge. The skew allowed optimizer of

Partial to be more effective and hence it is better than RR. Further, RR does not have the

optimal behaviour seen for the uniform case. Figure 5.7(f) shows the key-distribution at

each level for the RR test when index size is 600Mb. First, the distributions are zig-zag

and do not seem to have much coherence. Round-robin selection for such a case does

not seem anywhere optimal; the black rectangle in the figure marks the next key region

selected for L0 to L1 merge and it is easy to see that the spikes between 40 and 60 bins will

be better selections because they are denser and L1’s distribution in this region is relatively

sparser. Finally, the equivalence of Mixed and Partial occurs at a smaller occupancy than

the uniform case because of Partial’s improved performance for the skewed distribution.

Figure 5.8(a) compares the cost of applying Full versus Partial at Ln-2 to Ln-1 in the

Mixed policy. Applying Full is cheaper than Partial for both uniformly and normally

distributed data when the occupancy in the lower level is less. However, the threshold

at which Partial becomes better is different for each distribution (0.52 for uniform case

whereas 0.35 for normal case). Mixed learns these thresholds accurately for each of the

distribution.

5.5.2 Index loading experiments

Figure 5.9 plots the comparision between the policies as we load the index. Figures 5.9(a)

and (b) plot the throughput and write I/O costs for the uniform case. For smaller index
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FIGURE 5.9: Performance trends when loading the index. Figures (a) and (b) show the
throughput and write I/O costs for the uniformly distributed workloads. Figures (c) and
(d) show the same for normally distributed workloads.

loads Mixed is 40% to 45% cheaper on write costs than Full and is 20% to 30% cheaper

than Partial. For larger index loads, once the occupancy in L2 is above 0.52, Mixed still

outperforms Partial because of the accumulated savings from the beginning of the load

operation. At such larger occupancies, it is better by around 30% than Full. Figure 5.9(c)

and (d) plot the throughput and write I/O costs for the normal case. The trends in these

plots are similar to what we saw for the uniform workload except for two key differences:

(1) Full and RR clearly outperform „BLSM and „LDB, respectively. Full performs better

than „BLSM by around 18% to 47% and RR is better than „LDB by 15% to 28%. In

comparision, Partial does not seem to improve over „HLDB by much and we think it is

because of the choose-best optimizer being very effective in these policies. (2) Mixed is

equivalent to Partial at a much earlier occupancy than it is for the uniform workload case.
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FIGURE 5.10: Performance trends as payload size changes. We consider the steady state
case where the index is loaded with 300Mb of data. Figures (a) and (b) show the through-
put and write I/O costs for the selected policies for the uniformly distributed workloads
and figures (c) and (d) show the same for the normally distributed workloads.

Overall, Mixed’s performance advantages over the rest of the policies were similar to what

we saw in the steady-state experiments.

5.5.3 Stable state experiments as payload size changes

Figure 5.10 compares the policies as the payload/value size is increased from 25 to 4000

bytes. When the value size is 25 bytes the blocking factor is 1362 and at 4000 bytes the

blocking factor is just 1. Figures 5.10(a) and (b) plot the performance of the policies for

uniformly distributed workloads. We set the index size to 300Mb and generate perfor-

mance for the policies for the steady state case. Note that the available main memory is

2 Each block contains a 4 byte header. Each index record consists of the 4 byte key, the value, and 1 byte
to store insertion/deletion marks and any other flags. Hence, for a 25 byte value size, the blocking factor is
t 4096´4
25`4`1 u “ 136.
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close to 10% of the index size in these experiments. Mixed is cheaper on the write I/O

cost metric by 33% and 23% compared to Full and Partial, respectively, for small payload

sizes. As the payload size increases these savings dissipate because of the overwhelming

I/O savings of the block-preserving merge. As an example, when payload size is 4000

bytes, there is only a single record in each block, and hence there will be no new block

writes when data moves from one persistent level to another for the policies Full, RR, Par-

tial and Mixed. But the „BLSM, „HLDB and „LDB policies do not take advantage of the

block saving opportunities during the merge and hence have no performance improvement

as payload size increases. We observe similar trends on the throughput metric. Mixed has

around 20% and 30% higher throughput than Partial and Full for small value sizes. As the

value size increases, all the three policies show high throughput. Figures 5.10(c) and (d)

show similar trends except that the absolute performance of Mixed and Partial have im-

proved compared to the uniformly distributed workloads. The change in distribution also

means that Partial is now better than RR policy, similar to what we observed when index

size is varied (see results for the normally distributed workloads in Figures 5.7 and 5.9).

5.5.4 Effects of normal distribution’s parameters

Figure 5.11 shows the effect of normal distribution’s parameters on the performance of

the policies. Figure 5.11(a) plots the performance as the size of one standard deviation

around the mean (ie., r´σ, σs) in terms of the percentage of the domain it covers is varied

from 0.005% to 20%. We set the group size to 10, 000 requests which yields around 1Mb

of requests before the mean is moved to a different key. Write I/O costs of „BLSM and

„LDB is not affected by this parameter because they do not take advantage of the block-

preserving merge. „HLDB has better performance for smaller σ because the choose-best

optimizer it uses fetches it some savings. Partial is further better because it uses the block-

preserving merge in addition to the optimizer. As the spread of the distribution increases

we see that performance of Full, RR and Partial converge to those of „BLSM, „LDB and
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FIGURE 5.11: Performance trends for the static case as we change the skew in a normal
distribution. We use our default LSM-tree configuration with 300Mb of data. On X-axis
we plot the size of area of the first standard deviation in the distribution as percent of the
domain size. On Y-axis we plot the total write I/O performed by a policy to complete the
workload.

„HLDB, respectively. This is because the distribution will increasingly look like a uniform

distribution which has no opportunities for block preservation when the payload size is

100 bytes. Performance degradation in Mixed is less steeper and converges to a value that

is better than the rest of the policies because Mixed out performs all policies when the

workload is uniformly distributed. We also checked the performance of the policies by

varying the group size parameter in the normal distribution and found that the impact of

this parameter seems to be much less significant.

5.5.5 Performance as final level is loosened

In Figure 5.7, we observed a sharp drop in write I/O cost for Full and Mixed policies as

the index size grew over 1600Mb and added an extra level to the LSM tree. This obser-

vation led to the question of whether we can strategically increase the number of levels

by changing γ and gain a performance advantage for these two policies. Surprisingly, it

turns out that we can. In Figure 5.12 we show the steady state performance of an index
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size for this experiment is 1500Mb. To effect the change in the number of levels, γ is
decreased from 10 to 9 which decreases the occupancy in the final level from 15

16
to 15

160
.

of size 1500Mb for two index configurations: (1) when γ is set to 10 which leads to three

levels in the tree, and (2) when γ is set to 9 which leads to four levels in the tree. Note that

performance of Partial is not affected much between the two configurations. In compar-

ision, Mixed and Full have a more visible improvement (around 20%) because the merge

Ln-2 to Ln-1 is comparatively more cost effective for the four level case because of the low

occupancy in Ln-1. For Mixed, this allows the Full to be optimal for the final-level merge.

As we know, this also means merges into the intermediate levels are not exclusively Par-

tial anymore and fetch additional savings when compared to the Partial policy.

5.6 Related Work

LSM-tree [OCGO96] is the first indexing technique which used the log-structured de-

sign of containing multiple log-based levels for directly improving write throughput of the

index. The levels in the LSM-tree are tightly packed B-trees with the exception of the

uppermost level which is an in memory index. A lower level is replaced with a new B-tree

when data from its immediately upper level is merged into it. Stepped-Merge [JNS`97]

improves upon the LSM-tree design by having multiple B-trees at each level with overlap-
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ping key ranges. The bLSM tree [SR12] is similar to LSM-tree, but uses bloom filters to

improve lookup performance and carefully designed scheduling policies for synchroniz-

ing between merges at different levels. The PE-file [JOY07] approach improves over the

basic LSM-tree design by partitioning the key-space and indexing each partition with an

LSM-tree. The PE-file can be well suited for skewed workloads. The merge algorithm in

the above schemes is equivalent to the BLSM policy we discussed in Section 5.5.

LevelDB [Gri12] makes two important improvisations to the LSM-tree design: (1) it

partitions a level into multiple SSTables of 2MB in size and with non-overlapping key

ranges, and (2) it merges a single SSTable from one level to the next level. LevelDB’s

merge policy is similar to the round-robin based merge policies discussed in Section 5.5.

This type of partial merge has the advantage of quick completion which allows for smaller

worst-case response times. HyperLevelDB [hyp14] is a fork of the LevelDB codebase with

the major difference to its compaction algorithm being the choose-best policy when select-

ing the SSTable to merge from one level to the next level. This is similar to the choose-

best based partial-merge policies discussed in Section 5.5. Cassandra [LM10] comes with

three options for the compaction strategy. The size-tiered and the date-tiered strategies are

similar to the Stepped-Merge approach, whereas the leveled strategy is similar to the Lev-

elDB’s compaction strategy. HBase [LG11] has similar options for compaction strategy

as Cassandra.

Recently, there has been some interest in optimizing log-structured KV-stores for flash

memory and SSDs. Hybrid HBase [ANBS12] is one such work which studies the cost ben-

efit per throughput when system components are moved to SSD-based storage.

LOCS [WSJ`14] is a hardware-software combination system where the parallelism inside

an SSD is made available to a LevelDB-like implementation optimized to take advantage

of it. In our work, we exclusively concentrate on designing merge policies that improve

performance of an LSM-tree on both I/O cost and throughput metrics. Optimizations pro-

posed in LOCS are independent of our work and can be applied to our work for further
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savings.

A number of Log-Structured indexing schemes have been designed for the fast random-

read and slow random-write I/O characteristics of SSDs. BFTL [WCK03], FlashDB [NK07]

and LA-tree [AGS`09] are some such designs which extend the B-tree structure to add

log-structured maintenance to individual nodes or sub-trees. SkimpyStash [DSL11] and

SILT [LFAK11] are exact-match KV stores based on hashing. Our work can extend these

designs by improving their merge efficiency. FD+-tree and FD-tree are a line of work

which study the advantages of fractional-cascading for LSM-tree design. Their merge

policies are similar to the FULL and BLSM policies which we have studied in detail. In

fractional-cascading, each level is a sorted array, and Li will contain pointers to blocks

in Li+1. To implement a partial-merge between Li and Li+1, those block pointers in Li-1

that point to the flushed blocks of Li need to be invalidated. To keep track of such in-

validated block pointers of each level, a more complex implementation of the LSM-tree

design is required. We skip such complexities in our LSM-tree design but note that the

ideas presented in our work are in principle extendible to fractional-cascading.

5.7 Conclusion

Existing LSM-based KV store designs with internet-scale deployments are mostly opti-

mized for hard-disk based storage. In our work, we proposed and studied an LSM-tree

design optimized to random-access block storage. Our optimizations are two fold. First,

we allowed blocks of an LSM-tree’s level to be stored at random locations independent of

each other. We also allowed the LSM-tree structure to have partially full blocks. In the

second set of optimizations, we changed the merge algorithm to allow block-preservation,

and, we designed the FULL, RR, PART, and MIX policies for our data structure. RR,

PART and MIX policies have been made possible by the first set of optimizations dis-

cussed above. We showed that though the choose-best based PART policy out performs
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the FULL policy, it keeps internal levels almost full unlike in FULL policy where the sizes

of the internal levels fluctuate from empty to full. Based on this observation, we designed

the MIX policy which is a combination of FULL and PART policies. In our experimental

study, we showed that MIX outperforms all the policies and has significant savings over

them when the final level in the LSM-tree has low occupancy.
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6

Conclusions and Future Work

Random-access block devices are those that exhibit the I/O characteristics fast random-

access and read/write asymmetry. Typically reads are an order of magnitude cheaper

and/or faster than writes on such devices. Emerging technologies like flash memory, phase

change RAM, etc., and ideas such as cloud storage and key-value store based storage have

helped realization of such devices. In this work, we studied the problem of optimizing

database algorithms to the characteristics of random-access block devices. We looked at

three database problems in depth, and developed low cost and high performance solutions

for them that are optimized for random-access block devices. We noted that though a sim-

ple replacement of HDD by such a device will make applications run faster, it is possible

to get much more savings by carefully designing our algorithms to suit the characteristics

of random-access and read/write asymmetry.

As the first problem we studied efficiently permuting large amounts of data stored

on random-access block devices. We introduced the notion of address-digit permutations

which captures a useful class of data reorganizations. By exploiting the characteristics of

such storage, and by removing assumptions of previous work involving permutation, we

have made ADP a better alternative to sorting in many practical settings.
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In the second problem, we studied concurrency control in modern indexes designed for

SSDs. We showed that the data reorganizations present in most of these indexes are not

amenable for efficiency concurrency control. We described the FD+tree index for SSDs

that has a simple reorganizations algorithm that is friendly to concurrency control. We pre-

sented the FD+FC concurrency control scheme associated to this index. We demonstrated

the performance benefits of FD+FC through extensive experimental evaluation.

In the third problem, we optimized the LSM tree’s design and its merge policies to

random-access block devices. We showed that LSM tree can gain orders of magnitude

benefit by exploiting random access of such devices. We studied various merge policies

in depth, and proposed a new merge policy which can effectively exploit the read/write

asymmetry of the underlying device to gain further more savings.

Future Work Random-access block devices come with two other important features

that have been rarely studied from algorithm design point of view: intra-device parallelism

and sophisticated on-disk computing resources. If exploited properly, both these features

have the potential to bring substantial savings. On disk computing resources can be used

to push logic to the disk and decrease the amount of data retrieved. Device parallelism

can allow efficient data layouts that support multiple threads to work on the same task. As

continuation to our work, we plan to study designing the permutation algorithms and the

LSM tree optimizations to get further more savings making use of these two features.

Phase change RAM is another exciting opportunity. PC-RAM is a non-volatile RAM

which has exceptionally fast reads and byte-level addressing for both reads and writes.

Writes, however, are expensive on PC-RAM. We would like to investigate how availability

of some PC-RAM as an extension to DRAM can help improve efficiency of database

operations such as logging and recovery.

Our current work, and many of the previous related works we discussed in Chapter 2,

dealt with optimizing low level database operators and indexes for the I/O characteristics

of random-access block devices. Another exciting direction of research is to look at opti-
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mizing database components higher up the software stack. An example would be to study

if the query optimizer requires changes to better suit the I/O characteristics of random-

access and read/write asymmetry.
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Appendix A

Permuting

A.1 Proofs for Section 3.2.2

Lemma 18. If the cost function costpδq is flat for δ P r1,m ´ bs and non-decreasing for

δ ě 1, then the optimal number of passes is no more than r
δpπq
m´b

s.

Proof. Let c1 “ costp1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ costpm´ bq, which lower-bounds the cost of one pass.

Consider a baseline strategy that uses r
δpπq
m´b

s passes, each admitting at most m ´ b digits.

The cost of this baseline strategy is c1r
δpπq
m´b

s. Any strategy with q passes has cost of at least

c1q. Therefore, the optimal number of passes cannot be more than r
δpπq
m´b

s.

Lemma 19. If the cost function costp¨q is convex, then given the number of passes q, there

exists an optimal assignment ∆ “ tp1, . . . , pqu of the number of digits to admit in each

pass, such that |pi ´ pj| ď 1 for all i, j.

Proof. Suppose there exist pi, pj P ∆ such that pi ´ pj ě 2. Let ∆1 denote the assignment

where the i-th pass admits pi ´ 1 digits, the j-th pass admits pj ` 1 digits, while all other

passes admit the same number of digits as ∆. The difference in the costs of ∆ and ∆1
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is costppiq ` costppjq ´ costppi ´ 1q ´ costppj ` 1q ě 0 because costp¨q is convex (by

Karamata’s Inequality).

Proof of Theorem 6. Consider all strategies with exactly q steps. By Lemma 19, the num-

bers of digits admitted across passes differ by at most one. Suppose q1 of the passes admit

δ`1 each, and the remaining q´ q1 passes admit δ each. We have q1pδ`1q` pq´ q1qδ “

δpπq. Solving for δ, we have δ “ δpπq´q1
q

. Because δ is an integer, δpπq ” q1 pmod qq.

Recall that q1 ď q. If q1 ă q, then q1 “ δpπq mod q. If q1 “ q, which only happens when

q divides δpπq, the case is subsumed by that of q1 “ 0. Thus, q1 “ δpπq mod q, proving

the choice of q1 on Line 3 of Algorithm 4.

By Lemma 18, the optimal number of passes is no more than r
δpπq
m´b

s. The loop start-

ing on Line 2 of Algorithm 4 ensures that all potentially optimal numbers of passes are

considered.

A.2 Proofs for Section 3.3.2

Proof of Lemma 7. We prove by induction over the structure of T . If T has only one

node (i.e., no decomposition), the lemma trivially holds. Assume that the lemma holds for

T 1 (with η ´ 1 leaves); we will show that it also holds for T (with η leaves) obtained by

decomposing digit at position q in T 1 (say with radix r) into two digits at positions q ` 1

and q in T (say with radices r2 and r1). By definition of decomposition, an address in T 1

becomes an address in T by replacing the value x at position q with values x2 “ tx{r1u

and x1 “ x mod r1 at positions q ` 1 and q. Note that x “ 0 is replaced with x2 “ 0 and

x1 “ 0.

We are interested how the set X of valid addresses in T compatible with a given prefix

setting θrp,ηq are partitioned according to their settings for digit position p´1. For p ě q`3

or p ď q, the partitioning of X is the same as in T 1, and it is easy to verify all claims of

the lemma using our inductive hypothesis. We now consider the cases of p “ q ` 2 and
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p “ q ` 1.

For p “ q ` 2, given θrq`2,ηq, the partitioning of X into tXx2u by the setting x2 for

position q ` 1 can be refined into tXpx2,x1qu by further partitioning by the setting x1 for

position q, where x “ x2r1 ` x1 would be the setting for position q in T 1. Let Z 10 denote

the set of addresses in T 1 compatible with x0η´q,Kq´1y. The lemma’s three claims can be

shown as follows:

1. By the inductive hypothesis, the range of x is r0, tq for some t ă r. Thus, the range

of x2 “ tx{r1u is also r0, t2q for some t2, where 0 ă t2 ď r2 because x2 ď x{r1 ă

r{r1 ď r2.

2. EveryXx2 except the last one contains exactly r1 Xpx2,x1q’s (for x1 “ 0, 1, . . . , r1´1).

By the inductive hypothesis, allXpx2,x1q’s but the last one are identical to Z 10 (modulo

settings for digit positions higher than p´1; we omit this qualifier below for brevity).

The last Xpx2,x1q belongs to the last Xx2 , so all Xx2’s but the last one are identical.

It is easy to further verify that unless t “ 1, X0 is identical to Z0 because all of its

r1 ´ 1 sub-partitions are identical to Z 10.

3. Consider any address in Xt2´1 (i.e., x2 “ t2 ´ 1). Setting its digits in positions

rp ´ 1, ηq to 0 amounts to setting x in T 1 to a smaller value, and higher-order digits

to 0, which is a valid address by the inductive hypothesis. This address is obviously

in Z0.

For p “ q ` 1, given θrq`1,ηq, X is partitioned into tXx1u. Each Xx1 contains all

valid addresses that are compatible with θrq`1,ηq and have x1 for position q. Suppose

θrq`1,ηqpq ` 1q “ x2. Consider the setting ϑrq`1,η´1q in T 1 that sets its η ´ q ´ 2 highest-

order digits as the η ´ q ´ 2 highest-order digits in θrq`1,ηq. Each Xx1 thus corresponds

to some partition in tXxu obtained by partitioning the valid addresses in T 1 compatible

with ϑrq`1,η´1q according to their value x at digit position q—specifically, the partition
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with x “ x2r1 ` x1. Note that in this case, Z0 is identical to Z 10, the set of addresses in T 1

compatible with x0η´q,Kq´1y. The lemma’s three claims can be shown as follows:

1. By the inductive hypothesis, the range of x is r0, tq for some t ă r. Thus, the range

of x1 “ x mod r1 is r0, t1q for some t1, where obviously 0 ă t1 ď r1.

2. Every Xx1 is some Xx. By the inductive hypothesis, all Xx’s but the last one are

identical to Z 10 and therefore to Z0. Obviously, only the last Xx1 can possibly be the

last Xx. Therefore, all Xx1’s but the last one are identical to Z0.

3. Consider any address in Xt2´1 (i.e., x2 “ t2 ´ 1). Setting its digits in positions

rp ´ 1, ηq to 0 amounts to setting x in T 1 to a smaller value, and higher-order digits

to 0, which is valid address by the inductive hypothesis. This address is obviously

in Z0.

Lemma 20. Suppose T is a recursive decomposition of a single digit into an η-digit ad-

dress space. For each u P LeavespT q corresponding to digit position i in T , there exists at

least one valid address with prefix x0η´i´1, radpuq ´ 1,Kiy.

Proof. Follows from a simple inductive argument over the structure of T and the definition

of decomposition.

Proof of Lemma 8. Follows directly from Lemma 9 and 10.

Proof of Lemma 9. We prove by induction over the structure of T . Obviously, if T has

only one node (i.e., no decomposition), κTpx0yq “ 1. Assume that the lemma holds for

T 1 (with η ´ 1 leaves); we will show that it also holds for T (with η leaves) obtained by

decomposing digit at position q in T 1 into two digits at positions q ` 1 and q in T .

Consider digit position i in T . If i ď q ´ 1, the corresponding node u refers to digit

position i in T 1. By the inductive hypothesis, zpuq “ κT
1

px0η´1´i,Kiyq. It is easy to see
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that the prefix setting x0η´1´i,Kiy (for i ď q´1) in T 1 becomes x0η´1,Kiy in T . Therefore

zpuq “ κTpx0η´i,Kiyq.

If i ě q ` 2, the corresponding node u refers to digit position i ´ 1 in T 1. By

the inductive hypothesis, zpuq “ κT
1

px0η´i,Ki´1yq. It is easy to see that the prefix set-

ting x0η´i,Ki´1y (for i ě q ` 2) in T 1 becomes x0η´i,Kiy in T . Therefore zpuq “

κTpx0η´i,Kiyq.

For digit positions q`1 and q in T , the corresponding nodes u2 and u1 are higher-order

and lower-order children of node u that corresponds to digit position q. By the inductive

hypothesis, zpuq “ κT
1

px0η´1´p,Kpyq.

• First, consider zpu1q. It is easy to see that the prefix setting x0η´1´p,Kpy in T 1

becomes x0η´p,Kpy in T . Therefore, zpu1q “ zpuq “ κTpx0η´p,Kpyq.

• Next, consider zpu2q. By definition of decomposition,

κTpx0η´p´1,Kp`1yq “
řr1´1
x1“0 κ

Tpx0η´p´1, x1,Kpyq. Note that κTpx0η´p´1, 0,Kpyq “

zpuq by the argument under the previous bullet. To show that zpu2q “ zpuqr1, we

only need to show that all summands equal zpuq. Using a similar argument as in

the proof of Lemma 7, we note that the sets of valid addresses in T with prefixes

x0η´p´1, x1,Kpy for different values of x1 correspond to partitions tXxu of addresses

in T 1 with prefix x0η´p´1,Kpy by their settings for digit position p. By Lemma 20,

the last of the Xx’s contains addresses compatible with x0η´p´1, radpuq ´ 1,Kp´1y.

With decomposition into T , radpuq ´ 1 is mapped to a value greater than 0 for

digit position p ` 1 in T 1. Therefore, the sets of valid addresses in T with prefixes

x0η´p´1, x1,Kpy for different values of x1 cannot correspond to the last partition in

tXxu. By Lemma 7, they are equal in size.

Proof of Lemma 10. It is easy to see that κTpxKηyq “ r. To compute κTpxxη´1, . . . , xi`1, xi,K
iyq,

we apply Lemma 7. The setX of addresses compatible with xxη´1, . . . , xi`1,K
i`1y can be

partitioned according to their settings for digit position i; all partitions except the last one
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are identical to Z0, the set of addresses compatible with x0η´i,Kiy (modulo digit positions

ri, ηq); the last partition is a subset of Z0 (again modulo digit positions ri, ηq). Therefore,

all partitions of X except the last one have size zi, and the last one has size no greater

than zi. The total size of X is si`1. Clearly, the formula for κTpxxη´1, . . . , xi`1, xi,K
iyq

computes the size of the partition with xi for digit position i.

Proof of Theorem 11. Since data are dense in the original address space, the settings of

the original digits in a valid address are independent. The theorem thus follows naturally.

Proof of Lemma 12. Equations for maxSize¨p¨q and outSize¨p¨q follow naturally from their

definitions.

To compute offsetT,$
1

rp,nqpxxn´1, . . . , x0yq, we essentially count, among those addresses

compatible with xxn´1, . . . , xp`1, xp,K
py, how many precede xxn´1, . . . , x0y. The total

number can be computed by summing up, for each i P r0, pq, the number of addresses com-

patible with xxn´1, . . . , xi`1, y,K
iy, where y P r0, xiq. Using Lemma 7 and Theorem 11,

we can show that the number of addresses compatible with xxn´1, . . . , xi`1, y,K
iy for a

given y P r0, xiq is the same as si, the number of addresses compatible with

xxn´1, . . . , xi`1, 0,K
iy. Hence, the grand total is

řp´1
i“0 xisi.

Proof of Lemma 13. Follows directly from Lemma 7 and the observation that the settings

of the original digits in a valid address are independent (assuming data are dense in the

original address space).

A.3 Proofs for Section 3.3.3

Lemma 21. There exists an optimal one-pass plan that includes in its actions digits all dig-

its in rβmin, βq fully (i.e., with no decomposition), where

βmin “ maxti | maxSizeT,$pr0, i´ 1qq ă Bu.
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Proof. Suppose a plan P whose action digits A does not include all digits in rβmin, βq

fully. Consider an alternative plan P 1 with the same set of action digits A, but simply

sets its β instead to β1 “ βmin. Recall the cost model in Eq. (3.6). Going from P to P 1

eliminates at least one non-action digit (or component thereof) and therefore reduce the

waste factor term in Cr by at least by 1{2. On the other hand, since all plans have input

segment sizes no less than B, 0 ď Ur ď
N
B

, so going from P to P 1 cannot cause the term

pN
B
` Urq to increase by more than by factor of 2. Thus, Cr for P 1 is at most that of P .

Furthermore, Cw remains unchanged because P 1 does not change A. Overall, the cost of

P 1 is no greater than that of P . Finally, the memory requirement stays the same, because

both A and therefore the number of partitions per group are unchanged.

Lemma 22. Consider all plans with given β and with A Ě Abase for a given Abase for

performing a given ADP π on an n-digit decomposed address space. There exists an

optimal plan with the following property: for every digit i R A and πpiq ą 0, rπpiq´1, nqX

πpAzAbaseq “ H. Informally, this plan completely fills zero or more “gaps” between Abase

digits in the output address space, from lower-order to higher-order, by including all digits

in these gaps in A.

Proof. Let P be a plan with A Ą Abase, where there exists i R A and πpiq ą 0 such that

rπpiq ´ 1, nq X πpAzAbaseq ‰ H. Let j1 “ mintj P r0, πpiqq | rj, πpiqq X πpAbaseq “ Hu

and and j2 “ maxtj P pπpiq, ns | rπpiq, jq X πpAbaseq “ Hu; i.e., rj1, j2q is the gap

containing πpiq between Abase digits in the output address. We consider an alternative plan

P 1 with actions bits A1 “ Azπ–1prj1, nqq Y Abase. We claim that ρpπ,Aq ď ρpπ,A1q. To

show this claim, there are two cases. First, if ρpπ,Aq ă j1, then ρpπ,A1q “ ρpπ,Aq

because πpAq and πpA1q are identical over r0, j1q. Second, if ρpπ,Aq ě j1, it must be the

case that ρpπ,Aq ď j2, because at one digit in rj1, j2q is not in πpAq (namely, πpiq). On

the other hand, ρpπ,A1q “ j2. Therefore, ρpπ,Aq ď ρpπ,A1q for both cases, so from P to

P , the output partition size becomes bigger or remains the same.
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FIGURE A.1: DTPC-H on Samsung 840 Pro SSD.
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FIGURE A.2: DTPC-H on Intel X25-E SSD.

Recall the cost model in Eq. (3.6). Going from P to P 1 does not change the input

segment size or waste factor, so Cr stays the same; the output partition size is no less than

before, so Cw is no more than before. Overall, the cost of P 1 is no greater than that of P .

Finally, the memory requirement is lower, becauseA is smaller, and because the number of

partitions per group is no more than before—as both the number of partitions overall and

the number of action digits at or above the partition position are no more than before.

Proof of Theorem 14. Follow directly from Lemmas 21 and 22, and the discussion of

Optimizepass in Section 3.3.3.

A.4 Additional Experimental Results

DTPC-HDTPC-HDTPC-H on Samsung 840 Pro and Intel X25-E SSDs We compare ADP and SORT on Sam-

sung 840 Pro and Intel X25-E SSDs, using the same experiments onDTPC-H as in Figure 3.6

(which ran on Intel 320-S). Figure A.1a and Figure A.2a show the running times when we

vary the input size while keeping memory at 5% of the input size; Figure A.1b and Fig-
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FIGURE A.3: DTPC-H on Seagate Barracuda 7200-RPM hard disk.
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FIGURE A.4: Brute-force (naive) vs. ADP for DTPC-H on Samsung 840 Pro.

ure A.2b vary the amount of memory while keeping the input size fixed at 4GB. Again,

each data point shows the average running time across five random permutations. These

figures show the same trends as those observed in Figure 3.6 for Intel 320-S, demonstrat-

ing that ADP offers consistent and substantial advantages over SORT across SSDs with

different models and ages—before running the experiments, the amounts of data written

were 3.7TB for Samsung 840 Pro, 9.0TB for Intel 320-S, and 14.7TB for Intel X25-E.

DTPC-HDTPC-HDTPC-H on Seagate Barracuda 720072007200RPM HD Although ADP is not designed for hard disks,

we have nonetheless experimented with ADP and SORT on a traditional hard disk (Seagate

Barracuda 7200RPM), using the same experiments on DTPC-H as in Figure 3.6. As men-

tioned earlier in Section 3.4, these experiments, through contrast with results on SSDs,

help illustrate how ADP exploits the characteristics of SSDs for efficiency.

Because of ADP’s random accesses, it is natural to expect a pass in ADP to be much

slower than a pass in SORT on a hard drive. However, for many permutations, this issue

is ameliorated because ADP can read segments and write partitions that are much longer
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than a block, and it is designed to take advantage of this opportunity as much as possible.

Thus, the comparison between ADP and SORT on hard drives is more interesting than one

might expect.

Figure A.3 shows the results. As in other experiments on DTPC-H, we use five random

permutations. For SORT, performance is stable across permutations, so we only show its

average running times. For ADP, we plot running times for all permutations in addition

to the average trend. We see that performance of ADP is highly variable depending on

the permutation—some permutations take longer than SORT because of random accesses,

while others are faster thanks to fewer passes and bigger segments and partitions. In

Figure A.3a, we increase the size of part-key dimension from 10 to 100 in increments of

10, while keeping memory at 5% of the input size. As the figure shows, when we scale up

both data and memory, ADP and SORT have comparable average performance, but ADP

has higher variance. On the other hand, Figure A.3b shows that when memory is limited,

ADP still beats SORT even on traditional hard drives, because it requires much fewer

passes. Comparing with similar figures for SSDs, we see that traditional hard drives’

poor random access performance diminishes ADP’s benefit significantly, but ADP still

outperforms SORT for many permutations or when memory is limited.

ADP vs. Brute-Force, DTPC-HDTPC-HDTPC-H on Samsung 840 Pro We have also implemented the brute-

force strategy described in Section 1.1 and compared it with ADP for DTPC-H on Samsung

840 Pro. Figure A.4 shows their running times as we vary the input size while keeping

memory at 5% of the input size. Brute-force uses its available memory as an LRU block

cache for reading input; random reads satisfied by the cache do not incur I/Os. Brute-force

turned out very slow, so we tested smaller inputs: we set the size of the supplier-state

dimension to 10 instead of 50, and we increased the size of the part-key dimension from 2

to 20 in increments of 2.

As Figure A.4 shows, the brute-force strategy is up to two orders of magnitude worse
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than ADP, because of its large number of random record reads. For the largest input

size tested here (88MB), brute-force on average takes 546 seconds, while ADP takes only

5.8 seconds, a 94-fold improvement. Overall, ADP is around 35 to 117 times faster than

brute-force.

Figure A.4 also shows that the performance of brute-force heavily depends on the

permutation being performed. On rare occasions, brute-force can be as fast as ADP, when

the output order happens to make the LRU cache extremely effective. For example, for the

input size of 8MB, one permutation, p0, 3, 2, 1, 4q, has high “locality”—it mostly involves

permuting records within a small number of blocks. Thus, brute-force works well in this

case (and so is ADP). The majority of the permutations do not have such locality, however,

so brute-force is generally much slower than ADP even though SSDs support fast random

reads.
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Appendix B

Concurrency Control in indexes designed for SSDs

Remark 2 (Avoiding overestimation of merge result sizes; Section 4.1.4) To avoid

overestimation of merge result sizes, we simply need to track cancellations between insert

and delete entries across levels more carefully. Note that N∆ and N∇ are insufficient

because they only tell us the number of cancellations for a full merge; we need to know this

number for a merge involving any number of levels. To this end, we use Oph2q counters

Npq, where 0 ď p ă q ă h; Npq tracks the number of delete entries in Lp that would

cancel out some insert entries in Lq. Let Epiq denote the number of data entries in Li,

which is readily available. With the help of the counters, the number of data entries in the

run obtained by merging L0, . . . , Li can be accurately calculated as:

ři
j“0Epjq ´

ř

0ďpăqďiNpq.

From the number of data entries, it is straightforward to calculate the number of blocks.

Upon completion of merge-execute involving L0, . . . , Lm, we update the counters as

follows:

Npq Ð

$

&

%

ř

jďmNjq for p “ m and q ą p;

0 for p ă m and q ą p.
(B.1)
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Finally, when processing a deletion, we must first locate the level Li with the correspond-

ing insert entry; then, we increment N0i by 1. Therefore, a lookup is required as part of

deletion processing.

In the version of the FD+tree presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.3 and evaluated in Sec-

tion 5.5, we choose not to use these counters, and deletions do not involve lookups. Code

that uses the FD+tree can easily ensure that there are no deletions of nonexistent elements.

Furthermore, gross overestimation of merge result sizes is rare and does not affect correct-

ness; level tightening performed by merge-finalize further protects against performance

degradation. Thus, we feel that the approach without the Npq counters suffices in practice.

Remark 3 (Overestimation of merge result size; Section 4.1.3) Consider the following

worst-case example. Before the merge, Lm has κm´1 ` ε blocks (i.e., slightly more than

the maximum size of Lm´1), while L0, . . . , Lm´1, all at full capacity, contain only fences

and delete entries. During a merge, these delete entries “cancel out” all but a few insert

entries in Lm. Thus, the new Lm is nearly empty while pUpmq is roughly 2κm´1. It would

be inefficient to have a chain of m fences pointing to a nearly empty Lm.

Remark 4 (Tightening of the last level produced by merge; Section 4.1.3) To preserve

(I4) and limit the tree height, we need to tighten the bottom level produced by a full merge.

However, when we do not have a full merge, we do not adjust the last new level’s number

for a technical reason having to do with the proof of Lemma 26 in Appendix. In particular,

that proof assumes that after an Lm-merge, we need to fill up all empty (fence-only) levels

above Lm with data entries in order to trigger another Lm-merge. This observation allows

us to lower-bound the number of modification requests between merges.

Consider the case when an Lm-merge produces a run that is just small enough to be

accommodated by Lm´1. If we perform level tightening here, this run would become a

nearly full Lm´1 (and Lm would be skipped). It would take a much fewer number of

modifications requests to trigger another Lm-merge. It remains open whether this possi-
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bility actually breaks our asymptotic bounds; we have simply taken a safe approach by not

tightening the last new level for a merge that is not full.

Remark 5 (Examples where level tightening and underflow-triggered merges are

needed; Section 4.1.4) Consider Remark 3; suppose the merge there is a full merge.

Without level tightening, the resulting tree, despite being nearly empty, can have an arbi-

trary number of levels.

We show another example highlighting the need for underflow-triggered merges. Sup-

pose a full merge has just completed, leaving the bottom level Lh´1 holding slightly more

data than what Lh´2 can accommodate. We then issue a series of deletions that would can-

cel out all but a few insert entries in Lh´1. All corresponding delete entries are eventually

pushed down to Lh´2, right above Lh´1. Without underflow-triggered merges, however,

there is no merging with Lh´1. At this point, the true number of elements is close to zero,

but the tree can be arbitrarily tall.

For both examples above, the lookup cost is arbitrarily high compared with the true

number of elements indexed. Furthermore, this situation can last for as long as needed,

over any number of operations (future modifications can simply populate and empty the

top levels indefinitely without affecting the bottom levels).

Remark 6 (When to reclaim a block; Section 4.3.4) Consider a block b1 and its follow-

ing block b2 on the same old upper level. Let k1 denote the key of the last entry in b1 and

let k2 denote the key of the first entry in b2. Entries in pk1, k2q in the next level reside in

some block c that precedes the block pointed to by the first fence of b2. Suppose m-insert

has just processed entries with key k where k1 ď k ă k2, so all entries in b1 have been

processed. However, if we reclaim b1 at this point, a lookup in the key range pk, k2q, which

still should be directed to the old upper levels, would not be able to reach c.

On the other hand, if m-insert has just finished processing k2, we can safely reclaim b1

because the wavefront key has moved to k2, and lookups for keys no greater than k2 will
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be directed to the new upper levels instead.

Remark 7 (Addressing recovery for FD+FC)

We describe at a high level how recovery for FD+FC can be addressed. Note that

we did not include recovery in our experimental analysis. Recovery schemes proposed

for LSM-tree and LHAM-tree, found in [OCGO96] and [MOPW00], are in many ways

similar to what we describe below.

We need to address recovery for the following parts of the index: (P1) Lnew
0 ; (P2) Lold

0 ;

(P3) levels Lold
1 , . . . , Lold

m ; and (P4) levels Lnew
0 , . . . , Lnew

m . Levels with level identifiers

larger than m are not touched by the merge.

To facilitate recovery, at the beginning and end of every merge, start-merge and end-

merge log records are appended to the log. The merge algorithm also writes a log record

for every fence it inserts to Lnew
0 .

Addressing (P3) and (P4) can be achieved by a simple change in FD+FC’s node dele-

tion scheme. Remember that M-Delete waits until the first key in the following node is

processed before deleting a node. This wait ensures lookups don’t encounter deleted nodes

when they search the old levels. To address recovery, we let M-Delete wait a little longer:

until the first key in the following node is processed and all entries in the node are written

to stable storage as part of the new levels. FD+FC’s earlier deletion scheme had a space

cost of an extra m blocks; the cost in the worst-case scenario when each level’s first node

was processed but each of its next sibling was not started processing yet. With recovery

included, the space cost increases utmost by only 1 more block, if merge implements a

block-at-a-time flush to Lnew
m .

Recovery for (P1) and (P2) can be achieved in the following way. The recovery man-

ager checks for the oldest start-merge record in the log. If there was no end-merge after

it, updates to the index recorded in the log before the start-merge but after the previous

start-merge are used to construct Lold
0 . Otherwise, Lold

0 is initialized with null set. The
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recovery manager constructs Lnew
0 from log records that appear after the oldest start-merge

in the log.

Based on the last node of Lnew
m and the old levels as recovered, the recovery manager

calculates how far the merge has moved, and initializes the wavefront fence in Lold
0 accord-

ingly. Entries smaller than or equal to the key of the wavefront are deleted from Lold
0 . The

merge is restarted.

Remark 8 (Workload generator GR; Section 5.5) Given the total number N of requests

and the proportionWl : Wi : Wd of lookup, insertion, and deletion requests for a workload,

GR first determines the number of insertion requests Ni to be generated. It initializes two

variables kl and ku with the smallest and largest keys that will be inserted as part of this

workload: kl “ s` 1 and ku “ s`Ni, where s is the largest key (inserted previously) in

the index before the workload starts (or zero if the index is empty).

GR follows a two-step procedure to generate each request. It first determines which

type of request to generate by choosing randomly with the ratioWl : Wi : Wd. To generate

a lookup request, GR picks a key from a listK that maintains all keys currently in the index.

To generate an insertion request, GR picks the smallest key in rkl, kuszK and a randomly

chosen value; the chosen key is added to K. To generate a deletion request, GR randomly

picks from K with the constraint that it was inserted at least 100 requests earlier.

Remark 9 (Workload generator GT ; Section 5.5) TPC-C benchmark simulates a com-

plete order-entry environment. The following five types of transactions execute against the

database: order entry, order delivery, payment, order status check, and inventory check.

While each order is entered as a single transaction, 10 orders are delivered together accord-

ing to the TPC-C specification. Hence, order delivery transactions are roughly 10 times

fewer than order entry transactions. The frequencies of the five transactions according to

the TPC-C specification are 45%, 43%, 4%, 4% and 4%.

The NewOrder table in TPC-C has attributes NO W ID (warehouse id), NO D ID (district
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id) and NO O ID (order id). The three attributes together form the primary key. Orders that

have not been processed yet are stored in this table. Our workload generator GT generates

index requests for the primary index built on the New Order table. The key is a 4-byte

unsigned integer and is constructed by placing the warehouse id in the most significant 8

bits, the district id in the next 8 bits, and using the rest of the 16 bits to store the order

number. The corresponding value for the key is generated as a random number.

Remark 10 (Obtaining Ro; Section 5.5) In a realistic setting, Ro would be the end-to-

end response time observed by the user or application generating the workload. In our

evaluation, we calculate Ro in a post-processing step after workload completion. The

workload generator generates requests with timestamps according to a pattern where re-

quests arrive at a known uniform rate of v requests per second (starting from time 0).

These requests are written to a workload file that is read by the workload injection thread

during workload execution.

The workload injection thread issues requests to the Qr and Qw queues at the maxi-

mum speed possible, ignoring the arrival timestamps. A trace of the workload execution

is captured. Next, wait time w is calculated as the time difference between the supposed

arrival time of each request (i.e., the 0-based arrival timestamp recorded in the file plus the

actual start time of the workload) and its actual arrival time (time of entry into the queue).

If w is positive (which happens when the system processes requests at a rate slower than

v), then Ro is calculated as Rq ` w; otherwise Ro is set to Rq. Note that the Rp and Rq

times do not depend on w.

Essentially, such an accounting of Ro means that the underlying execution model can

access requests ahead of their supposed arrival time if space is available in the queues. An

alternate model is to actually wait until each request’s supposed arrival time to issue it, but

this approach rules out the possibility of simulating a workload faster than real time, and

more importantly, imposes considerable CPU overhead in setting and waiting for timers.
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FIGURE B.1: FD+FC vs. FD+DS on Ro (end-to-end response time). X-axis shows the
number of request arrivals per second.
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FIGURE B.2: Comparison of FD+XM, FD+DS, and FD+FC on Intel’s X25-E SSD with
write-back disk caching mode for GR workloads. Performance metrics are: total comple-
tion time (a), average insertion Rp (b), average lookup Rp (c), worst-case Rp (d), average
Rq (e), and worst-case Rq’s (f).

We decided against such an alternative in order to minimize the system’s extra resource

utilization and its influence on measurement results.

Remark 11 (Additional details on FD+FC vs. FD+DS; Section 4.4.1) Figure B.1

shows how, for a range of request arrival rates (shown on the X-axis), FD+FC outper-

forms FD+DS on the Ro metric. For Wl “ 0.8, performance difference between FD+FC

and FD+DS is larger. For a lookup-only workload (ie., Wl “ 1.0), performance of both

schemes converge. This is expected because lookups are processed similarly in both

schemes. Recall that Figure 4.5 shows FD+FC and FD+DS performing equally for a

lookup only workload.
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FIGURE B.3: Comparison of FD+XM, FD+DS, and FD+FC on Intel’s 320S SSD for GR
workloads. Performance metrics are: total completion time (a), average insertion Rp (b),
average lookup Rp (c), worst-case Rp (d), average Rq (e), and worst-case Rq’s (f).
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FIGURE B.4: Comparison of FD+XM, FD+DS, and FD+FC for GT workloads on 320S
by varying number of warehouses, in terms of: total completion time (a), average insertion
and lookup Rp (b), worst-case insertion and lookup Rp (c), average insertion and lookup
Rq (d), worst-case insertion and lookup Rq (e), and standard deviation in Rp (f).

Remark 12 (Results for Intel 320S SSD; Section 5.5)

Figure B.3 shows results for GR workload on the Intel 320S SSD (referred as 320S).

The trends observed are generally similar to the ones that we saw for the X25-E SSD (see

Figure 4.5). Figure B.2(a) shows throughput comparision between FD+XM, FD+DS, and

FD+FC. FD+FC’s throughput is atleast as high as FD+DS for all workloads, and when
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FIGURE B.5: Performance of FD+FC vs. Berkeley DB.

0.2 ď Wl ď 0.7 it is atleast 33% higher than FD+XM. For update intensive workloads,

throughput of all schemes are higher relative to their observed throughputs on X25-E be-

cause 320S is a newer SSD, and has better write performance. As lookup ratio in the

workload increases, performance impact because of writes decreases.

Figure B.3(b) shows that the average Rp for update requests exhibits similar trends as

in X25-E. But all concurrency schemes run faster than on X25-E because 320S processes

writes faster; there is a speed up of around 60% when Wl “ 0. When Wl “ 0.2, the

average lookup Rp of FD+FC experiences a jump. We believe this is because of intense

cache pollution caused by fast running merges. Rest of the Figures B.3(d), B.3(e) and

B.3(f) show similar trends as observed in X25-E experiment.

Figure B.4 compares the three schemes for GT workloads. We observe same trends

as seen in Figure 4.7 for the X25-E experiment. However, absolute numbers for all the

schemes have improved.

Remark 13 (Results with write-back disk caching enabled; Section 5.5)

Figure B.2 shows results for GR workload on X25-E with write-back disk caching

enabled. Disk caching allows effective usage of the SSD’s on disk cache, however, data

loss could occur when it experiences an unscheduled power off. Most trends observed for

the write-through experiment (see Figure 4.5) show in these results too. However, because

writes are faster as they are not actually stored to the hardware in the SSD, we see more

similarities with the 320S experiment (see Figure B.3).

Remark 14 (Extra results for FD+FC vs. B+tree; Section 4.4.3)
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Figure B.5 completes the results for the FD+FC vs. B+tree comparision shown in Fig-

ure 4.9. Worst-caseRp of FD+FC is similar to, or in most cases lesser than, B+tree’s worst-

case Rp. B+tree requires modifying atleast one block for every update to the index. Such

frequent random page updates trigger many block erases inside the SSD ultimately affect-

ing the worst-case response time. Figures B.5(b) and B.5(c) show average and worst-case

Rq comparision for the two indexes. Note that for update intensive workloads, FD+FC is

by far better, while B+tree outperforms FD+FC for lookup intensive workloads, which is

expected. As mentioned in Section 4.4.3, Berkeley DB’s B+tree implementation is very

sophisticated while our FD+FC is a prototype we developed to capture a fair comparision

with FD+DS and FD+XM. We believe FD+FC code can benefit a lot from further code

optimizations.

Remark 15 (Pseudocode for FD+Tree Operations; Section 4.1) See Algorithms 15

and 16.

Remark 16 (Proof of Theorem 15; Section 4.1.4) We begin by introducing several

lemmas.

Lemma 23. An FD+-tree with n elements in its lowest level has Oplogγ
n
κ0β
q levels.

Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose h ą 2. By (I3), BpLh´1q ą κh´2 “ κ0γ
h´2, so

h ă logγpBpLh´1q{κ0q ` 2 ď logγprn{βs{κ0q ` 2

“ Oplogγ
n

κ0β
q.

Lemma 24. The total number of blocks in L0, . . . , Lm is Opκ0γ
mq.

Proof. By (I3), Li has at most κi blocks, so the total is at most
řm
i“0 κi “ κ0

γm`1´1
γ´1

“

Opκ0γ
mq.

In the following, an Lm-merge refers to a merge that replaces levels L0, . . . , Lm, where

m is calculated by merge-prepare.
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Lemma 25. The number of blocks written by an Lm-merge that produces b blocks in Lm

is less than m` β
β`1

b “ Opκ0γ
mq.

Proof. The levels above Lm contain densely packed fences, so the total number of blocks

written is at most

b` rb{βs` rrb{βs{βs` ¨ ¨ ¨

ă b`m` b{β ` b{β2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ m`

β

β ´ 1
b “ Opκ0γ

m
q.

The last step follows from (I3): Lm has at most κm blocks.

Lemma 26. Suppose an overflow-triggered Lm-merge has just completed. There must

have been Ωppβ ´ γqκ0γ
m´1q insertion/deletion requests since the most recent Lm1-merge

with m1 ě m.

Proof. Let M denote the Lm-merge and M1 denote the Lm1-merge.

Right before M, we must have pUpm ´ 1q ą κm´1 (otherwise merge-prepare would

not have called for an Lm-merge). Therefore,
S

m´1
ÿ

j“0

BpLjq ´
1

β

m´1
ÿ

j“1

BpLjq

W

ą κm´1,

by Eq. (4.1) (it is easy to see that the above still holds in the case ofm “ h where pUph´1q

has a precise formulation based on N∆ and N∇). Since BpL0q “ κ0 is necessary to trigger

M, we have:

κ0 `
β ´ 1

β

m´1
ÿ

j“1

BpLjq ą κ0γ
m´1,

m´1
ÿ

j“1

BpLjq ą
β

β ´ 1
κ0pγ

m´1
´ 1q. (B.2)
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The total number of data entries in L0, . . . , Lm´1 right before M is given by E´F , where

E is the total number of entries and F is the total number of fences among them. We have:

E ě βκ0 `

m´1
ÿ

i“1

pβpBpLiq ´ 1q ` 1q

“ βκ0 ´ pβ ´ 1qpm´ 1q ` β
m´1
ÿ

i“1

BpLiq;

F ď

˜

BpLsuccpm´1qq `

m´1
ÿ

i“1

BpLiq

¸

`

m´1
ÿ

i“0

BpLiq (B.3)

“ BpLsuccpm´1qq ` κ0 ` 2
m´1
ÿ

i“1

BpLiq.

The first term on the right of Ineq. (B.3) is the number of blocks that need to be pointed to

by fences, and the last term of Ineq. (B.3) upper-bounds the number of fences inserted for

(I2) at the beginning of each block. Combining the two quantities above, we get:

E ´ F ě pβ ´ 1qpκ0 ´m` 1q ´BpLsuccpm´1qq

` pβ ´ 2q
m´1
ÿ

i“1

BpLiq

ą pβ ´ 1qpκ0 ´m` 1q ´ κ0γ
m by (I5)

`
pβ ´ 2qβ

β ´ 1
κ0pγ

m´1
´ 1q by Ineq. (B.2)

“ Ωpβκ0γ
m´1

´ κ0γ
m
q

“ Ωppβ ´ γqκ0γ
m´1

q.

Right after M1, none of L0, . . . , Lm´1 contains any data entries. Therefore, all of theE´F

data entries above must have been the results of insertion/deletion requests since M1.

Lemma 27. Consider a phase that begins right after a full merge and ends right after the

next full merge. Let N denote the true number of elements indexed at the beginning of
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the phase. During this phase, the worst-case I/O cost of a lookup is Oplogγ
N
κ0β
q, and the

amortized I/O cost of an insertion or deletion is Op γ
β´γ

logγ
N
κ0β
q.

Proof. Let h denote the height of the tree at the beginning of the phase. At this point (right

after a full merge), all N elements are in the lowest level, so h “ logγ
N
κ0β

by Lemma 23.

Note that the tree remains at this height until the full merge that ends the phase.

A lookup visits one block per materialized level, so the bound on its cost immediately

follows. We now turn to insertions and deletions. Let R denote the total number of in-

sertion/deletion requests in the phase. All I/O’s of insertions and deletions are incurred

by merges. These merges include Li-merges where 1 ď i ď h ´ 2 (all of which are

overflow-triggered), and one Lh´1- or Lh-merge, which ends the phase.

For each i P r1, h ´ 2s, consider the sequenceMi of all Li-merges during the phase.

Let Ci denote the total I/O cost incurred by merges inMi. For each merge m P Sm, let

Cpmq denote its I/O cost andRipmq denote the number of insertion/deletion requests since

the last Li1-merge since m with i1 ě i. We have:

Ci
R
“

1

R

ÿ

mPMi

Cpmq ă

ř

mPMi
Cpmq

ř

mPMi
Ripmq

.

By Lemmas 24, 25, and 26, for all m PMi,

Cpmq

Ripmq
“ O

ˆ

κ0γ
i

pβ ´ γqκ0γi´1

˙

“ O

ˆ

γ

β ´ γ

˙

.

Therefore, Ci{R “ Op γ
β´γ
q.

Let M denote the full merge that ends the phase, and let Ch´1 denote its cost. There

are several cases and we show that for each case, Ch´1{R “ Op γ
β´γ
q:

• M is an overflow-triggered Lh´1-merge. In this case, we have Ch´1 “ Opκ0γ
h´1q

by Lemmas 24 and 25 and R “ Ωppβ ´ γqκ0γ
h´2q by Lemma 26, so Ch´1{R “

Op γ
β´γ
q.
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• M is an overflow-triggered Lh-merge, which grows the tree by one level. In this

case, M reads the existing L0, . . . , Lh´1 and adds a new Lh. By Lemma 24, M

reads Opκ0γ
h´1q blocks. Furthermore, M writes no more blocks in Lh than it reads

from L0, . . . , Lh´1, so the total number of blocks written by M, by Lemma 25, is

Oph` β
β`1

κ0γ
h´1q “ Opκ0γ

h´1q. Therefore, Ch´1 “ Opκ0γ
h´1q.

To arrive at Ch´1{R “ Op γ
β´γ
q, we can show that R “ Ωppβ ´ γqκ0γ

h´2q using the

same argument as in the proof of Lemma 26, by noting that pUph´2q ą κh´2 before

M and therefore the number of data entries at or above Lh´1 is Ωppβ ´ γqκ0γ
h´2q.

• M is underflow-triggered. In this case, we know N∇{N∆ ą 1{3 right before M.

Note that all N elements indexed at the beginning of the phase are insert entries in

the lowest level, and have remained undisturbed until M. Therefore, R ě N∇ ą

1
3
N∆ ě

1
3
N .

The cost of reading L0, . . . , Lh´2 is Opκ0γ
h´2q by Lemma 24, and the cost of read-

ing Lh´1 is rN{βs ą κ0γ
h´2 by (I4). Therefore, Ch´1 “ OpN{βq. Since we have

shown R ě 1
3
N earlier, Ch´1{R “ Op1{βq, and 1{β ă γ

β´γ
.

Overall, the amortized I/O cost of an insertion or deletion over the phase is:

1

R

h´1
ÿ

i“1

Ci “ O

ˆ

hγ

β ´ γ

˙

“ O

ˆ

γ

β ´ γ
logγ

N

κ0β

˙

.

Proof of Theorem 15. To show the space bound, consider the bottom level Lh´1. By (I4),

BpLh´1q ą κ0γ
h´2; by Lemma 24, the total number of blocks in all levels except Lh´1

is Opκ0γ
h´2q. Therefore, the total number of blocks in the tree is OpBpLh´1qq. Note that

Lh´1 contains only insert entries; suppose there are n of them. Clearly, OpBpLh´1qq “

Opn{βq. By (I6), N∇ ď
1
3
N∆, so N “ N∆ ´ N∇ ě

2
3
N∆. Hence, n ď N∆ ď

3
2
N , and

Opn{βq “ OpN{βq.
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To prove the time bounds, divide the workload into phases separated by full merges,

and consider each phase. Let N0 denote the true number of elements indexed at the begin-

ning of this phase. By Lemma 27, the worst-case I/O cost of a lookup is Oplogγ
N0

κ0β
q, and

the amortized I/O cost of an insertion or deletion is Op γ
β´γ

logγ
N0

κ0β
q during this phase. To

complete the proof, it suffices to show that N0 “ OpNq throughout the phase. By (I6),

N∇{N∆ ď 1{3, so

N “ N∆ ´N∇ ě 2N∆{3 ě 2N0{3.

The last step above follows from the observation that all N0 elements are insert entries in

the lowest level, and they remain undisturbed until the end of the phase.

Remark 17 (Correctness of FD+FC; Section 4.3.5) A complete and rigorous proof for

the correctness of FD+FC requires enumerating many cases and building blocks. Instead

of being exhaustive, we present and prove in the following a series of lemmas leading to

one of the most important building blocks, to give a flavor for the complete proof.

In the following, let Hp¨q denote the head block of a level.

Lemma 28. During a merge, all head blocks in the old upper levels are connected by a

path.

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose HpLold
i q does not have a fence to HpLold

i`1q.

Then there are two cases:

• HpLold
i q’s first fence must be pointing to the right sibling ofHpLold

i`1q. Also,HpLold
i q’s

first fence has already been processed by merge; in fact, that happened whenHpLold
i q’s

left sibling was deleted. But if its first fence has already been processed, so should

HpLold
i`1q’s because they share the same key. Hence, this case cannot happen.

• HpLold
i q’s first fence points to an already deleted block of Lold

i`1. Hence, HpLold
i`1q’s

fence must be in the right sibling of HpLold
i q, or further down the list. If that is the
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case, HpLold
i q should have already been deleted because HpLold

i`1q’s first fence has

already been processed by the merge; in fact, that happened when HpLold
i`1q’s left

sibling was deleted. Hence, this case cannot happen either.

Lemma 29. If m-delete is about to be invoked to delete a head block HpLold
i q, the head

block’s content has only one path from Lold
0 .

Proof. Let the head block’s contents span the range ra, bq, where a is HpLold
i q’s first

fence’s key, and b is its right sibling’s first fence’s key. We prove by contradiction. Sup-

pose there are multiple paths. Multiple paths are possible only if some level Lold
j above

Lold
i has a set of consecutive blocks including its head block, whose ranges are subsets of

ra, bq. Essentially, lookups aimed at each of these blocks would also have to reachHpLold
i q,

and the paths they take are the multiple paths we are referring to. But if there is such a

case, thenHpLold
i q’s right sibling’s first fence will be larger than every one of these blocks.

Therefore, all of these blocks should have been long deleted. This is a contradiction.

Lemma 30. If a lookup entered the old tree to search HpLold
i q, while immediately after-

ward an m-delete step entered to delete the same head block, then our locking scheme

ensures the head block is not deleted at least until the lookup has completed processing on

it.

Proof. From Lemma 29, the head block has only one path from Lold
0 . From Lemma 28,

this path must be the path connecting all head blocks. Therefore, both lookup and m-delete

have to follow this path to reach HpLold
i q. Lookup does not unlock a parent block, unless

it receives a lock on the child. Thus, m-delete cannot jump through the lookup and reach

HpLold
i q earlier. Therefore, our locking scheme ensures that HpLold

i q will not be deleted at

least until the lookup completes processing on it.

Remark 18 (Addressing FD+DS’s worst-case modification response time; Section 4.2)

In Section 4.2, we have discussed why FD+DS suffers from poor worst-case modification
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response times, which is confirmed by our experiments in Section 5.5. Recall that FD+DS

does not free the memory occupied by Lold
0 during a merge; thus, as soon as memory for

the top level is full, new modifications will have to wait for the entire merge to complete,

resulting in high response times. Naturally, the question arises whether we can patch

FD+DS in some way to avoid this issue. Here, we discuss a few possibilities (assume the

reader has already read Section 4.3).

Removing data entries from Lold
0 We can allow the merge to remove data entries from

Lold
0 , just as in FD+FC. However, the conceptual simplicity of FD+DS would be lost.

Lookups accessing keys smaller than the key of the wavefront will have to search the

new levels, because a matching entry in Lold
0 may have been removed and placed in Lnew

m .

Since the new levels are also being modified by the ongoing merge, a concurrency control

protocol is needed for coordinating such lookups with the merge. Hence, this approach

will be as complex as FD+FC.

More specifically, the above approach and FD+FC use five main components of con-

currency control: (P1) forLnew
0 ; (P2) forLold

0 ; (P3) for the new disk-resident levels; (P4) for

the old disk-resident levels; and (P5) to track lookups in old levels (so such lookups can

finish before the old levels are reclaimed). Note that the approach we discussed in the pre-

vious paragraph needs (P1), (P2), (P3) and (P5), and is significantly more complex than the

basic FD+DS, which needs (P1) and (P5). FD+FC needs (P1)–(P4); it does not need (P5)

since the reclamation of old levels is already done by the merge. (P4)’s implementation is

similar to (P3).

Cost of (P4) as implemented in FD+FC is not significant because the merge accesses

the old levels at the time of a node deletion (not for every entry deletion), and only the

first node of each level is accessed. Those nodes lying in the path to the about-to-be-

deleted nodes are only locked and unlocked without incurring any I/O or processing cost.

An ongoing merge will not interfere with most lookups because a lookup may be at any
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node of a level, while the merge examines only the first node. In sum, letting FD+DS

remove data entries from Lold
0 will not be significantly different from FD+FC complexity-

or performance-wise, but still has the disadvantage of doubling disk space.

Triggering merge proactively We can trigger a merge proactively, once a predetermined

fraction of the memory allocated for the top level fills up. While Lold
0 still cannot be re-

claimed until the merge completes, the fraction of memory that remains can accommodate

additional incoming modifications before stalling.

There are two main problems with this approach. First, the approach only delays

the inevitable—the problem remains that memory associated with Lold
0 is stuck until the

merge completes. In additional experiments we ran on X25E, we triggered merges when

there were still 25% memory remaining, and observed the worst-case insertion Rp for

this approach to be between 20 to 30 seconds. When we triggered merges when memory

was only 50% full, the worst-case insertion Rp was still between 15 to 30 seconds. From

Section 4.4.1, we know that without proactive merging, FD+DS’s worst insertion Rp is

around 33 to 38 seconds. Thus, proactive merging certainly helps. However, it remains

much worse than FD+FC, whose worst-case insertion Rp is under a second.

Second, trigger merges more proactively means more merges overall, and hence more

writes to the SSD. For an 80%-update workload, FD+DS with merges triggered when

memory was 75% full generated 12% more page writes to the disk (after counting cache

effects). Extra writes to the SSD jumped to 33% when merges are triggered when memory

was 50% full.

Writing Lold
0 temporarily to disk Yet another approach is to write Lold

0 to disk at the

beginning of a merge, so the entire memory can be used as Lnew
0 to accommodate incoming

modifications. Lookups in the old levels will now need to start with a disk-resident Lold
0 ;

otherwise, no other changes to FD+DS are needed.
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The disk-resident Lold
0 would need to be written in a way to allow efficient search. We

can use a tightly packed B+tree, where the smallest entry of every leaf node needs to be a

fence (otherwise a lookup may need to read multiple B+tree leaves to find a fence pointing

to Lold
1 ). This B+tree results in at least one extra I/O per lookup (and more if there are

more levels). This overhead is significant considering that FD+trees typically do not have

many levels (4 in our experiments with reasonably large datasets). One could ameliorate

this problem by caching the B+tree pages of Lold
0 , but this fix would amount to using more

memory than originally allotted, which would equally benefit other approaches such as

FD+FC.

This approach also incurs more writes. Writing Lold
0 to disk at the beginning of every

merge means that every data record will be written one extra time (when it exits the top

level).

Range-partitioning the index into smaller ones This approach partitions the key domain

into continuous ranges, and uses one subindex for each partition. The top levels of these

subindexes together share the entire memory allotted. Each subindex carries out its merge

exactly as in FD+DS, independently of others. While this approach does not change the

fact that each ongoing merge pins down its old top level in memory, the upside is that it

only takes the portion of the main memory occupied by the subindex being reorganized.

Similarly, this approach in the worst case still doubles the space requirement like FD+DS,

but if few subindexes have ongoing merges simultaneously the space overhead will be

lower.

For this approach to work effectively, range partitioning and memory allocation across

subindexes must be done intelligently and adaptively, which adds considerable complexity.

Otherwise, one large subindex can end up containing most records and taking most of the

memory, and its merge will have a similar issue as the basic FD+DS. Dynamic adaption is

tricky to implement because we need to avoid oscillating back and forth between states and
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constantly incurring the adaption overhead, and because adaption complicates concurrency

control.

Finally, for workloads such as insertions with uniformly random keys, it is possible

that merges will be triggered for many subindexes at roughly the same time. In that case,

we need to either pin down many top levels simultaneously, which would lead to the same

problem as basic FD+DS, or cap the number of concurrent merges, which would halt

modifications in subindexes with pending merges.

Discussion In summary, the various approaches discussed above either introduce other

performance issues or complicate FD+DS to the point where it becomes no simpler than

FD+FC. Some ideas—such as proactive merge, allowing more memory sharing (among

top levels and even page cache), and adaptive partitioning—can be applied orthogonally

to FD+FC as well, and it would be interesting to investigate their effectiveness further.

However, the fundamental difference between FD+DS and FD+FC and its implication on

performance still remain.
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Algorithm 14: Insert algorithm for FD+tree.
1 InsertpI, k, vqbegin

// I: index; k: key to insert; v: payload for k;
2 L0.addInsertEntrypk, vq; N∆ Ð N∆ ` 1; // add pk, vq pair to the top-level of index
3 if L0.sizepq ą βκ0 then
4 if pUph´ 1q ą κh´1 then
5 mÐ h;
6 else
7 mÐ arg minippUpiq ď κiq;

8 mergepI,mq; // overflow-triggered merge

9 MergepI,mqbegin
// I: index to reorganize; m: no. of participating levels

10 foreach k P pI.min, I.maxq do
11 @i P r0,ms, Si Ð Li.getMatchingDataEntriespkq; // pull data entries with key k from all levels of index
12 S Ð coalescepYiPr0,msSiq; // remove canceling insertions and deletions

13 C “
pYiPr0,ms|Si|q´|S|

2
;

14 N∆ Ð N∆ ´ C; N∇ Ð N∇ ´ C; // update N∆ and N∇
15 RÐ S ; // store in R, entries to append to Lnew

m

16 if Lm.getMatchingFencepkq ‰ φ then // if a fence with key k exists
17 plast Ð Lm.getMatchingFencepkq; RÐ RY pk, plastq ; // update plast and R

18 foreach i P rm, 0s do
19 if Lnew

i .canAccommodatepRq then
20 Lnew

i .appendpRq; break; // append R to Li and stop
21 else
22 F “ Lnew

i .newNodepq; Lnew
i .appendpk, plastq; // attach a new node to Lnew

i ; set its first entry to the fence pk, plastq

23 Lnew
i .appendpRq;RÐ pk, F q; // append R; assign F to R

24 L0 Ð L0 ´ S0; // delete retrieved record entries from L0

25 foreach i from 1, . . . ,m do
26 if Si ‰ φ ^ keys in Li.headNode are smaller than k then
27 H Ð Li.headNode; Li.headNodeÐ H.next; delete H; // move to next node; and delete current headNode

28 foreach i P r0,ms do
29 delete Li.headNode; // delete last remaining node in Li

30 foreach i P r0,ms do
31 oi “ arg minj

´

BpLnew
i q ď κj ^BpL

new
succpiq

q ď κj`1

¯

;

32 z Ð arg maxipoi “ 0q;
33 if z ą 0 then
34 L0.deleteAllFenceEntriespq; F Ð Lz .getAllFenceEntriespq; L0.addFenceEntriespF q ; // replace fences in L0 with

those in Lz
35 @i P r1, zs, Lnew

i .dropLevelpq ; // delete levels L1, . . . , Lz

36 Lnew
0 .assignLabelpL0q;

37 foreach i P pz,mq do
38 Lnew

i .assignLabelpLoi q; // relabel level Lnew
i as Loi
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Algorithm 15: Delete algorithm for FD+tree.
1 DeletepI, k, vqbegin

// I: index; k: key to delete; v: payload for k;
2 if L0.getInsertEntrypk, vq ‰ φ then
3 L0.deleteInsertEntrypk, vq;
4 N∆ Ð N∆ ´ 1 ;
5 else
6 L0.addDeleteEntrypk, vq;
7 N∇ Ð N∇ ` 1 ;

8 if L0.sizepq ą βκ0 then
9 if pUph´ 1q ą κh´1 then

10 mÐ h;
11 else
12 mÐ arg minippUpiq ď κiq;

13 mergepI,mq; // overflow-triggered merge

14 if N∇
N∆

ą 1
3

then
15 mergepI, h´ 1q; // underflow-triggered merge

Algorithm 16: Lookup algorithm for FD+tree
1 LookuppI, kqbegin
2 f Ð φ;
3 foreach i “ 0, . . . ,m do
4 RI Ð Li.getMatchingInsertEntrypf, kq;
5 if RI ‰ φ then
6 return RI ;

7 RD Ð Li.getMatchingDeleteEntrypf, kq;
8 if RD ‰ φ then
9 break;

10 f Ð Li.getNextFenceEntrypf, kq; // from Li’s node pointed by f , get fence f̄ s.t. minf̄ .keytf̄ .key ď ku

11 return φ;
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